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FOREWORD

As shown by the United Nations Public Service Awards and a number of other award programmes in various regions of the world, there is great capacity in all corners of the globe to reinvent government and to launch innovative practices in governance. Disseminating information about innovations in government, and most importantly, transforming this information into knowledge so that it may benefit countries looking for effective solutions to governance problems, is a challenge that the United Nations has taken up very seriously. Although there are no “one-size-fits-all” solutions to complex issues, sharing successful experiences offers an opportunity for innovation in governance and public administration. We strongly believe that sharing information and transferring knowledge on innovations are important tools for stimulating and inspiring governments in their reform efforts toward more inclusive development. In fact, learning from other countries’ experiences in reinventing government can save time, inspire new reforms, and in some cases help countries to leapfrog stages of development. Moreover, focusing on best practices rather than on failures is a way to provide positive incentives for reform efforts and encourage a constructive outlook on development. It affords the opportunity to shift our attention from what the State should do to how it should do it, i.e., how it should solve the many challenges it is presented with on a daily basis.

In light of the above, the United Nations General Assembly reiterated, in resolution 57/277, that particular emphasis should be given to the exchange of experiences related to the role of public administration in the implementation of internationally agreed goals, including those contained in the Millennium Declaration. In resolution 50/225, it also underlined the importance of enhancing international cooperation in the field of public administration, including South-South and interregional cooperation. Accordingly, the United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs (UNDESA) is dedicated to promoting the exchange of ideas and experiences of innovations in governance and public administration in order to contribute to social and economic development.

One of the most important vehicles for sharing information and knowledge on innovation in government is the United Nations Global Online Network in Public Administration (http://www.unpan.org) established by UNDESA, through its Division for Public Administration and Development Management (DPADM). UNPAN links e-networks and regional centers working in the area of governance and public administration worldwide and provides information and useful resources on a number of governance issues. In terms of advocacy, the United Nations General Assembly proclaimed June 23 as “Public Service Day” to celebrate innovation, creativity and initiative of civil servants by granting UN Public Service Awards to government organizations that have excelled in reinventing themselves. This occasion offers the opportunity to share information about innovations in government from all regions of the world through live web-cast and the UNPAN. UNDESA also supports the establishment of Networks of Innovators in Governance at the international and regional levels, including in the Mediterranean area, since knowledge networks have the capacity to pool knowledge resources together. As part of the United Nations’ effort to promote excellence in government, DPADM also provides support to the Global Forum on Reinventing Government, which has become
the major international gathering of policy-makers and experts in the area of governance and serves as a worldwide laboratory for new ideas and policy development. In terms of capacity-building at the national and regional levels, DPADM has established a number of technical assistance programmes aimed at promoting good governance. For example, the Programme for Innovation in Public Administration in the Mediterranean Region (InnovMed) is one of the flagship activities of DPADM; its main objective is to contribute to the improvement of governance systems in Northern Africa, the Middle East and Western Balkans by sharing information on best practices and by supporting the transfer and adaptation of innovations. In particular, the InnovMed Programme aims at reinforcing the capacity of national governments, in terms of institutions, human resources, technological adequacy and financial management, to better cope with emerging national, regional and international challenges, as well as to respond more effectively to citizens’ demands and needs.

This publication is one of the analytical products of the InnovMed Programme and it is intended for policy-makers and practitioners, as well as scholars and researchers of innovation in governance and the public at large. Its aim is to provide interested Governments with both conceptual and policy tools to select and adapt innovations.

The contributions contained in this publication were prepared for the International Experts Meeting on “Approaches and Methodologies for the Assessment and Transfer of Best Practices in Governance and Public Administration”, organized by DPADM in June 2005 in Tunis. This book focuses on four main themes: challenges and perspectives of best practices and innovations in governance; transferability of best practices; capacity to absorb and implement a best practice, and approaches and methodologies for the adaptation of best practices. Since good governance is not a “one-time” exercise, but a continuous process of refinement, re-assessment of strategies and practices as well as incremental institutional development, I hope that this publication will contribute to supporting and improving democratic governance by providing key ideas and useful tools for the transfer of best practices and innovation in governance and public administration.

Guido Bertucci, Director

Division for Public Administration and Development Management
Department of Economic and Social Affairs
United Nations
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In Chapter 1 Adriana Alberti and Guido Bertucci provide an overview of the publication, which envisages a new agenda for innovation in governance and public administration. The authors believe that international development efforts can significantly benefit from knowledge-sharing, particularly in the case of innovations and good practices.

The authors argue that although innovations in government are circumscribed in scope, they have the potential to trigger a bigger process of transformation of the State. By providing governments with a menu of innovations and tools to adapt to their own context, the international community can play a critical role in promoting good governance and the creation of new democratic spaces. This publication therefore looks at the process, capacities, and environment required for the successful transfer, adaptation, and implementation of innovations in governance and public administration.

In light of the above, the chapter begins by debating why governments should innovate. It then introduces different definitions of the concepts of innovation and best practices and examines the process of innovation. It notes that the sustainability and effectiveness of new practices depends on many intangible factors, such as partnerships and community involvement. Innovations must similarly be institutionalized to ensure that they will not fade away with a change in leadership. At the same time, the environment in which innovation takes place also requires attention. Moreover, the capacity of an organization to adapt, implement, and institutionalize innovations that have been successful in other quarters is a critical aspect of the process that is often overlooked. If the recipient has insufficient capabilities, there is a risk that the innovation will slip through the cracks of the organization. Above all, different circumstances require different solutions, and in the case of innovations there is no “one size fits all” solution. The chapter further analyses the transferability of innovations and best practices by highlighting many award programmes that enhance the visibility of innovative processes and offer collective knowledge based on thousands of cases. Finally, the authors summarize the different approaches and methodologies that have proven successful in the transfer and dissemination of innovations and best practices.

Part One, “Innovation in Governance: Perspectives, Challenges and Potential”, focuses on ideas and approaches to innovation and best practices. The authors agree that the term “best practice” is problematic in relation to governance and public administration since it presupposes that a practice has been actually benchmarked against all other similar practices at the national and international levels. It also implies that there is one best way to do things when reality is that there are many ways of implementing innovative ideas. Terms such as “smart options”, “good practices” or “successful practices” are better suited for the field of governance. Yet, because there is no consensus on what term could replace “best practices”, we will continue using it for ease of reference. Part One also provides guidelines for better understanding and conducting research in the field through the use of analytical tools such as a narrative approach. In addition, it discusses the abandonment of previous approaches to best practices, which often saw the process of replication as based on universal blueprints waiting to be implemented.
In Chapter 2, Imraan Patel sets out to improve the understanding of innovations and best practices by highlighting that focus should be on the organizational context rather than on single innovations. To that end, Patel introduces two conceptual models for innovative processes within the public sector. He then reviews the concepts of best practices, innovation and improvement and determines whether these are helpful. Patel argues that despite the importance of conceptual clarity when undertaking academic studies on innovation adopting various definitions of innovation may sometimes have advantages in other environments. A variable definition shifts the focus to the conditions of learning from the experiences of others, and Patel therefore emphasizes the importance of knowledge-sharing and replication. Finally, by analyzing selected issues associated with the transfer of improvements and innovations Patel offers suggestions for developing methodologies and tools to facilitate this process.

In Chapter 3, Juan Carlos Cortázar proposes a concept of public management practices that makes it possible to learn from them. He maintains that what should be transferred about best practices are the lessons, i.e. practical arguments to enable public managers to adapt a practice and make it work in a way that is suitable for its own environment. In order to produce and present empirical evidence of such practices, the author suggests the adoption of a narrative approach, which enables researchers to deal with highly complex experiences in a systematic manner. Such a research agenda includes the fundamental step of narrowly defining the subject by identifying directly related events to the management practice under study as well as establishing how identified events affected each other. This methodology makes a valuable contribution to understanding the development and operation of public management practices, as well as to producing lessons about best practices that can be applied rigorously in other contexts. It has been used by the Inter-American Development Bank’s Social Development Institute to study social management practices in recent years.

In Chapter 4, Donald E. Klingner establishes the importance of innovation to governance in general and development administration and implementation in particular. The author notes that in response to the discredited traditional approach to development administration, alternative approaches have emerged that attempt to offset previous flaws of ethnocentrism and ignorance as well as promoting understanding instead of focusing exclusively on evaluation and recommendation. The author establishes the importance of innovation to governance in general and development administration and implementation in particular and critiques the utility of best practices in development administration accordingly.

Part Two, “Transferability and Adaptation of Best Practices and Innovations” provides a host of examples of innovation transfers and dissemination. From the transfer of institutions and policies to the experiences of local and national awards programmes, the present chapters provide insights into how innovations and best practices move successfully from a host to a recipient. The chapters based on awards programmes serve to emphasize the importance of documentation in the innovation process. Without proper accounting for these processes, innovations and best practices will continue to be a black box without any determinants or principles for success. In this vein, one indicator is whether an innovation or best practice targets a perceived challenge, i.e. serve a specific need in the community.
In Chapter 5, Ladipo Adamolekun reviews the experience of transferring two governance institutions on a worldwide scale – the ombudsman institution and independent commissions against corruption. He provides an overview of the diffusion of these two institutions and then draws attention to the factors that have made the transfer possible, including a distinction between formal institutional transfers and their effective functioning in different countries. Adamolekun emphasizes that there is an important distinction to be made between an impressive transferability record of the governance institutions considered here in terms of diffusion on the one hand and the actual functioning of the institutions in the countries that have adopted them on the other. He further argues that the factors for “success” in diffusion are different in significant respects from the factors for ensuring effective functioning of the governance institutions in the different countries concerned.

In Chapter 6, Carlos Conde Martinez notes that the significant number of replication of policies as well as the intense policy cooperation between industrialized countries indicates that there is great interest in the concept of transfer, its mechanisms and the conditions for its success. Conde underlines that the knowledge factor in transfers is critical to successful adaptation. He argues that transfers can fail for three reasons: they are uninformed, incomplete or inappropriate. That is to say, information about the innovation or policy is inadequate; crucial elements of the policy have not been introduced; or differences in economic, social, political and ideological contexts are not taken seriously into account. The author sets out to discuss competing agendas for successful transfer that focus, on one side, on generalized principles and, on the other side, on specific variables. To that end, Conde Martinez first discusses three different concepts of policy transfers, and outlines the key factors to effective policy transfers, including policy convergence and institutionalization, local variety and policy content, as well as political factors. The author also identifies selected variables, such as constraints of transfer and internationalization.

In Chapter 7, Marta Ferreira Santos Farah makes a contribution to the discussion of innovation and dissemination in government and the public sector using examples from “The Public Management and Citizenship Program”, which promotes innovation in subnational governments in Brazil. On a backdrop of government and public sector innovation trends in Brazil recent decades, Farah examines why innovations are disseminated and asserts that the mere existence of similar problems in other jurisdictions is not sufficient to prompt the transfer of innovations. A problem has to be perceived as a social and political issue before innovations will be adopted. Similarly, convergence between policy agendas of local governments and innovations improves the chances of successful transfer.

In Chapter 8, Joseph Galimberti discusses best practices and innovation drawing on some of the experiences of the Institute of Public Administration of Canada (IPAC). The chapter describes the successful adaptation of Canadian best practices by other jurisdictions in Lithuania and China, and suggests how the success of these transfers can best be measured. The author emphasizes that the methodology for transferring best practices was based on a practitioner-to-practitioner relationship in which the mentor jurisdiction removed flaws in current practices and advised on expected difficulties in the implementation stages. The chapter also uses material from the IPAC Award for Innovative
management, established in 1990, to provide insights on innovation and relate some successful adaptations of Canadian innovations to other jurisdictions. Galimberti argues that the single most important factor in disseminating innovation is recognition to which end awards programmes play a significant role (see also Part 3). The chapter concludes that the idea behind a specific innovation is more important than the innovation itself and calls for the establishment of a knowledge network of innovation to facilitate the successful transfer of new ideas.

In Chapter 9, Tonatiuh Guillén López analyses the capacities needed to adapt best practices in governance based on the experience of the Mexico’s Government and Local Management Award (GLMA). Interestingly, innovation at the local level is determined neither by political affiliation, population or geographical location of the local government, nor is the amount of resources a determinant of innovation. The author identifies the local need and simultaneous apprehension of that need by leading institutional and social actors as prerequisites for successful innovation. The GLMA programmes analysed furthermore reveal the key role played by the municipal president for successful innovation in terms of leadership. Finally, the chapter highlights the problem of documentation that primarily happens on an informal and oral basis, which despite GLMA’s efforts still is a major impediment in the diffusion, transfer and replication of best practices.

Part Three, “Approaches to Transferring and Adapting Best Practices and Innovations”, looks at how best practices and innovations are effectively disseminated. By outlining three different approaches to transferring best practices and innovations, the chapters highlight, for example, how peer-to-peer transfers can act as a flexible and powerful tool to better match expertise and experience of host and recipient – and that including the media as an integral player may help raise awareness and mobilize political support. Another important conclusion is that it is not adequate to focus solely on the innovation in order to achieve successful transfer, but that due attention should also be given to the process that made an innovation possible.

In Chapter 10, Vincent Kitio and Nicholas You provide an outline of how UN Habitat works with best practices. From the original call for best practices in 1996 to the establishment of the Best Practices and Local Leadership Programme (BLP) - a global network of public, private and civil society organizations devoted to the sharing and exchange of lessons learned from experience – UN Habitat has promoted best practices as a means of identifying solutions to some of the most pressing social, economic and environmental problems facing an urbanizing world. In the chapter, Kitio and You explain the UN Habitat process of identifying, documenting and assessing best practices while emphasizing the use of a standardized reporting format. The authors focus on the importance of the BLP knowledge management framework for best practices. The strength of the framework lies in the involvement of a global network, which enables BLP to compare lessons learned across the board. Adopted and customized by several governments, institutions and organizations, one tangible impact of the framework has been its ability to mobilize the media as well as use best practices to inform the political process.

In Chapter 11, Lakhbir Sing Chahl shares lessons learned from a series of pilot transfers in Asia involving best practices in improving the living environment. The author shows
the value of peer-to-peer learning and identifies four principal steps in the transfer process while calling attention to the role of the intermediary as catalyst, broker, facilitator and evaluator. Besides outlining the key actors to be given consideration in an innovation transfer, Sing Chahl also identifies political, administrative and socio-economic, environmental, and cultural indicators for the effective transfer of practices. Through examples of some of the transfers, the chapter provides both information and worksheets that can be used in the transfer process. Finally, it suggests how to overcome obstacles and challenges, and how to select projects and partners for transferring best practices.

In Chapter 12, Austere Panadero examines replication strategies for local governance as applied and experienced by the Gawad Galing Pook Foundation in the Philippines. The author explains how the Foundation focuses on information transfer in order to enhance learning transferability and nationally driven transfers. This involves cooperation between government departments and peer-to-peer coaching as a capacity-development methodology to replicate exemplary practices in local governance. Panadero extrapolates what elements make a practice transferable, emphasizing that a practice becomes more replicable if there is evidence of its success. The author also highlights the critical factors needed for any replication process, such as willingness and commitment on behalf of both the host and the recipient.
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Chapter I

Replicating Innovations in Governance: An Overview

Adriana Alberti and Guido Bertucci

Innovations in Governance: Perspectives and Challenges

This Chapter provides an overview of innovations in governance and underscores the positive impact of knowledge-sharing in development efforts. It analyses tools and approaches to use and adapt innovations in governance. Accordingly, it explores conceptual issues related to best practices and innovations in governance; examines what makes an innovation transferable; analyses what capacities are needed for governments to absorb an innovation; and finally, looks at some methodologies and approaches for transferring/adapting innovations and best practices in governance.1

Why Should Governments Innovate?

In the last half of the twentieth century and even more so at the beginning of the new millennium, governments have been under pressure to respond to the demands of their citizens and to the increasing complexity and change in their global environments. On the one hand, governments need to tackle a number of complex social and economic issues, including poverty, spread of diseases (particularly severe in the case of HIV/AIDS), unemployment, poor education systems and environmental degradation. On the other hand, they need to readjust their policies and skills to effectively integrate into the world economy. Managing the public sector in today’s environment of constant change has become a demanding challenge for policy makers, service delivery managers and civil servants – a challenge that is especially daunting for those in developing countries and countries with economies in transition.

Overall, Governments are faced with three main domestic challenges. First, they need to operate and provide more far-reaching and higher quality services with reduced resources and limited operational capacities. That is to say, governments need to use their resources and build capacities not only more effectively, but also more creatively by, for example, enlisting the support of the private sector and civil society in service delivery. Second, they need to make public institutions more accountable, responsive and effective by promoting a more citizen-oriented public administration. Third, and most importantly, they need to respond more adequately to the demands from citizens for greater participation. Although government is still central to society, it is now widely recognized that governance is not the sole prerogative of governments, but that civil society and the private sector also have an important role to play in this sphere. Citizens no longer perceive themselves as passive “consumers” of government services, but as part of the solution to deal more effectively with emerging issues.² Deepening democracy in order to provide opportunities not only for improved representation, but also more active participation and engagement in public affairs requires innovative institutional mechanisms, processes and policies.
While the challenges are many, so are the opportunities for innovation in the public sector. In fact, it has been gradually recognized that the State and public administration have a crucial role to play in meeting these challenges. The myth that markets and the private sector alone can accelerate development, spearhead growth, eliminate inequalities and make life better for all has been replaced by bitter disappointment. People are therefore looking back at government and at public administration as a catalytic force. Public administration, however, cannot remain its old self. In fact, several countries around the world are attempting to revitalize their public administration, make it more proactive, efficient, accountable, and especially more service-oriented. To accomplish this transformation, governments are introducing innovations in their organizational structure, practices, capacities, and how they mobilize, deploy and utilize the human, material, information, technological and financial resources for service delivery to remote, disadvantaged and challenged people.

Experience has shown that introducing innovations in governance has a number of positive results. First, it can help maximize the utilization of resources and capacities to create public value as well as encourage a more open/participatory culture in government, therefore improving good governance in general. Second, by improving the image and services of the public sector it can help governments regain people’s trust and restore legitimacy. Third, innovation in governance can boost the pride of civil servants working in the public sector, as well as encourage a culture of continuous improvement. Innovations can have an inspirational capacity which builds a sense of the possible among public officials. Fourth, although innovations are limited governance interventions or micro-level initiatives, they can produce a domino effect in that a successful innovation in one sector can open the door to innovations in other areas. Each innovation can create the opportunity for a series of innovations leading to a favorable environment for positive change. Innovations can lead to building a new block of an institution, and change the relationship between levels of government and within government departments. The chapter by Lopez shows that innovations are strongly contributing to the democratization of institutions and processes. Thus, although an innovation per se is a small process, it can trigger a bigger process of transformation of the State.

Accordingly, innovations can contribute to the promotion of good government and to the creation of new democratic spaces. This is certainly true for countries that are slowly building democratic institutions. It is also true for advanced democracies since good government is a key factor in strengthening democratic governance. It is well known that even in mature democracies, State institutions are not always well equipped to face complex emerging challenges. In fact, although the basic values behind any constitutional democracy are universal and well accepted by many countries around the world, how well institutions work and adequately reflect those values is an open-ended process. In recently established democracies, making government work is even more critical to the survival of democratic governance. It is well-known that although several countries have adopted democratic systems in the past decades, governments have not functioned as expected. In various regions of the world there seems to be a growing disconnection between formally designed democratic systems and their actual operation; between substance and rhetoric. This is strongly evidenced by the mounting dissatisfaction of citizens and civil society organizations towards how democracies function. In some
relatively new democracies, such as the case of Latin American countries, citizens have
gone as far as to question democracy itself as the best governance arrangement. The fact
that many people tend to fuse two very different concepts, i.e. democracy as a political
regime and public administration (how government works), can lend itself to dangerous
political alternative outcomes.

As can be easily inferred, innovations in governance and public administration should
not be regarded as a fashion or trend. Governments that have dealt effectively with in-
creasingly complex national, regional and international challenges have introduced in-
novative ideas and practices in governance and public administration systems and proc-
esses. It is also very important to bear in mind that innovation is not an end in itself, but
a means to improve public administration in order to enhance the quality of life of all
citizens. In addition, innovations should be seen as complementary mechanisms to rein-
forcing democratic governance but not as a substitute for existing institutions, including
Parliament, public administration, etc. Furthermore, each organization in the public sec-
tor should decide how much innovation it needs and how to balance stability and contin-
uity on the one hand, and innovation on the other. Not everything in the public sector
can be about innovation. Finally, it should be mentioned that innovations are not a “spe-
cial benefit” of countries with developed administrative systems. As shown by the in-
creasing number of applications submitted to the United Nations Public Service Awards,
successful practices are initiated both in developed and developing countries and have
been transferred from the latter to developed countries (e.g., the integrated public ser-
vice system launched by the State of Bahia in Brazil was adopted by Portugal, Mozam-
bique and South Africa). In sum, innovation in governance and revitalization of public
administration is today an imperative for governments that wish to effectively deal with
emerging national, regional and international challenges and to strengthen democratic
governance.

Definitions of Best Practices and Innovations

Documenting and sharing innovations in public administration is a very important tool
in fostering innovation in government and promoting development. Despite the wealth
of good examples around the world, the challenge is to distinguish between cases that
are indeed best practices in governance and cases that do not fall under this category. In
other words, what is presented as an innovative practice is not always a successful long-
term experience that can be disseminated to other countries. To assist Member States
who are interested in replicating innovations, it is necessary to define what is meant by
innovation and by “best practice”. Based on the “Report of the Preparatory Committee
for the United Nations Conference on Human Settlements”, presented to the General
Assembly, “best practices”: (1) Have a demonstrable and tangible impact on improving
people’s quality of life; (2) Are the result of effective partnerships between the public,
private and civil society sectors; and (3) Are socially, economically and environmentally
sustainable (UN, 1995, A/50/37). The General Assembly, based on the UN-Habitat
Agenda, further recommends that best practices be used as one of the two key instru-
ments for assessing progress in achieving its twin goals of shelter for all and sustainable
urbanization (A/RES/S-25/2).
The concept of best or successful practices is widely used to distinguish exemplary or improved performance in organizations. There is wide consensus that the term “best practice” is problematic in relation to governance and public administration since it presupposes that a practice has been actually benchmarked against all other similar practices at the national and international levels. It also implies that there is one best way to do things whereas in reality there are many ways of implementing innovative ideas. Terms such as “smart options”, “good practices” or “successful practices” are better suited for the field of governance.

A best/successful practice can be defined as an activity or procedure that has produced outstanding results and can be adapted to improve effectiveness and efficiency in another situation. For UNAIDS, focusing on “best practice” means accumulating and applying knowledge about what works and what does not work in different situations and contexts. It is both lessons learned and the continuing process of learning, feedback, reflection and analysis. The focus of analysis is on “success stories” in order to discover the chain of practices; the ways of doing things that achieve results. The conceptual distinction between innovations and “best/successful practices” is, however, contested. Some believe that if innovations are sustainable, they become successful practices. From this perspective, the difference between the two concepts lies in the time frame. Others instead maintain that one of the defining criteria of an innovation is sustainability. The difference between an innovation and a successful practice could also lie in the element of novelty that is part of the latter concept but not always the former. It is also interesting to note, that since the field of innovation in governance is not as well-developed as that of innovations in the private sector, there are different definitions of what an innovation in governance and public administration is. For example, one of the criteria to select winners for the United Nations Public Service Awards is “the introduction of a new concept”, i.e. government introduces a unique idea, distinctively new approach to problem solution or unique policy or implementation design, in the context of a given country or region, for transparency, accountability and responsiveness of public service. The American Government Awards program’s selection of innovations in the United States uses four criteria as illustrated by Table I.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table I.1</th>
<th>CRITERIA OF THE AMERICAN GOVERNMENT AWARDS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Novelty</td>
<td>A leap of creativity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effectiveness</td>
<td>Tangible results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significance</td>
<td>Addresses a problem of public concern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transferability</td>
<td>Replicability and scalability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Impumelelo Innovations Awards Trust in South Africa, which rewards exceptional projects involving partnerships with the public sector that enhance the quality of life of
poor communities in innovative ways, uses the following evaluation criteria to define an innovation (see Table I.2):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table I.2 IMPUMELELO EVALUATION CRITERIA FOR INNOVATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Innovativeness</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Government Involvement</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Effectiveness</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Poverty Impact</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sustainability</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Replicability</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Impumelelo Innovations Award Trust (http://www.impumelelo.org.za)

Winners of the American Society for Public Administration Public Service Awards are selected among those who have, on a sustained basis, done some or all of the following:

- Made a profound difference in improving service to the public;
- Been willing to take risks to achieve change;
- Fostered a more democratic society;
- Served as a champion of social equity;
- Changed the way a governmental organization operates so that it better achieves its goals;
- Achieved substantial savings in government operations; and
- Developed a cadre of other government leaders.

In general terms, innovation in governance is a creative idea which is successfully implemented to solve a pressing public problem. It is the act of conceiving and implementing a new way of achieving a result and/or performing work. An innovation may involve the incorporation of new elements, a new combination of existing elements or a significant change or departure from the traditional way of doing things. It refers to new products, new policies and programs, new approaches, and new processes. Public sector management innovation may also be defined as the development of new policy designs and new standard operating procedures by public organizations to address public policy problems. Thus, an innovation in public administration is an effective, creative and unique answer to new problems or a new answer to old problems. Furthermore, an in-
novation is not a closed and complete solution, but an open solution, transformed by those who adopt it. There are different types of innovations in public administration, including:

- **Institutional innovations**, which focus on the renewal of established institutions and/or the creation of new institutions;
- **Organizational innovation**, including the introduction of new working procedures or management techniques in public administration;
- **Process innovation**, which focuses on the improvement of the quality of public service delivery; and
- **Conceptual innovation**, which focuses on the introduction of new forms of governance (e.g., interactive policy-making, engaged governance, people’s budget reforms, horizontal networks).

The areas of innovation are also varied, including human resources development and management, public service delivery, Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) applications in government operations, decentralization, etc. For example, the Institute for Public Administration of Canada (IPAC) Awards for Innovative Management, established in 1990, have been awarded for one-stop shops, online business registrations (eight ministries, one form); horizontal innovation (team focus on planning, zoning, and law enforcement as well as horizontal planning) and inter-sectoral cooperation for youth problems.

**Innovation for Achieving a Better Life for All**

A number of innovative and successful solutions are being applied to governance and public administration challenges. Examining innovative cases of government services selected by the United Nations Public Service Awards and other internationally renowned awards, a number of key principles and strategies for innovation in governance emerge as prominent:

- Integrating services;
- Decentralizing service delivery;
- Utilizing partnerships;
- Engaging citizens; and
- Taking advantage of Information and Communication Technologies.

**Integrating services**
With public sectors offering an increased number of services, the focus is shifting from **what** kinds of services are provided to **how** they are provided. In several countries, a host of services are not only being provided, but are increasingly coordinated and customized to fit the needs of the citizens. Back-office operations are no longer the decisive factor of where the citizen needs to go; instead these operations are tied together by either
integrating early in the value chain or by bundling services together in a single entry point for the citizens. Regardless of whether action is targeted up or downstream, the result is integration in products and services offered by public authorities. In the Philippines, gender and development mainstreaming efforts saw the creation of the Davao Medical Center, which in turn set up the Women and Children Protection Unit (WCPU) - a one-stop family crisis intervention centre, which provides legal, psychiatric and medical services to its patients. In Brazil, the Bahia’s Citizen Assistance Service Centers (SAC) bring together federal, state, and municipal agencies in a single location to offer a multiple of government services. The centers have been placed in locations convenient to the public, such as shopping malls and major public transportation hubs. The concept of the SAC one-stop shop has been successfully adapted by a number of developed as well as developing countries, such as Portugal, Mozambique and South Africa. Within this category, there are several innovations, including client-focused one-stop service delivery for social services as well as mobile service delivery for multi-service clients in remote areas, innovative business registration, e-procurement and other similar practices.

Decentralizing service delivery
Bringing services and public officials closer to people (e.g., from national to regional level) often ensures a higher level of responsiveness and customization - and thus increased satisfaction on behalf of citizens and businesses. Decentralized service delivery also allows for a greater involvement of citizens in providing feedback on public services and therefore for a better match between local services and local needs. In economic terms, maintaining a solely centralized system of service delivery and monitoring also tends to curb development outside of urban centres due to prohibitive transaction costs for either the supplier of services (i.e. government) or the users (i.e. citizens and business). In Morocco, for example, the PAGER project which brings water to the rural population, would not be feasible was it not for the devolvement of operation and maintenance of water facilities to local communities. So far the project has substantially increased the rate of the rural population with access to drinking water from 14% in 1994 to 55% at the end of 2003. In a knock-on effect, apart from the obvious benefits of clean water and adequate sanitation, PAGER has also had a huge impact on primary school enrolment in rural areas, where the attendance for girls have surged from 30 to 51 percent with young children, in particular girls, previously supplying families with water.

In another example from Morocco, the establishment of regional control facilities for controlling fresh exports of fruit and vegetable had a significant impact on the competitiveness of the sector. Previously, business incurred prohibitive costs to compete successfully in the international market because of high rejection rates of products having to be transported to a small number of centralized facilities far away from the source of processing. In Indonesia, in the Tanah Datar district in West Sumatra, decentralization has been carried out in 2001 and as a result policies were implemented by the District Education Department in Tanah Datar to increase the quality of teaching in schools with the aim to improve the condition of students from poor families. Particularly innovative were the policies to limit the number of students in each class, to create a reward-system for high performing students and teachers and to institute a performance-based contracting of headmasters. In general, recent innovative strategies include decentralized
policy development, implementation and evaluation; as well as decentralized budgeting and expenditure management assessments.

Utilizing partnerships
Public-private partnerships as well as joined-up government or inter-agency collaboration are all becoming more common with the general public expecting greater participation, better utilization of resources and increased efficiency in service delivery. This often requires innovative approaches considering the lack of precedents compared to previous “silo” administration. In Greece, for example, the 1502 Call Centre takes advantage of the expertise of the National Telecommunication Agency by letting operators within a special service of the Agency provide information regarding available services of providing government certificates. In addition, the responsible Ministry has made special arrangements both with the Agency and the Postal Services in order to keep prices affordable. Also, the establishment of consultative groups/committees, which include public officials and members of the business community and deal with policy/budgeting issues, is now rapidly being adopted by other countries.

In Jordan, the National Network for Poverty Alleviation, established in 1998, has connected government ministries, national commissions, non-governmental organizations and activists into a productive network and demonstrated the dramatic impact that multi-disciplinary groups can have in promoting national poverty alleviation and social development. In the United Republic of Tanzania, the “safer cities approach” encourages partnerships between national governments, city governments, neighbourhoods and citizens. The approach, which was launched in 1996 by the United Nations Human Settlements Programme (UNCHS), aims to provide local authorities (cities, municipalities and towns) with technical support to develop sustainable ways of preventing violence and crime. In a collaborative effort, priorities were identified which eventually led to the development of a crime prevention strategy that has created awareness, improved relations between the police and the population and committed local authorities to continuous action.

Engaging citizens
Citizens are being increasingly engaged in providing inputs to government’s policy formulation and monitoring processes. A number of countries have developed strategies to encourage the active participation of citizens in, for example, budgeting and the fiscal processes. In Thailand, the Constitution has been reformed to ensure public hearings in public programmes. In Australia, the State Government of Queensland has established a Community Engagement Division within the Premier’s Department to engage the community in relevant policy deliberations to ensure social justice, equity and relevancy in public policies and programmes, especially at the regional level. Online consultations through the ConsultQLD are also available facilitating open public consultation on critical issues currently being considered by the Government. In India, the Government of the National Capital Territory of Delhi established an innovative citizen-government approach to governance. Through the Bhagidari Cell, networks of local groups have grown from 20 citizen groups in 2000 to more than 1,600 citizen groups representing about 3 million people today. These networks discuss problems hampering effective delivery of services with government representatives and then produce joint workable solutions in areas such as water supply, sanitation, schools, power supply and urban
transport. Further, many countries, especially at the city level, now practice what is known as “Citizen’s Report Card System – a citizen-based monitoring and public accountability system.”

**Taking advantage of Information and Communication Technologies**
As the 2003 United Nations World Public Sector Report points out, the use of internet-based services as a way to cut red tape or to spread digital infrastructure has expanded rapidly throughout public sectors in recent years. In Cameroon, for example, a new personnel and payroll data system (SIGIPES) allows better control of procedures, including the elimination of “ghost workers”. ICT applications, in general, have been introduced to upgrade service delivery in terms of wider access to services, enhanced efficiency and timeliness, a more “citizen-centered” approach to services, and greater effectiveness, relevance and quality of services. Broadband access policies, for example, are on most governments’ ICT agenda since they are considered a key enabler of economic growth, distance education and make possible specialist treatment of people in remote areas where advanced medical care is scarce. The Republic of Korea, for instance, expects pervasive broadband to increase industrial efficiency, create e-business and jobs, improve global competitiveness, and add the equivalent of several thousand dollars to per capita GDP.

Yet, internet-based service is also a means of advancing and consolidating transparency and democracy into the overall practice of public administration. The application of ICT in local government operations, for example by establishing electronic public information offices, has enabled local governments – policy makers and public officials – to better interact with the public, particularly individual citizens. This enhanced interaction may support government responsiveness and relevance by allowing citizens to better express their needs, participate in and influence policy-making, comment on policy implementation, provide feedback on government services (on and off-line services) and file complaints, among other activities. In Mongolia, for example, a model online consultation facility has been created for engaging citizen participation. The site includes a legislative forum designed for citizen comments on the specific laws posted on the site and a policy forum for discussion about existing or proposed policies.

**Seeking Solutions that Work**
Innovation can be induced from an outside actor (such as the case of the European Union and its accession policy) or it can be internally driven. Both are important triggers of change. Innovations can occur at all levels of government, i.e., central and local levels. They can also be jump started by citizens with the government playing only a facilitating role. There are a number of examples where people have come together to solve a problem affecting the whole community. In Croatia, for instance, the collaboration between judges, law professors, lawyers and law students, working together in an NGO, has resulted in a web-based legal information infrastructure called the Judges' web, which improved the transparency, efficiency of and access to Croatia's judicial system. The Judges' web is considered one of the most innovative practices in the Croatian judicial administration, and its efforts have been recognized and praised by the Ministry of
Justice to an extent where the project has been incorporated into the overall legal reform strategy. Studies have also shown that there is no direct link between political orientation and good government practices. In fact, it is possible to identify innovative programs regardless of the party in favour. The same can be said about size and population. It has been recorded that good government practices occur in small municipalities, as well as in heavily populated areas and that size is not a determinant factor for innovation to occur, nor are financial resources as we will see later on. It is also often argued that innovations require political support, but evidence has shown that this is not always true. If the innovation is structural or systemic (e.g. innovative anti-corruption agency), then it must start at or be accepted at the top; if it involves a change in process and it is functional, it can start at a mid-management level and therefore it is not necessarily separated nor tied from politics.

Innovations occur for different reasons: a crisis, regime change, new leadership, opportunities or challenges. In general, people do not start out by deciding that they are going to innovate; they start by solving a problem in a way that they or others later realize is innovative. Experience shows that key factors in the success of an innovation include:

- Effective leadership (but “invisible”, i.e., the leader chooses not to personalize the innovation);
- Inclusiveness, empowerment and commitment of all stakeholders (building teams and partnerships);
- Setting targets and establishing a conducive environment in which these targets can be reached;
- Monitoring mechanism to measure change against established benchmarks; and
- Reward system that establishes accountability, enhances creative thinking and unleashes innovative abilities that erstwhile could not express themselves.

Captains of innovation usually take risks without knowing the end result of their actions. In some cases they achieve successful results, but when they do not, failures can be disruptive for an organization that relies on continuity and a certain degree of stability and strict accountability. This has a tendency to restrain innovation in the public sector sphere. Factors that can hinder innovation in government include: lip service and administrative formalism (adopting an innovation because it looks modern, but without anything behind it); a change in a law or adoption of a practice without reference to contextual variables; structural/institutional barriers that inhibit the implementation of an innovation; institutions that do not allow risk-taking (although it should be noted that government is based on minimizing maximum loss, not maximizing maximum gain); “personalization” of the innovation by the leader or inertia of public officials who view an innovation as an exclusive prerogative of top managers in the organization. Financial resources cannot be counted as a factor that hinders innovation. In fact, many cases have proven that it is precisely the lack of funds that has triggered creativity and led to innovations in governance. As much as innovations are important, it is also necessary to focus on the organizational dimension that leads to innovations as mentioned in Chapter II.
Getting From A to B

Innovation in government involves agents of change, processes and mechanisms, as well as value systems and normative orders, technology and resources (not necessarily financial). The will of the people implicated in solving a problem as well as leadership are critical components of the process. The process of innovation implies the following steps:

- Definition of the problem (as fundamentals, characteristics, principles, values, key features) relative to context;
- Establishment of a strategic plan framework;
- Agreement upon and adoption of guidelines;
- Documentation (circumstances, characteristics, results) in broad and diverse forms (e.g., video cameras to document case studies);
- Dissemination of results;
- Monitoring of implementation;
- Coordination and integration into the policy framework;
- Sustainability of the innovation (institutionalized rather than linked with a particular person); and
- Innovation can be prospective (rational and intentional) or retrospective (“muddling through”).

Helping and Hampering Innovation

Everyone is for innovation; yet it is very difficult to conceive and implement. It takes time and energy and public servants have enough trouble coping with their current responsibilities. As Galimberti points out: “Once identified as an innovation that works and the risk now diminished, innovations can spread rather quickly and are often improved or expanded”.14 A number of factors are critical to building an enabling environment for innovation, including:

- Effective leadership;
- Organizational culture supportive of innovation;
- Promotion of teamwork and partnerships;
- Promotion of lifelong learning;
- Promotion of diversity;
- Monitoring the implementation of innovation; and
- Knowledge-sharing and networking.
Table I.3 summarizes some of the factors that facilitate or hinder innovation in government.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FACTORS THAT HINDER OR FACILITATE INNOVATION IN GOVERNMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hindrances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Demand for error-free government (risk adversity)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Negative attitudes toward innovation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Legal structure/laws/legislation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Lack of access to information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Media predisposition to report negative news</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Deference to authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Lack of autonomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Lack of professionalism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Resource limitations (human or financial)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Auditor general/oversight agencies and risk adversity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Resistance to change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Low regard for public administration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Alberti and Bertucci, 2005

Creating an Enabling Environment

As mentioned above, effective leadership is critical for the success of any innovation in governance. Strategic leadership capacity-building is an important tool to foster innovations in governance. Schools of public administration can play a key role in this respect, as well as international organizations, centres on innovation in governance and academic institutions. Advocacy and awareness building activities, including conferences and workshops on innovations, can also be of critical importance. Generally speaking, awareness needs to be built around the concept of what it means to be a strategic leader in the public sector. Experience has shown that strategic leaders encourage responsible risk-taking at mid- and other levels/front lines and are open to good ideas whatever their source – whether emanating from citizens, inside the government or from other governments. It has also been demonstrated that the type of leadership affects the sustainability of an innovation. If an innovation is based on a leader and it is not institutionalized, the innovation will die as soon as there is a change in leadership. The role of an effective leader is thus to build capacity and devolve responsibility and authority so that the innovation introduced can survive his/her departure. Accordingly, leaders that have avoided the “I syndrome” and used more inclusive language (my community) have achieved more sustainable results as in the case of the Mayor of Bogota’ in Colombia who involved the whole community in addressing the shortage of water in the city.15
Another critical factor for the development and diffusion of innovation in public service delivery is well-educated and well-trained public sector employees. Public officials should be trained to embrace a culture of learning and to see themselves as active agents of change as underscored by the United Nations Committee of Experts on Public Administration at its first meeting in 2002. It is impossible to introduce innovations in public organizations without continuous upgrading of employees’ knowledge and skills, as well as without them having access to recent developments in their respective areas of expertise. Currently, distance learning offers enormous cost-effective opportunities for continuous education. Diversity can also be a source of innovative ideas and creative solutions to problems since it brings together different backgrounds and ways of thinking.

With regard to the organizational culture supportive of innovation, a new mind-set or organizational culture which places emphasis on thinking about the possible rather than the obstacles encountered in tackling specific problems should be promoted through different mechanisms, including recruitment mechanisms, socialization upon entry in the public service; training; fair performance appraisal system, rewards, recognition and latitude to experiment. To build a culture supportive of innovation, it is necessary to promote an organizational environment based on shared leadership and trust, i.e., an organization that promotes a sense of leadership and ownership among all employees who are seen and act as leaders in their own sphere of competence and feel empowered to take proactive measures. If public servants perceive their jobs as repetitive and mechanistic, i.e., with no margin of autonomy, innovation and new solutions become less likely. On the contrary, when they feel empowered and take responsibility, the organization as a whole benefits and the public servant’s professional pride and satisfaction are enhanced. In this culture, managers do not categorically reject new ideas as interruption, thus giving a strong negative message. Instead, they welcome new ideas and new approaches and are ready to consider their potential value. It is also vital that governments provide information about innovation within government itself and externally. Access to information about government action is crucial, and governments should actively support, encourage and reward networking to share knowledge and ideas. New means and/or processes for sharing ideas and knowledge across traditional boundaries (across departments, other government orders/jurisdictions with other agencies) should be developed. Knowledge management through the exchange of information and experience is central to promoting excellence in government. Governments need to improve their image by fighting insularity and by being seen to adapt outside good practices to inspire inquisitiveness. In other words, governments need to work hard to create a positive image in the media (at all levels) despite the fact that it is a difficult endeavor given the propensity of the media to highlight only negative events.

With respect to promotion of teamwork and partnerships, it is well-known that teams bring together people with complementary skills and experiences that exceed the capacity of any one of the members, or of the members collectively but working independently. Teams facilitate the breaking down of barriers between genders, age groups, races, ethnic groups, and geographic biases. The communication skills and network that successful teams develop creates a capacity to respond quickly and flexibly to new problems and changing environment. However, team-work is not easy, and training on
team-building and how to negotiate partnerships should be encouraged in the public sector, as well as new organizational arrangements to work in partnership with civil society and the private sector. Building trust, as well as legitimacy and partnerships are critical to the feasibility and sustainability of innovations in governance. As such, a peer-to-peer exchange rather than a traditional top-down donor-recipient scenario is preferable for sustainability of innovations. In a number of cases it has been shown that asking the population to be involved in the solution of a pressing problem from the beginning and making it part of the solution has brought about impressive results. There is strong evidence that impositions from above (such as imposing drastic solutions on the population by limiting the water supply at intervals of time) are not as effective as changing the habits of citizens through participatory mechanisms. One way of effecting cultural change is by changing patterns of behavior; this can be done through, for example, the use of narratives, i.e., explaining through different means of communication (including newspapers and television) why the innovation is being introduced, what people can do to help achieve the desired goal and what processes are involved.

Innovation must be oriented to achieving measurable progress. Without a well-planned and managed approach, the routine of day-to-day operations takes over. One response to this may be developing benchmarks against which to judge the success of innovation efforts. For example, the Ministry of Government Administration and Home Affairs of the Government of Korea has developed in 2005 a Government Innovation Index, which is a tool to gauge the level of innovation of organizations in the public sector. The index helps organizations to diagnose levels of innovation, identify weak areas, and develop action plans to fortify their innovation capacities. The overall results of the index can serve as a reference for national innovation strategies. Documenting progress in innovation efforts can provide material for reference to other innovators, within and outside a specific country, who wish to learn from others successes as discussed in the following pages.

Finally, in order to encourage innovation in public administration it is very important to include this subject in executive programmes, i.e. university curricula should expose and encourage innovation. It is also crucial to improve the body of knowledge about innovation and public sector challenges. In this respect both universities and international organizations can play a key role. Universities also have a fundamental role in encouraging young people to aspire to public service by highlighting that it is an honorable and noble profession which is challenging, stimulating and rewarding, as well as conducive to personal growth.

Transferability of Best Practices and Innovations

Sharing of information per se is not enough to enable countries to adapt innovations to their own administrative system. Successful practices are usually documented by example, resulting in only limited transfer of knowledge and ideas between countries and a tendency to "reinvent the wheel". In order to maximize the benefit of sharing successful practices among countries and to provide more effective assistance to governments interested in replicating specific innovations in public administration, it is necessary to develop a set of tools and methodologies to identify the validity and transferability of
national practices and experiences, and the steps and requirements of the implementa-
tion process.

For a country to adapt an innovation from another context (or whether the federal level
within a country can benefit from an innovation at the local level or vice-versa), it is nec-
essary to evaluate:

- Whether that particular experience is indeed successful,
- Whether it is transferable to another country,
- Whether the country on the receiving end has the capacity to implement such
  practice, and to identify
- Suitable approaches and methodologies for the replication of successful prac-
tices.

Transferring innovations

Transferring innovations and successful practices is about knowledge transfer. It implies
transferring ideas, as well as know-how, skills and lessons learned in the implementa-
tion process of an innovation. The transfer of an innovation may be described as “a
structured learning process based on knowledge derived from experience coupled with
human expertise capable of transforming that knowledge into social action”.17 In line
with this definition, the idea behind a specific innovation is more important than the in-
novation itself. Although an innovation in government may be in relative terms a suc-
cessful practice within a specific country, it might not lend itself to being replicated in
other parts of the world because of the unique attributes of the case. It could be that a
particular innovation has been implemented to respond to a very specific need within a
certain administration and that the same needs are not felt in other administrations. Or it
could be that because of the very particular characteristics of a central or local govern-
ment administration, the best practice is not transferable. Therefore, practices, which
were successful in one country, should not be blindly reproduced in another. Instead,
their merits should be studied and tailored to local circumstances. There is evidence that
a good practice is transferable when it is generic, adds value and involves simple proc-
esses, quick wins, is cost-effective, addresses an expressed or felt need among replicators
and is effective. That is to say, if others have the same problem and the innovation has
the potential to be useful, then it is transferable. Thus, transferability implies matching
demand with supply for knowledge, expertise and experience. Finally, documenting
successful practices through case studies is crucial in order to raise the awareness among
different governments, and different levels of government within a country, about the
existing innovations, i.e. solutions that are available and have already been tried and
have succeeded.

Improving transferability

In order to enhance the transferability of innovations and best practices, it is necessary to
share knowledge by, for example, posting relevant information on the Internet through
web portals such as the Global On-line United Nations Network on Public Administra-
Access to information is necessary but not always sufficient; information must be documented and disseminated. The documentation of a best practice implies that the people, communities and organizations directly involved in their implementation take part in documenting the practice. The promotion of a standardized reporting format is also very useful, as well as the documentation of perceived problems, obstacles and how to overcome them, roles, responsibilities and the various contributions of different actors, as well as the factors leading to sustainability. In addition, it is beneficial to document and analyze promising policy options. Best practices should also be thoroughly assessed before being transferred through validation processes (verifying that the practice exists on the ground), technical assessment (groups of experts) and normative assessment.

As part of the effort to disseminate information about innovations in government, case studies can be used as teaching/learning resources in executive training and leadership programmes. To promote the dissemination of information, it is also necessary to document practices that have not been described yet because of a lack of resources or capacity to do so, to translate into different languages for maximum exposure the available practices, and to disseminate information through autonomous networks. In fact, another important avenue to promote transferability of innovations is through networks of innovators. The Ash Institute on Democratic Governance and Innovation at Harvard University is playing a critical role in this respect through the Global Government Innovators Network. Other universities and research centers, and international organizations, can play an important role by disseminating information on innovations in government and transforming information into knowledge, as well as providing training for managers and public officials. The establishment of global partnerships that run programmes bi-laterally in a number of different areas of the world would also increase the transferability of best practices.

Awards programmes for excellence in government such as the United Nations Public Service Awards, the International Dubai Awards, the CAPAM Awards and the Ford Foundation Awards Program, can also perform a very important function in terms of dissemination of innovations and best practices. For example, the Gawad Galing Pook Awards Experience from the Philippines recognizes innovation and excellence, inspires replication of innovation and excellent practices, and advocates citizen awareness and participation in innovative and excellent local governance programmes. In terms of disseminating information about innovations, it is worthwhile mentioning that the Public Management and Citizenship Program, created in 1996 in Brazil by the Ford Foundation and Fundação Getulio Vargas (FGV-EAESP), with the support of the National Bank for Economic and Social Development, has established an on-line database containing cases from more than 180 prize winners and many more cases that have not received awards. The CIDE Programme of Mexico has also been very active on this front. The Regional Network for Local Authorities for Asia & Pacific (CityNet) is also devoted to sharing innovative ideas and solutions, as well as strategies for adaptation (decentralized cooperation, networking, partnerships, information technology), with particular reference to local governments. CityNet has promoted city-to-city transfers and by doing so has replaced donor-to-recipient transfers (better matching supply and demand and promoting technical cooperation).
Finally, more attention should be given to up-scaling and transferring best practices, to combining best practices with good policies and legislation, and to mainstreaming national best practices knowledge systems as a policy tool. In sum, one of the most important elements in fostering transferability of best practices is the establishment of a knowledge management framework. Its objectives should be to build networks, create awareness, and share information; build learning tools; promote capacity building; peer-to-peer learning; and foster policy development. The target audiences and users could include the public, the media, media professionals, decision makers, practicing professionals, and training and leadership development institutions.

**Absorbing and implementing best practices**

Innovation requires processes of adaptation, anticipation and openness to change. It is change that provides the opportunity to achieve new and different approaches. A precondition for replicating a best practice is that the government that is implementing it has the necessary capacity to do so. Each organization is different and faces varied situations at particular points in time. The techniques required to promote organizational innovation must therefore be context specific. In other words, one size does not fit all.

**Successful Adaptation**

In order to adapt a successful practice, a number of steps can be followed, including:

- Ensure that the information about the successful practice, both in terms of its components and expected outcomes, is disseminated among those who will be responsible for its implementation and those who will benefit from the innovation;
- Put in place teams to replicate the practice;
- Formulate a clear adoption policy and process; and
- Measure and report progress on the implementation process to assess sustainability.

With reference to sustainability, there is broad agreement that innovations can be sustainable only if the new practices are integrated and embedded into daily operational procedures. This implies the following:

- Practices are institutionalized;
- Ownership by stakeholders is promoted;
- Capacity-building is undertaken before introducing the practice (recruitment, placement, training, motivation);
- Sustainable economic resources, regardless of external funding, are guaranteed;
- Communication networks are established; and
A balanced and equitable distribution of benefits across the community is established in terms of socio-economic classes, gender, geographic areas, ethnic groups and other criteria.

Moreover, it is necessary to institutionalize monitoring and evaluation procedures within the implementation and evaluation processes and establish a quality assurance system. It is also very important to have in place long-term and flexible objectives that lend themselves to change and amelioration. Finally, it is necessary to internalize and integrate practices within the local social textures and institutional structures and cultures.

In terms of selecting what to replicate, it should be the recipient entity to define the characteristics of the innovation it can use. There are also different degrees of transfer which include copying, emulation, mixtures, inspiration, etc. A number of instruments can be used to absorb a successful practice, including institutions/facilitators of the learning process as well as tools and guidelines. It is also useful to encourage adaptation rather than adoption, foster integration of monitoring and evaluation, take into account cultural considerations when designing transfer plans, and celebrate incremental successes. In general, an innovation will be successfully adopted in other contexts if the social and political actors in the recipient context see the problem addressed as a relevant public issue.

**Building capacity for improved adaptation**

The ultimate goal of building capacity for adaptation of best practices should be creating an environment that encourages the generation of innovations and not only the adaptation of innovations from other experiences. In order to build capacity for adaptation of best practices, it is necessary to promote self-sufficient institutions that are rich in social capital and human capability and to integrate participatory democratic practices in the initiation and implementation procedures so as to ensure ownership and commitment. Other elements that could contribute to building capacity include documenting, monitoring and assessing innovations in order to derive lessons learned and facilitate their replication in other areas; as well as utilizing integrated communication systems (mass communication and interpersonal communication channels) to spread awareness about best practices.

The adoption of the “management by objectives” approach to ensure mutual commitment in the implementation between policy makers, civil servants, constituents and the various community and social actors is also a key factor in any transfer plan. So is the establishment of decision-making mechanisms that distribute decision power and share risks of innovations in order to encourage innovators to propose new ideas, novel practices and solutions without personalizing or over-exposing one party or individual to potential failure (i.e. using committees and other forms of participation in decision making inside the various organizations). With regard to the evaluation of best practices, integrated monitoring and evaluation mechanisms that benefit from independent entities could be useful in ensuring sustainability of the transfer at hand. Lessons learned for the future planning and revision of current practices as well as a continuous learning approach in the evaluation process is also very important. Finally, qualitative indicators
could be useful to assess the absolute merit of innovations as compared to their relative merit in order to evaluate their sustainability and transferability to other contexts.

The knowledge factor in adapting a successful practice is also quite important. This relates to how officials are trained, to their experience, their tolerance for change, and other factors. Capacity-building requires tools and techniques that can build the ability of public officials to understand their own context and to achieve higher self-awareness of innovation possibilities and constraints within their organization. When selecting a specific innovation as a possible solution to a perceived problem, the organization that adapts the innovation is simultaneously part of the dissemination process and of the creative process. Yet, if local conditions are not ripe, taking innovations from other contexts will not result in successful innovation adoption and diffusion. In order to absorb a best practice or the idea behind a best practice, the following elements should be taken into consideration: Political culture (will and commitment); Administrative culture and heritage; Reform initiation among local actors (ideology, personal qualities); Human resources; Legal framework and regulatory issues; Leadership (charismatic vs. visionary), etc.

Replicating What Works

Successful practices and innovations can be effectively transferred to other jurisdictions and there is ample evidence that it can be done. In order to facilitate the replication of an innovation (and once all of the above criteria have been satisfied), interested governments need a set of tools that can assist them in the transfer process and on how to use the acquired knowledge, as well as put it into practice. The creation of knowledge networks where successful innovations are arranged in categories such as service delivery, regulation, consultation and partnership, governance, horizontality, etc. including the contact information of the innovators, can be a first important step. The transfer process begins by matching demand with supply by documenting and exchanging successful solutions through an intermediary, including international organizations, that is knowledgeable about successful practices. The following approaches and methodologies for the transfer of best practices may be used:

- Practitioner-to-practitioner – engaging in different jurisdictions (peer-to-peer);
- Information sharing;
- Problem-solving teams/workgroups – multi-dimensional team with one member familiar with the innovation/problem;
- Transfer guidelines;
- Capacity-building/knowledge-based training;
- Hiring experts; and
- Awards.

The strengths and weaknesses of each of these approaches and methodologies are outlined in Table I.4.
### Table I.4

**STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF TRANSFERS OF BEST PRACTICES**

#### Practitioner to Practitioner

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strengths</th>
<th>Weaknesses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Comparative experience</td>
<td>• Costly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Practical solutions/convey knowledge nuance</td>
<td>• Borrower/lender – time constraints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Mutual trust/personal high-level investment</td>
<td>• Scale limiting/not scalable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Creates sustainable network</td>
<td>• Not present at implementation, thus nuances lost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Creates opportunity to institutionalize connection</td>
<td>• Lack of criteria/standard retraining given focus on success of innovation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Expands access to experience</td>
<td>• Lack of tactical tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Builds capacity for both parties</td>
<td>• Not all dimensions are covered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Helps define responsibility</td>
<td>• Dependent on an individual staying in a position</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Information Sharing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strengths</th>
<th>Weaknesses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Can be done through awards</td>
<td>• Access to information (if held privately)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Relatively inexpensive</td>
<td>• False information/incorrect/misleading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Can be peer-to-peer</td>
<td>• Language barrier (may be easily overcome)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Necessarily incomplete information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Lack of background country for innovation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Lack of legal infrastructure to support information sharing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Problem Solving

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strengths</th>
<th>Weaknesses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Similar to practitioner-to-practitioner with additional group dimension</td>
<td>• Language barriers/isolation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Wider impact/richer information</td>
<td>• Risks being inconclusive (can overcome through institutionalization)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Better ideas possible</td>
<td>• Remote locus of responsibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Cooperation oriented/conflict diversity resolution/overcomes positional bias</td>
<td>• Time consuming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Collective learning process</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Transfer Guidelines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strength</th>
<th>Weaknesses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Possibility of developing strong framework</td>
<td>• Can give passive role to recipient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• False sense of security</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Training

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strengths</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Systematic/clear knowledge transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Rapid deployment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Adaptable to any stakeholder in the process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Strength** | **Weaknesses**  
| - Can be deployed quickly | - Can be inconclusive  
|  | - Likely lacks knowledge of nuances  
|  | - Supply driven  

Source: Alberti and Bertucci, 2005

As can be inferred, each of these approaches has strengths and weaknesses. Therefore, when adapting an innovation, and as mentioned earlier, an analysis of the different approaches should be undertaken in order to determine the right mix of ingredients. Tools and processes to be used in a replication process must encourage adaptation, not adoption, of the exemplary practice. It is also important to mention that transfers may vary in scope. Policy change is usually harder as there is greater resistance from politicians and/or bureaucrats, and thus it typically takes more than two or three years.

**Concluding Remarks**

The analysis of what innovations and best practices are; when and how they can be transferred as well as what methodologies exist to favour effective transfers is intended to provide useful mechanisms to worldwide policy makers and civil servants. Developing policies for public sector innovation is also critical to more effective public administration. The chapters that follow will provide in-depth analysis of the various issues examined throughout this chapter. With this chapter we have attempted to provide an overview of the main issues and approaches to replicating what works in government.
PART ONE

INNOVATION IN GOVERNANCE: PERSPECTIVES, CHALLENGES AND POTENTIAL
Chapter II

Understanding Innovations and Best Practices

Imraan Patel

Introduction

This chapter aims to improve the understanding of how to enhance public sector innovation. It begins by introducing two conceptual models for innovative processes within the public sector. The chapter then reviews concepts of best practices, innovation, and improvement; determines whether these are helpful; and analyses selected issues associated with the transfer of innovations. It highlights why it is important to focus on the organizational context rather than on single innovations. The conclusion offers suggestions for the methodology on transferring innovation, improvements, and best practices in governance and public administration.

Characteristics of Innovation and Best Practices

Many of the world’s nation states are involved in major efforts aimed at reforming and improving their governments (Kamarck, 2003). As a consequence, “innovation is used ever more frequently in the rhetoric and discourses of public service improvement” as a result of the “positive resonances” associated with this concept (Albury, 2005). However, it is important to recognize that innovation is not an end in itself but a means to an end. Innovation must be judged by its ability to create what Moore (1995) describes as “public value.”

In this context, Moore (2005) introduces two very different models to understand innovative processes in the public sector. The first model is based on specific breakthrough innovations while the second model focuses on innovative organizations and continuous improvement. Further, he poses the question of whether the study of innovation in government is about: a) the processes that generated a breakthrough innovation and ways to spread that idea throughout the world or b) the creation of innovative organizations that continuously innovate and learn whereby small changes result in significant changes over time.

Despite the overlap between innovative ideas and their dissemination on the one hand and the creation of innovative organizations on the other, Moore argues that these two models focus on slightly different things. With breakthrough innovation, the key question is what constitutes a significant innovation and what processes enable it to spread. In the case of innovative organizations, the questions are slightly different and center on issues such as organizational structures, financing, cultures, etc. (Moore, 2005).

Notwithstanding these two approaches to innovation, attempts to facilitate its transfer should include strategies that deal with the innovation itself as well as crucial organiza-
tional issues. To explore this question in more detail, it is useful to briefly unpack the concepts of innovation, improvement and best practices.

**Improvement versus innovation**

To achieve widespread improvements in governance and service performance, including efficiencies, in order to increase public value (Hartley, 2005), we should not only satisfy academic rigor but also make sure that the terminology used contributes in a practical way to improving democratic governance.

The word innovation is generally regarded as something positive and conveys images of renewal, commitment, improvement and progress. The academic literature, quite rightly so, has argued for the need to define innovation in a way that helps analysis and policy. Specifically, it is argued that innovation must be separated from general improvement. For example, Hartley writes that innovation and improvement need to be seen as conceptually distinct and not blurred into one concept (2005).

Combining improvement and innovation in a two-by-two matrix, Hartley illustrates that it is possible to have innovation without improvement as well as improvement without innovation. Within this framework, four scenarios are possible as shown below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quadrant 1</th>
<th>Quadrant 2</th>
<th>Quadrant 3</th>
<th>Quadrant 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low Improvement</td>
<td>High Improvement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Innovation</td>
<td></td>
<td>Innovation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Quadrant 1** occurs in highly stable environments where innovation is not needed because there is a close fit between that environment and its organizational processes, systems and stakeholder needs. Alternatively, the organization may be experiencing inertia
and not identifying a need to either innovate or improve to meet new needs and changing circumstances.

**Quadrant 2** represents organizations which focus on small incremental changes in order to improve. It must be noted that small changes can collectively lead to substantial changes over time.

**Quadrant 3** occurs when there is innovation that does not lead to improvement and may even lead to deteriorating performance. Situations associated with this pattern include: innovations that do not succeed, and innovations that lead to more choice but no real improvement for users.

**Quadrant 4** represents a desirable situation whereby an organization innovates, resulting in noticeable improvements in outputs and outcomes (Hartley, 2005).

Conceptual clarity is important when undertaking academic studies on innovation. Yet, if innovation essentially involves the application of new ideas (White, 2003), then differences between innovation and improvement are less important since the methodologies developed to enable the transfer of innovation can also apply to a general improvement. Because of its positive connotations, innovation as a concept can be used to encourage and facilitate improvement and change. Definitions of innovation differ according to the perspective and approach of those who use it (White, 2003). For example, for an international awards programme like the United Nations Public Service Awards, a stricter definition is more appropriate as it helps isolate groundbreaking innovations. A public manager who aims to create a learning organization and who places a high premium on ongoing problem-solving will instead choose a definition that facilitates continuous improvement through incremental innovation – with a groundbreaking initiative seen as an added bonus.

Therefore, definitions differ depending on the purpose for which they are being used. In addition, definitions may change when dealing with the same activity but in two different settings. For example, a country with well-established innovation award programmes, such as the Innovations in American Government Program in the United States, would opt for a stricter definition of innovation as opposed to a country in transition where innovation award programmes are just being implemented. A country implementing an award programme for the first time might have more success by adopting a less strict definition. As the award programme develops and grows, the definition can always become clearer and stricter. Adopting various definitions of innovation has another advantage. As highlighted earlier, innovation has tremendous emotional value and depends on perception. A shifting definition together with suitable incentives can therefore help to create an environment where officials strive to raise the bar of what is possible. The present discussion has important implications for programmes and activities aimed at creating public value through “innovation.” A variable definition highlights the need to focus on the conditions that facilitate learning from the experiences of others. As such, the details and practice of knowledge-sharing and replication become crucial.
Best practices - do they make sense in the public sector?

A second issue of terminology relates to the concept of best practices. This chapter supports the view of the Fourth Meeting of the Committee of Experts on Public Administration (CEPA) of the United Nations Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) held in April 2005. Several members of CEPA argued that the concept of best practices is problematic in relation to public administration and governance. The best practices concept was popular in the 1980s, particularly in the private sector, where consulting houses favoured the approach that there were best ways of doing things. This standard one-size-fits-all approach was popular for a while, but soon lost favour as private sector companies realized that best practices in fact reduced a firm’s competitive advantage and its capacity for innovation. In addition, some practices were difficult to implement because they were not easily transported to environments with different cultures, values, leadership and legal environments.

The concept of best practices has lost favour particularly among developing countries that were advised to adopt standard economic prescriptions by the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund (IMF). It is important to underline that most innovations in governance and service delivery are implemented within complex social and economic systems. Thereby, the approach of “differential diagnosis” used by Jeffery Sachs (2004) in relation to economic development solutions can also be applied to service delivery improvements and innovations. A systematic approach and a good diagnosis are critical in identifying problems that require the development of a solution (Sachs, 2005). Using differential diagnosis means that it is more suitable to talk about good practices (if these have an element of superiority) or, as argued during the Experts Committee, to talk about successful policy options. Moving away from the concept of best practices has the additional advantage of avoiding fashionable trends and embracing instead an approach that values problem definition as the starting point for action whereby good practices, innovations and improvements are part of a menu of options for addressing that particular problem or challenge.

What drives innovation?

To better understand the opportunities and limitations of “replication,” it is useful to know why innovations happen. Borins (2000) tried to provide an empirical explanation for this question by reviewing the winners of the Innovations in American Government Program and identifying the key conditions leading to innovation. Through a survey, innovators were asked to identify the conditions and challenges associated with a particular innovation. The conditions identified by innovators fell into five groups:

- **Initiatives resulting from the political process and system**, including an election mandate or pressure by politicians;
- **A leadership change**, including appointments from outside of the organization as well as new internal choices;
- **A crisis**, either current or anticipated, particularly with the potential for negative publicity;
A variety of internal problems, including failure to respond to a changing environment, inability to reach a target population, inability to meet the demands of a programme, resource constraints, or an inability to coordinate policies; and

New opportunities created by technology or other factors (Borins, 2000).

A less formal but similar analysis conducted by the Centre for Public Service Innovation (CPSI) on innovations in South Africa reveals a similar set of conditions, with one important addition. Following democratization in 1994 and the integration of South Africa into the global economy, a significant number of innovations occurred as a result of adopting and adapting successful models from other countries. These innovations were new but not necessarily original, discovered rather than invented (Hannah, 1995). In many cases, the transfer of models occurred in tandem with changes in leadership and shifting political conditions. On reflection, several of the innovations imported to South Africa either attempted to address an internal failing or resulted from a new opportunity created by new technology or processes.

Type of innovation

Governments can and do innovate in a variety of different ways. Developing a suitable typology of innovations is central to efforts to transfer them. For example, it is easier to transfer a new design of a sanitation system (like ventilated pit latrines) than to transfer one-stop government centers, because the latter has significant legal, institutional and technological prerequisites. Geography and spatial issues will also affect the innovation. Various writers have attempted to advance different types. The CPSI developed four types of innovations: innovations in service delivery, innovations in citizen engagement and democracy, innovations in government processes (planning frameworks, budgeting, etc.) and innovative arrangements to reach a certain goal (for example, unique public-private partnerships or public-community partnerships). Drawing on several of these writers, Hartley identifies seven types of innovation. In practice, it is important to bear in mind that a particular change may result from the application of more than one type of innovation. The major types of innovation identified by Hartley are:

- **Product**: New products; for example, using television to deliver training content to teachers and nurses;
- **Service**: New ways to provide services to users; for example, the introduction of on-line forms;
- **Process**: New ways of designing organizational processes; for example, re-engineering business processes;
- **Position**: New contexts or users; for example, addressing the tax needs of informal enterprises;
- **Strategic**: New goals or purposes of the organization; for example, community policing;
- **Governance**: New forms of citizen engagement and democratic institutions;
• **Rhetorical**: New language and new concepts; for example, congestion charging in major cities (Hartley, 2005).

From the above typology, it is easily inferred that the type of innovation will affect the process of transfer, including how the innovation is documented and the methodology for sharing the innovation.

**Focus on the broader trend**

There is a fair degree of consensus that wholesale adoption of particular innovations or improvements is rarely possible. Experience has shown that the adoption of a particular innovation is part of a broader trend and trajectory and that an innovation tends to be affected by “previous patterns” (Farah, 2005). These trends and trajectories can be universal or may be specific to certain regions or countries that share common political, social and economic features. As a consequence, when evaluating an innovation, a detailed analysis of the trend or trajectory within which the innovation occurs is crucial. Once the trend has been identified, it becomes easier to determine whether, if transferred, the innovation will be successful and whether there is a need to consider additional innovations or changes.

**Patterns of Innovation**

As highlighted earlier in this chapter, innovation transfers are more effective when there are measures in place to increase the overall innovation capital of public sector institutions and systems. To illustrate this point, four issues are reviewed in the following sections, including patterns of innovation, problem types, as well as barriers to and opportunities for innovation. Glor (2001b) identified patterns of innovation based on three dynamics:

• **Individual motivation**: This can be either extrinsic or intrinsic. Intrinsic motivation arises from within the individual, for example, a commitment to a programme because of personal identification with it. Extrinsic motivation arises from outside of the individual, for example, managerial control or some form of outside reward or incentive. Intrinsic motivation enables greater levels of problem-seeking and problem-solving as compared to extrinsic motivation;

• **Organizational culture**: This can be either a bottom-up culture or a top-down culture;

• **Challenge**: This can be either minor (for example, posing a low risk to individuals or organizations) or major (high risk to individuals and organizations).

Taking the two extreme points for each dynamic, that is, the top-down and bottom-up perspectives, and combining these, yields eight “innovation patterns.” The patterns are as much about innovations as they are about organizations (Glor, 2001b). The patterns that emerge as a result of combining these three dynamics are summarized in Table II.1.
Table II.1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>Motivation</th>
<th>Culture</th>
<th>Challenge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reactive</td>
<td>Extrinsic</td>
<td>Top-down</td>
<td>Minor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buy-in</td>
<td>Intrinsic</td>
<td>Top-down</td>
<td>Minor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Necessary</td>
<td>Extrinsic</td>
<td>Bottom-up</td>
<td>Major</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imposed</td>
<td>Extrinsic</td>
<td>Top-down</td>
<td>Major</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Extrinsic</td>
<td>Bottom-up</td>
<td>Minor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pro-active</td>
<td>Intrinsic</td>
<td>Bottom-up</td>
<td>Minor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformational</td>
<td>Intrinsic</td>
<td>Top-down</td>
<td>Major</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>Intrinsic</td>
<td>Bottom-up</td>
<td>Major</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Glor, 2001b

While reactive and buy-in innovation produces fewer ideas and less variability between the ideas, innovations are easily approved, implemented and integrated. Active and pro-active innovation, on the other hand, produces more ideas although of less variability. These innovations are accepted at the local level, but enjoy little support at the central level. Necessary and imposed innovations receive mixed support. They receive easy approval but encounter difficulties in implementation. While the center supports the innovation, the innovator does not enjoy support at the local level. Only transformational and continuous innovation engages the individual and creates major challenges to the status quo. Transformational innovation produces many ideas with high variation from the status quo but less variation between the ideas. Culture provides some support to the innovator, who accepts change and readily implements it. Long-term integration is, however, more difficult. Only continuous innovation engages the individual, the collectivity, and management. It creates an environment where many new ideas are introduced and the innovations are generally well-received, easily implemented and integrated because they arise from within the culture.

Innovation patterns help practitioners identify the issues they should pay attention to during the implementation process. A systematic analysis of the patterns can help identify stable and unstable innovations and can therefore predict the long-term chances of success. Each pattern is characterized by a different mix with regard to the “creativity of the innovation.” In this instance, creativity is a measure of the number of ideas generated by each pattern as well as the variability of ideas (Glor, 2001b). These enable an understanding of key implementation issues associated with each pattern. Table II.2 combines these two issues. Key factors associated with the implementation environment include ease of approval, ease of implementation, support provided to the innovators and central support provided to the innovation. Glor (2001b) concludes that there is a dilemma inherent in innovations based on the following observations.
Table II.2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>Number of Ideas</th>
<th>Variability of Ideas</th>
<th>Ease of Approval</th>
<th>Ease of Implementation</th>
<th>Support to Innovator</th>
<th>Central Support to Innovation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reactive</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buy-in</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Necessary</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium to Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imposed</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Low-Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proactive</td>
<td>Medium-High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low organiza- tionally, high locally</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformational</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High (from status quo); Low (between each other)</td>
<td>Medium-High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>All Kinds</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Glor, 2001b

The first six patterns (i.e., all except transformational and continuous) resulted in low creativity and minor impacts. For the remaining two, where high creativity and major impact occur, this happens in one of three ways: through the use of power from the center, through ongoing cumulative changes that produce a continuous impact, and through discontinuous large leaps (Glor, 2001b). Glor’s analysis, presented in abridged form in this chapter, highlights the need for a greater sense of innovation self-awareness by organizations wishing to transfer and customize innovations. Organizations that find this analysis useful are encouraged to review this study in full.†

**Problem types**

According to Yapp (2005), the desire to find a new way to deal with a problem is a source of innovation. Thus, it is important to understand the nature of the problem that a group or team of organizations is dealing with. On this basis, he proposes a two-by-two matrix to facilitate the process of thinking about problems. The same two dimensions are used on both axes: whether an organization knows where it is going and whether the organization knows how to get there (see Figure II.2). The implications of the Problem Types model are summarized below.
Operational management applies to an organization that knows where it is going and how to get there. In this case, a budget and resources are available and the innovator or team needs to get on with the task and be accountable for outputs. Too often, organizations mistakenly believe that they are in this quadrant and try to apply basic operational management without much success.

Concept creation is the task in cases where the organization does not know where it is going or how to get there. The focus is on finding a big new idea. Failure to get to the big idea results from organizations demanding project plans and cost implications too early in the process, hampering the need for staff to undergo iterative learning.

Direction-setting is needed in cases where the organization does not know where it is going but has some idea of how to get there. This is fairly common in the case of improvements that can be achieved by the application of new and emerging technologies, where the potential benefits are fairly obvious but integration into current strategy is not always clear.

Process development is required in cases where the organization knows where it is going but does not know how to get there. In this case, there is a need to clarify how the goals can be achieved (Yapp, 2005).

The Problem Types model highlights two important issues concerning the transfer of innovation. First, of all four problem types the last three depend on strong leadership to support imagination and concept creation to clarify direction and to design and develop processes to support improvement and innovation (Yapp, 2005). Second, the introduc-
tion of an outside idea can move from one of the last three quadrants to the first. When this point is reached, it becomes important to vet the new idea or improvement by applying operational management.

**Barriers to innovation**

The proliferation of innovation awards programmes indicates that innovation is flourishing in the public sector. In many cases, however, innovation has not been able to prosper. White (2003), focusing on the South African experience, identifies a number of reasons why innovation fails to thrive, including: a) lack of access to resources for development and testing; b) lack of understanding about how to initiate innovation or what to do with new ideas or project possibilities that present themselves; c) inability to attract funding for long-term implementation; d) difficulties in finalizing arrangements for public-private partnerships; and e) inability to replicate and mainstream innovations. Albury (2005) identifies another set of barriers, including:

- Short-term planning and budget cycles of government (the move by governments to medium-term cycles in addition to annual cycles is positive);
- Poor skills in active risk or change management and a culture of risk-aversion;
- Few rewards or incentives to innovate or adopt innovations;
- Cultural or organizational constraints in using available technology;
- Over-reliance on a small pool of high performers within the organization as sources of innovation;
- Reluctance to close down failing programmes of innovation, i.e., what Hartley (2005) terms “exnovation”; and
- Delivery pressures and administrative burdens.

**Opportunities for innovation**

In reviewing the innovation literature to enhance the operations of the Centre for Public Service Innovation (CPSI), White (2003) draws useful lessons for practitioners seeking to drive innovation. These include:

- **Innovation is contextual:** As such, the form and shape that it takes is largely dependent on circumstances and the prevailing needs of the time;
- **Innovation is a means of expression:** It arises to varying degrees in the presence of specific factors as well as specific combinations of these factors;
- **An environment for innovation can be created:** As a result of the patterns of innovation developed by Glor (2001b), this will require strategies that address how public servants are motivated, how the internal culture of the organization is shaped, and how the organization responds to external challenges;
- **Innovation does not need to wait for a challenge or a crisis:** Evidence on event-based innovation shows that an organization can induce conditions that inspire employees to initiate innovative solutions; and
• Creative ideas arise by bringing together groups of people who produce intellectual capital: An organization that is serious about innovation should enable and support communities of interest and networks that foster organic thought development.

Partnerships encourage successful innovation. Even where an individual has developed a solution, implementing or sustaining an innovation requires the buy-in of the department, access to internal or external funding, and in some instances the attention of policy-makers. In addition, innovations need tolerance for failure in order to prosper and grow. This requires a level of organizational maturity whereby a failure does not necessarily imply poor performance. Reflecting on two models for understanding the context within which innovation arises, White concludes that innovation occurs even without mechanisms to initiate it. Specific institutional mechanisms are required, however, to accelerate the speed at which innovation occurs as well as the frequency of occurrences (White, 2003).

Transfer of Improvements, Good Practice and Innovation

The final section brings together some of the issues raised earlier with a view to highlighting suggestions that could help develop methodologies and tools to facilitate the transfer of improvements, good practice and innovation. These issues are explored only briefly as they are addressed in much greater detail in other chapters of this volume. For ease of reference, the word innovation will be used in this section to mean improvements and good practices as well as innovations. The Best Practices and Local Leadership Programme (BLP), a programme of UN-Habitat, proposes a useful definition of transfers, i.e., “a structured learning process based on knowledge derived from real-world experience together with the human expertise capable of transforming that knowledge into social action” (You and Kitio, 2005).

Innovation self-awareness

Innovation within the public sector is complex and challenging (White, 2003). As highlighted by Moore (2005) and Glor (2001a), ongoing systematic improvements can facilitate major changes. They also underscore that for constant innovation to occur, the public sector must evaluate its capacity to innovate and manage change. Innovation requires tools and techniques that can build the capacity of public officials to understand their own circumstances and to achieve greater self-awareness of innovation possibilities and constraints within their organizations. It may be more valuable to develop imperfect tools that improve public officials’ abilities to design solutions that work in their contexts than it is to develop detailed tools that attempt to provide a unified model for transferring innovation.

Focus on the problem

It is widely accepted that the starting point for many innovations is a process of drawing on the experiences of others. Public service institutions tend to find an innovation and look at how it can be transferred. Using the Problem Types model proposed by Yapp (2005), this may work when the task is operational management, i.e., when the organiza-
tion knows where it is going and how to get there. For the remaining three problem types, however, it is more appropriate to start by defining the problem and then to search out approaches taken by others to solve a similar problem. These approaches could include groundbreaking innovations, incremental changes or even going back to basics. Box II.1 provides an agenda that can assist in this task.

The above does not suggest that organizations remain closed to alternative approaches and only seek them out once the problem has been defined. Continually reviewing alternative approaches provides organizations with new ways of looking at problems. In fact, the stimulus for many innovations has come from solutions that were only remotely associated with the organization’s initial requirement. Reviewing solutions should be an ongoing organizational competence for innovation, together with strategic planning and future thinking.

### Box II.1

**DECISION-FLOW AGENDA**

- What is the service delivery/governance challenge that I am trying to solve?
- What have others done to address a similar challenge?
- What level of success was achieved through the implementation of the specific solution?
- What did it cost and how long did it take to implement?
- What were the prerequisites for the implementation (particularly legal, administrative, and financial in the original context)?
- Are there alternative solutions that could be proposed by employees of my organization or the recipients of services?

Source: Patel, 2005

---

**Learning and knowledge**

As highlighted throughout this chapter, learning and knowledge-sharing lies at the heart of attempts to create innovative organizations and in transferring and adapting innovation. What is required, however, is a more detailed exploration of the process of knowledge-sharing and learning. Innovation suffers when the knowledge that an organization has amassed (either from its own practice or collated from elsewhere) is not able to be carried forward (Bhatta, 2003). Diffusion can fail because of impediments to the flow of information (whether engineered or inadvertent) or a mismatch between ideas generated in one context and the goals, capacity and incentives prevalent in another context (Donahue, 2005). Case studies, study visits and peer learning are traditional ways of sharing innovations. These, however, do not pay adequate attention to the key prerequisites that enabled the innovation (legal, economic, social and institutional issues) or to information on costs and resources required.

A conceptual model for thinking about learning and documentation as it applies to the transfer of good practices and innovation needs to look at information required for different purposes. For example, there are different information requirements for idea creation, action, and reflection/adaptation (as illustrated in Box II.2). As argued by Galim-
berti (2005), “the idea behind a specific innovation is more important than the innovation itself” and, as such, the key to the successful transfer of new ideas is the “establishment of a knowledge network on innovation” (Galimberti, 2005). Establishing such a network requires looking at both the supply and demand sides for knowledge.

Box II.2

CHANGING LEARNING AND INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS

Given the potential offered by new technology as well as the lack of government contact points in areas that were formally disadvantaged, South Africa identified integrated one-stop centers as having significant value. As part of the process of establishing these centers, the Citizen Assistance Service (SAC) initiated by the State of Bahia, in Brazil, was identified as an innovative model that offered value. A brief look at the changing information requirements of this project highlights some conclusions that could be of relevance to other examples.

There were three distinct phases of learning in localizing and customizing the SAC innovation to the South African context. The first was getting a thorough understanding of the project. At this stage, the project was identified through knowledge dissemination by UNDESA and this allowed the South Africans to assess whether it was relevant to their own context.

On this basis, the SAC concept was integrated into strategy documents and action plans. Using the high-level idea contained in the brief case study enabled the South African project team to generate enough buy-in into the concept. Then, the team began to implement the idea in South Africa. At this stage the project team needed to grapple with a range of institutional, financial and design issues. The brief case study was no longer useful in guiding the project team and it was felt that a physical visit to the project was required. Conducting the visit to Brazil was therefore the second phase of the learning journey. This study tour was facilitated by the United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs through one of its Regional Centres, the Bahia International Centre for Innovation and Exchange in Public Administration. Having the visit at this stage was important for two reasons. First, the people in charge of the implementation benefited from the study tour. Second, the project team could ask very specific questions that addressed real concerns and difficulties in adapting the SAC to South Africa.

The project is now entering a third phase whereby the requirements for information-sharing are ongoing and of a deeper technical nature. Learning strategies include ongoing communication for problem-solving and even technical assistance where people involved in the implementation process in Brazil work with the South African team.

Source: Patel, 2005

Using the experiences of others

How an existing experience is going to be used determines what information the receiving organization requires as well as how it interacts with the organization responsible for the original innovation. An established innovation or good practice can be of value to others in three ways:

- **Learning**: Learning takes place when the recipient organization has a good sense of the nature of the problem to which they seek a solution.

- **Benchmarking**: In this case, a country or agency looks at what it has in place or is implementing and compares this with other established practices. Benchmarking is mainly at the level of results or outputs and focuses on how the innovation has managed to achieve them.
• **Replication**: Based on careful assessment, a decision is made to introduce the innovation with minor modifications and customization. The assessment will include looking at the context, the nature of the innovation and its suitability.

The different uses of an experience are at the foundation of two decision matrices: Context-Risk (Figure II.3) and Fit-Success (Figure II.4). The Context-Risk matrix is more useful at the analytical and learning stage whereas Fit-Success is more useful at the implementation stage, particularly when committing time and resources. In terms of the Context-Risk matrix, replication requires strong context alignment and low risk. As there is never a case of complete context alignment and zero risk, replication will still require customization and modification.

![Content-Risk Matrix](image)

Another way of assessing how to use the experience of others is to plot chances of success with the fit of the innovation to the receiving organization and country. Determining fit and assessing success are not easy processes and will require the application of traditional tools of planning, i.e., cost-benefit analysis, institutional analysis, etc.
Concluding Remarks

The need to find ways that more effectively create public value in an environment of constant change has become an ongoing project for nation states and public services. Within this context, the global flow of ideas and approaches between and within countries has assumed greater importance over time. The ability to transform these ideas into successful action requires intervention on two fronts. The first is the development of tools and approaches for the assessment and transfer of innovation. The second is related to the enhancement of the innovation capacity of public service institutions. This chapter was a small contribution on both fronts.
Chapter III

Learning from Best Practices in Public Management:
A Methodological Approach

Juan Carlos Cortázar

Introduction

The possibility of drawing lessons from a specific experience in public management and applying them fruitfully to other contexts and situations is doubtless one of the most important concerns within the field of public management (Rose, 1993). The nature of public management, as a field of knowledge that focuses on solving practical questions about managing public policy and organizations, shows how critical it is to transfer one country’s or region’s best practices to another. Clearly, the United Nations and other international organizations, including the Inter-American Development Bank, have an interest in fostering this type of learning, because it provides important leverage for promoting economic and social development. This chapter begins by proposing a concept of public and social management practices that makes it possible to learn from them. Then it briefly outlines the methodological approach that the Inter-American Development Bank’s Social Development Institute (SDI) has been using to study social management practices in recent years. We believe that this methodology makes a valuable contribution to understanding the development and operation of public management practices, as well as to producing lessons about best practices that can be applied rigorously in other contexts. The framework developed by the SDI is based on the approach developed during the past few years by Professor Michael Barzelay of the London School of Economics and Political Science.

Management Practices

We define management practices as methods that public managers use when dealing with problematic situations in the public sphere and/or the performance of public organizations and programmes which we expect produce certain valuable results. We would like to clarify three aspects of this definition. First, we believe that management practices deal with situations that the actors involved see as problems rather than conditions; that is, as unsatisfactory social or organizational situations that call for change and for which change is possible through public policy or management intervention (Kingsdon, 1995; Barzelay, 1998, p. 143). Second, we believe that management practices are intended to create publicly valuable results. In this regard, we are taking the perspective offered by Moore (1998), which holds that public managers create public value when they produce solutions that effectively solve important problems for certain direct users, while at the same time responding to citizen aspirations and needs, which are generally articulated through a system of political deliberation. Third, we believe that management practices are processes. A process is a sequence of events that unfolds over time in context (Pettigrew, 1997, p. 338). The procedural nature of management practices de-
mands that they be studied as a whole: in other words, holistically. A process can only be understood as a configuration of events that interact closely with the dynamic context in which they take place. On the contrary, focusing solely on the behavior of certain aspects (variables) of the process would impede the reconstruction of the complex interaction among actions, time and context (Ragin, 1987). It is precisely because of the need for a holistic perspective that case studies are an appropriate strategy for analysing management practices. They allow us to investigate contemporary phenomena within their real-life context and to consider their multiple dimensions and characteristics (Yin, 1994, p. 13).

Analysing the “best” in management practices

When is a management practice “best”? Within the rich but not very systematic discussion of best practices in public management, we believe that it is possible to clarify what makes them best from at least two points of view. One is to ask to what extent the practice achieved the proposed results or whether it achieved better results than did other alternative practices. Another is to ask how the practice worked and also why it did or did not work well. The answer to the first question clearly pertains to evaluation of results and impact. The answer to the latter question, on the other hand, pertains to the area of analysis of practices. Our methodological approach clearly falls within the second area.

Given the focus on learning about best practices in a specific context in order to transfer lessons learned to another context at a later date, the reader may think that what is most important would be to evaluate the results actually obtained. But is it possible to apply what is learned about one practice in another context without a prior understanding of how and why the practice was able to develop and operate appropriately in its original context? We do not think so. Because the contexts are not equivalent, it does not make sense to merely copy a practice, which is why Bardach (2004) proposes to extrapolate it, that is, to apply our conclusions about a practice in its original context to a different context. To do this, it is essential to understand how and why the practice developed and operated in its original context so that we can subsequently clarify (taking into account the differences in the context that receives the practice) whether it will be able to operate in a different situation. Therefore, the causal reconstruction of the process that enabled it to operate well or not is essential in assessing whether it may be useful in a different context. We do not think, however, that the evaluation of results and the analysis of practices run contrary to each other. Indeed, from the point of view of extrapolating what is learned about best practices in public management both are necessary since it does not make sense to extrapolate what has been learned from one context to another if the practice in question does not promise good results. In short, the purpose of the methodological approach presented here is not to evaluate management practices from the standpoint of their impact on resolving social problems. Our interest, which is complementary, lies in explaining how these practices develop and operate, in order to draw relevant lessons regarding the practical problems that public managers confront in various contexts and situations.
The function of management practices

In order to draw lessons from the analysis of practices that will be useful for the field of public and social management, certain generalizations must be made regarding the development and operation of the practices that managers perform on a daily basis. Given that such practices vary considerably and have different purposes, we must adopt a conceptual framework that distinguishes types of management practices according to whether theoretical questions about their development and operation can be applied. We propose to identify various types of practices, based on their function as part of the management process. Eugene Bardach suggests that the study of a management practice involves particular attention to that practice’s function. Thus, he proposes that the functional characterization should operate as an abstract definition of the end or result that must be obtained by this practice within a functioning system (2000). If we understand management of a public policy or programme to be a functioning system, it then becomes possible to break down the management process into subgroups of practices designed to achieve different ends or results within the system. Figure III.1 proposes a functional view of the public management process based on general management literature that focuses specifically on strategic management.

If we take this functional point of view, we understand management practices as methods of action by which managers perform and become responsible for functions related to developing, implementing and evaluating strategy. In performing these functions, managers confront the public and management problems to which we referred before.
The practices for developing strategies change or reproduce the basic value approaches that guide the operation of a policy or programme. Therefore, it is necessary to devise a strategic vision, plan the courses of action, and anticipate the organizational mechanisms and necessary resources for putting them into practice. The practices for implementation put the processes and planned activities into action, using the anticipated resources and organizational mechanisms to produce the goods and services to be delivered to users. This assumes that productive activities are carried out (operations management), as well as activities that regulate the proper functioning of the productive process (management control). Finally, evaluation practices make it possible to assess the public value that has been produced, and to contrast the results and impacts achieved with the proposed objectives. The intention is to provide feedback for the future performance of the remaining management functions. Moreover, while carrying out these three major types of practices, it is always necessary to develop essential organizational, technical or social capacities. A functional classification of these practices makes it possible to compare practices carried out in different contexts or situations, thus enabling us to arrive at “limited historical generalizations” (Ragin, 1987) regarding the development or operation of types of management practices in various contexts and situations. Clearly, the potential for generalization is valuable to those who are interested in transferring lessons about best management practices from one context to another.

A Methodological Approach for Studying Management Practices

As we indicated in the previous section, our approach consists of analysing specific management experiences as a way of producing systematic knowledge about the development and operation of public and social management practices. This makes it possible to identify various types of management practices and to draw lessons about how they would apply in diverse contexts. The case studies that Stake (1995) terms instrumental are suitable for this proposal, because – rather than centering on the singularity or intrinsic special characteristics of a particular historical experience – they focus on the experience as a way to address a concern, question, or set of problems that goes beyond the specific experience in question. In an instrumental case study, the researchers have research interests that go beyond the intrinsic value of the experience, yet require an analysis of that experience in order to be able to produce knowledge and learning about questions or topics that are relevant to developing a field of knowledge, such as public and social management. Therefore, the methodological design must be appropriate for this type of case study. For that reason, our approach is based on two fundamental components: the narrative approach to the experience being studied, and an analysis of management practices that is simultaneously institutional and procedural.

A narrative approach

In order to rigorously produce and present empirical evidence about the public management experiences that we wish to investigate, we propose to use a narrative approach. A narrative approach is very sensitive to the components of a process, that is, the sequence of events that unfolds over time in context (Abbot, 2001, and Polkinghorne, 1988). Because we understand public and social management practices as processes, the narrative focus is suitable for our purposes of understanding and transferring lessons
about best management practices. The narrative focus applied to the study of public and social management practices assumes that researchers will produce a narrative about the experience they would like to understand. The narrative is a way of representing a particular experience by organizing into a logical sequence the events of a process according to their contribution to the overall development of that process (Polkinghorne, 1988). A narrative is undoubtedly different from a chronology, whereby the actions and events are organized exclusively according to their position in the timeline. It is also different from a report, which offers a static view of specific events without including them within a coherent whole.

In order to produce a narrative that rigorously presents evidence about the experience under study, researchers have to consider the two major components of a narrative: the events and the plot. An event is a group of actions or occurrences organized according to their meaning within an overall experience. Clearly, events are not objective realities recorded by the researchers. They are conceptual constructions that researchers use to organize the flow of events according to the research interests that guide them. How do the researchers organize the events? They do so according to the meaning given to the events within the overall narrative, that is, according to the plot devised for the narrative. The plot is the medium through which specific events acquire coherence within the overall body of events, as one event is linked to another in order to show the development of the process under study. In other words, the plot is the organizing principle of the narrative, which identifies the meaning and role that each event plays within it. The plot transforms a chronology or list of events into a narrative by emphasizing and recognizing the contribution that certain events make to the development and result of the process (Polkinghorne, 1988).

Both the plot and the event are conceptual constructions produced by the researchers, based on their research interests and the theoretical framework being used. The plot is produced through a process similar to that used to produce the hypothesis: researchers propose an assumption that is contrasted with the events, and observe whether it is able to explain them. In this way, the researchers’ assumptions interact with the evidence from the events, and this interaction constantly refines the plot until it is able to explain the events under study. A suitable organizational structure for the events in the narrative emerges only after various encounters between the events and the plot, during which the researchers try to adjust both components (Polkinghorne, 1988). The researchers do not try to impose a previously established plot on the events. Rather, the researchers engage in a dialectic process between the events and the organizing principle of the narrative, which is what reveals the events’ meaning and enables them to be part of a single narrative. The task of producing a narrative may seem relatively simple. Experience, however, shows us that it is not easy to narrate a management experience by trying to explain the process it followed. The flow of events to be considered tends to be vast and in constant motion, which usually results in the researchers becoming lost in a tangle of events, dates and actors. It is also easy for the researchers to lose sight of what they want to explain, which creates tremendous confusion with respect to which events are truly relevant to the research and which are not. In addition, the narratives frequently end by focusing more on the social or political context of the management processes than on the management process itself.
The narrative structure is a simple instrument that allows the researchers to get an overview of the body of experience under study and at the same time focus on its specific components. This tool enables the researchers to approach three tasks in a systematic, iterative way: a) formulate the different types of events that comprise the experience being studied; b) establish significant relationships among these events, based on the overall plot of the narrative; and c) propose relevant research questions. The first task consists of breaking down the complex experience under study and organizing the dynamic flow of its constituent events into events of a particular type. A first step is to identify those events that are directly related to the management process or practice under study. We call this body of events the episode under study (see Figure III.2). The episode then comprises a body of events whose development and interconnection are precisely what the researcher wishes to explain. We previously pointed out, however, that in order to explain a process, it is necessary to refer to the context in which that process took place. Our interest lies not in explaining the context but in explaining the episode, yet in order to do this we must take the context into account. Following that, a second step consists of identifying those events that were not part of the episode but had a significant influence on it or were themselves influenced by it. We will designate as previous events (PE) those events that occurred prior to the episode and had significant influence on it. Contemporaneous events (CE) are events that also influenced the episode but occurred at the same time. We will designate as related events (RE) those events that were influenced by the episode and occurred at the same time. Finally, later events (LE) are events that were influenced by the episode but took place after it. Figure III.2 shows the various types of events that we propose to formulate, organized along a time line. The arrows indicate the direction in which the influence flows among them.

A second task that the narrative structure may help researchers carry out consists of identifying relationships among the events (and even among the sub-events within an event). As noted in the previous paragraph, establishing how the various events affected each other is a fundamental step in the task of explaining a narrative. Given that it is
possible to establish numerous connections among the events under consideration, researchers must identify the relationships that seem most significant in order to explain the process. What can be used as a guide for selecting which relationships among the events are the most relevant? It depends on the researchers’ own conception of the process’s narrative thread, that is, the plot.

The third task is that of formulating good research questions. As we indicated before, our focus is on developing instrumental case studies, in which studying a specific experience is useful because it enables us to respond to a concern, question or set of problems that goes beyond the experience in question and also helps develop the field of knowledge about public and social management. If this is the purpose, the first type of question (which, to follow convention, we will designate as Type A) must refer not to the specific experience we wish to study, but to the theoretical topic we wish to address by studying this experience (see Figure III.3). If the theoretical topic and its related question(s) transcend the specific experience under study, it then becomes possible to address the question by conducting a comparative study of various specific experiences. As we already noted, by conducting a systematic comparison of various experiences revealed by developing or using a particular type of management practice, it is possible to develop what Ragin (1987) calls limited historical generalizations. These enable us to arrive at general arguments that are applicable to a specific type of management practice (be it strategic development, implementation, or evaluation of public policies and programmes). Clearly, then, these questions are important not only for comparing various specific management experiences, but also for transferring (extrapolating) what is learned based on how one or more specific experiences are understood.

Figure III.3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPES OF RESEARCH QUESTIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Questions related to theoretical topics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical Questions (A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questions related to historical experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Descriptive Questions (B1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explanatory Questions (B2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Barzelay and Cortázar, 2004
A second type of research question (which we will call Type B) must refer to the actual experience under study. Some of these questions will have a more descriptive character, investigating what events or sub-events took place, who initiated them, and how they developed. Other questions are more explanatory in character, investigating why the events occurred in the way they did. We will call the first B1 and the second B2. It is important to remember that the questions regarding the experience under study must do more than explain what happened within the experience. (If this direction were followed, the study would be intrinsic, not instrumental.) Rather, they must also indirectly address the theoretical questions related to the topic being researched (Type A questions). Suitable coordination between these two types of questions is critical to conducting a successful instrumental case study: as Figure III.3 suggests, the Type B questions serve as support for the Type A questions.

In summary, the process of identifying events and the relationships among them – that is, building a narrative structure – enables researchers to devise relevant questions about the experience. These questions must be consistent with the questions related to the researchers’ theoretical topic. With a good narrative structure and relevant questions, researchers can design and carry out the field work necessary for producing information that will enable them to produce a rich narrative about the management experience under study.

**Analysis of management practices**

A narrative that presents empirical evidence about the management experience under study makes it possible to analyse both the development and the operation of the management practices, examining them in the context of the types of management functions to which we referred in the previous section.

We previously defined management practices as processes, that is, as a sequence of actions that unfold over time in context (Pettigrew, 1997, p. 338). Consequently, the objective of focusing on the analysis of practices is to achieve a dynamic understanding of the actions performed by a management function. This demands that we take into account how such actions interact with the institutional framework and their overall context, given that they are influenced by it but exercise influence over it as well. Because we focus both on the procedural nature of the practices and the institutional framework in which they unfold, we call this focus institutional processualism (Barzelay and Gallego, 2005).

The actions that make up a practice result in part from the design and planning efforts made by those who initiated the practice in question. The actors use this design to guide their actions, taking into account the ideas, rules, tasks and approaches that it involves. The direction that these actions actually take, however, does not fully correspond to that envisioned in the design, because the actors are themselves immersed in a group of specific institutional frameworks and immediate events that we will call a situation in motion. These events force the actors to refocus, revise or modify the direction planned for the actions, in order to make them viable and therefore enable the actors to achieve the
planned ends or results. In turn, the situation in motion develops according to the actions carried out by the actors, but also according to a broader context involving a vast combination of political, institutional, ideological and public-policy factors. In order to understand how the actions comprising a management practice develop and operate, it is necessary to analyse the complex interaction among the four components we have indicated: the actions, the design of the practice, the situation in motion, and the context. Figure III.4 proposes a conceptual model for analysing and comprehending this interaction.

As the diagram shows, the actions occur within the situation in motion (which becomes their immediate context). The design of the practice has a powerful influence on the actions (1), prescribing the direction they take and their operation. That said, the actions are also influenced by the situation in motion, which forces the actors to modify the plan for their activities, undertake actions not planned in the design, or not to undertake certain previously established actions (2). The situation is also affected by changes that result from the actions undertaken (3). In this way, a complex interaction is established between the actions and the situation in motion, which transforms both progressively and simultaneously. No doubt the interaction between these two components is influenced by the overall context (4), which in turn is modified to some extent by the changes in the situation in motion (5). Moreover, the experience of modifying the course of action leads the actors to provide feedback regarding the design of the practice (6), which is also modified by the process of implementing the practice. By using the proposed analytical model, researchers can offer an explanation for the direction taken by the practice under study or its operation. Doing so – as we shall see – they will be in a position to clarify the potential for transferring (extrapolating) what is learned from the experience under study to different contexts and situations.
Concluding Remarks: Proposing Lessons to be Transferred

Based on the type of explanation offered by the institutional processual framework, researchers may arrive at conclusions that provide an understanding of how a particular practice performs one or a number of management functions. The conclusions are explanatory arguments related to the theoretical topic that guides the research, which means that they must contribute to address Type A questions. But the researchers’ conclusions, which are based on the study of a specific experience, cannot fully address Type A questions. That would require analysis and comparison of various experiences related to the underlying theoretical topic. In accordance with our overall goals, when analysing a practice the following elements should be considered:

- The trajectory exhibited by the practice in performing one or a number of functions; that is, the path of progress, consolidation, crisis, stagnation or recovery that the practice has taken; and/or

- The operation of the practice, that is, the functioning that has enabled it to suitably perform the management functions for which it was designed, or that has impeded it from doing so.

- The objective of the kind of research we propose, however, is to produce knowledge that will be useful not only in the academic world (as can happen with the conclusions from a study) but also for the effective practice of public and social management. By proposing lessons, researchers should thus offer practical arguments concerning what public and social managers can do to enable a management practice to function and develop in a way that is suitable for its work environment. The fundamental task of the conclusions is to offer an understanding of the experience and topic under study, while that of the lessons is to offer recommendations regarding how to improve the performance and development of management practices. The lessons enable public managers to learn by understanding a particular experience, which allows them to extrapolate from the specific context in which the experience occurred to the context in which they work.

In summary, the work of researchers must end by proposing a set of conclusions and lessons. The conclusions consist of explanatory statements regarding the aspects of the practice (direction or operation) that interest researchers from a theoretical point of view. These statements are analytical in character and offer answers to questions such as “why did it happen” or “how did it happen.” They are mainly targeted at an academic audience and are based on conceptual frameworks that are connected to various fields of knowledge. The lessons are statements that are proactive in character and have to do with what social and public managers can do to carry out the practice under study in a suitable way within its immediate context. Thus, lessons have a prescriptive character and offer answers to questions such as “why do it” and “how to do it.” They are clearly intended for an audience of people working in the field (managers) and are based on different perspectives with regard to management knowledge. This would include, for example, the body of propositions produced by a particular school or trend of thought regarding management that encompasses the appropriate performance of a management function or the body of propositions that the SDI has produced regarding the role of social managers in Latin America and the Caribbean.
A good set of conclusions and lessons should thus prevent the mechanical replication of management practices that are considered “successful” or “good,” opening up for us the more fruitful and complex field of management and organizational learning, to which we have tried to contribute in the preceding pages.
PART TWO

TRANSFERIBILITY AND ADAPTATION OF INNOVATIONS AND BEST PRACTICES
Chapter IV

Diffusion and Adoption of Innovations: A Development Perspective

Donald E. Klingner

Introduction

Innovation requires processes of adaptation, anticipation and openness to change. Change provides the opportunity to achieve new and different approaches to governance and development. Replicating a successful practice in public administration requires government capacity to overcome barriers to innovation diffusion and adoption. Among other things, capacity implies a favourable policy environment, leadership support, stakeholder involvement, adequate funding and an appropriate transfer plan. It also implies the capacity of the organization to constantly adapt to changing circumstances both internal and external. Not long ago, an assumption existed that the technology, administrative systems, policies, and processes of developed countries were inherently better than those of developing nations and could be simply transplanted abroad with little or no adaptation. Structural, contextual, and other considerations that impeded the successful transplantation of the above were often overlooked with all too obvious results. This chapter examines and critiques the utility of best practices in development administration. It establishes the importance of innovation to governance in general and development administration and implementation in particular; explores the relationships among organizational learning, knowledge management, and innovation diffusion and adoption; and presents guidelines for the adoption of innovations.

Diffusion of Innovation in a Development Context

After World War II, the success of the Marshall Plan at rebuilding Europe and a global interest in economic development for least developed countries (LDCs) led to the creation of a new field of study and practice (Seely, 2003). Development administration emerged as an amalgam of development economics and public administration aimed at improving economic conditions and governance systems in LDCs by replicating Western concepts and techniques. It generally presumed that the laws, policies, structures and procedures in developed Western countries were superior to those indigenous to developing countries because of their greater rationality, efficiency and relationship to democratic ideals (Rostow, 1971; Fredland, 2000). Their diffusion and adoption was considered both automatic (given the “evolutionary superiority” of reforms introduced by Western consultants) and purposive since Western lenders often mandated administrative reforms as a condition of continued credit (Adamolekun, 1999). However, this traditional notion of economic development has by and large been abandoned because it did not achieve the desired results (Heady, 1998). It did not decrease the gap between rich and poor nations, nor reduce global poverty (United Nations Development Programme, 1998). One scholar clearly summarizes this failure as reported by United Nations:
“The United Nations’ Human Development Report, 1999, notes that between 1980 and 1996 gross national product (GNP) per capita declined in no less than fifty-nine countries. It reports that the income gap between the fifth of the world’s population living in the richest countries, and the fifth in the poorest widened from 30 to 1 in 1960 to 74 to 1 in 1997” (Hoogvelt, 2001, p. xiii).

In response to the now discredited traditional approach to development administration, three analytically separate yet interdependent approaches have emerged: comparative administration, development management, and international public management. **Comparative administration** began as a social science discipline intent on correcting the two fundamental intellectual flaws of traditional development administration: ethnocentrism and ignorance (Riggs, 1968; Klingner and Washington, 2000). Its adherents are primarily scholars and researchers who believe that traditional development administration failed because development administrators tended to automatically and erroneously assume that Western techniques and structures were superior to their indigenous counterparts (Fredland, 2000); and because they were unaware of the unique historical factors that had led to the success of Western management techniques (Riggs, 1968). In contrast, comparative administration is the more value-neutral study of public administrative systems across countries and cultures (Riggs, 1980 and 1991; Rutgers, 1998). It examines alternative governance models as outcomes of cultural contexts (historical, economic, political and social), and evaluates the relative capacity of administrative systems based on underlying trends and conditions (Peters, 1988; Van Wart and Cayer, 1990; Heady, 1996). Its intellectual antecedents are political science and sociology. Its primary purpose is to compare alternative systems in order to understand how they have evolved and why they function as they do, rather than to evaluate them, describe their shortcomings or prescribe recommendations to improve them. The sub-field of **development management**, which encompasses the management of particular development efforts as well as the indigenous process of development, broadened in the 1990s.

All over the world, demands for development and democratization through **international public management** have pressured governments to make good policy decisions and use scarce resources effectively (Dilulio, Garvey and Kettl, 1993). Government capacity – or the lack thereof – is perhaps the most obvious factor affecting perceptions of governance (Klingner, Nalbandian and Romzek, 2002). In developed countries, governance usually means maintaining government’s ability to coordinate policy, gather information, deliver services through multiple (often non-governmental) partners, and replace hierarchical bureaucracies with more flexible mechanisms for managing indirect government (Brudney, O’Toole and Rainey, 2000; Kettl, 2002). In developing countries, it probably means establishing government’s ability to deliver vital public services (through core administrative functions like budgeting, human resource management and programme evaluation) while simultaneously focusing on more fundamental changes (e.g., citizen participation, decentralization, innovation and entrepreneurial leadership; Kettl, 1997) necessary for effective political systems.
Innovation Diffusion and Adoption

The term “innovation diffusion and adoption” describes the spread of new products, values, policies or processes beyond the locus of their original success. If viewed purposively, this spread can be described as both organizational learning and knowledge management (Sabet and Klingner, 1993). If viewed descriptively, innovation diffusion and adoption includes the intended and unintended consequences of complex and symbiotic relationships between producers and consumers that occur across organizations (Schrage, 2004), countries (Beatty, 2003) and regions (Mavhunga, 2003).

Innovation diffusion and adoption, organizational learning and knowledge management can also be viewed as aspects of public policy and administration, in that they relate conceptually to policy-makers’ ability or willingness to learn from exogenous experience, and adapt it as best practice public policy or administration in new settings (Rich, 1997). From within the framework of public policy, Knott and Wildavsky (1980) scale the use of university research in government agencies using six stages: reception, cognition, discussion, reference, effort, and influence. They point out that their scale is cumulative in nature, each stage building on the previous one. This scale is described in Table IV.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STAGES OF KNOWLEDGE UTILIZATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Reception</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Cognition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Effort (adoption)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Influence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Adapted from Knott and Wildavsky, 1980; cited in Landry, Lamari and Amara, 2003, p. 194

Lester and Stewart (1996) classify different types of factors that researchers suggest affect knowledge utilization by public officials. The first category is technical factors – primarily the availability of information and the appropriate rational/technical organizational resources to use it (Julnes and Holzer, 2001, p. 695). Second, contextual factors influence the appropriate use of information. This includes politics (Julnes and Holzer 2001) and organizational culture (Julnes and Holzer, 2001; Landry, Lamari and Amara, 2001; Landry, Lamari and Amara, 2003). Third, human factors are important. Several researchers have found that such individual attributes as professionalism (Sabet and Klingner, 1993), education (Landry, Lamari and Amara, 2003), type of position education (Landry, Lamari and Amara, 2003), and decision-making style (Webber, 1987; Webber, 1992) influence organizational policy adoption decisions. These findings are summarized in Table IV.2.
Table IV.2
SUMMARY OF EXPLANATORY VARIABLES FOR INNOVATION DIFFUSION AND ADOPTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Political</th>
<th>Organizational</th>
<th>Social/Interaction</th>
<th>Technical</th>
<th>Human</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Internal interest groups a</td>
<td>• Risk taking a</td>
<td>• Adaptation of products b</td>
<td>• Goal orientation a</td>
<td>• Graduate studies b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• External interest groups a</td>
<td>• Attitudes toward change a</td>
<td>• Acquisition efforts b</td>
<td>• Information a</td>
<td>• Function of position b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Unions a</td>
<td>• Focus on users' needs b</td>
<td>• Linkage mechanisms b</td>
<td>• Resources a</td>
<td>• Decision-making style c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Users' context b</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Qualitative products b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Work relevance b</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Quantitative products b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Policy relevance b</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Theoretical products b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Federal/state agency b</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Focus on advancement of scholarly knowledge b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Number of employees b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Adaptation of products b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Acquisition efforts b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Linkage mechanisms b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Adapted from Landry, Lamari and Amara, 2003

Guidelines for Adoption of Innovations

Within this general history and context, we may present several key guidelines that apply to successful adoption of innovations. These guidelines relate to time orientation; sovereignty and capacity; empowerment and accountability; and adaptability, flexibility and incrementalism.

**Time orientation:** The length of time required to adopt innovations depends upon the nature of the objective and the circumstances. Within these contexts, it is important to remember that successful innovation diffusion and adoption, even under favourable circumstances, usually takes years, and often decades. Thus, organizational commitment to policy objectives almost always extends beyond the involvement of any one programme director or elected official.

**Sovereignty and capacity:** In many cases, diffusion and adoption of best practice innovations takes place in fragile states where either sovereignty or capacity may be problematic. Creating new national sovereignty is different from, and harder than, building government capacity (Pollitt and Bouchaert, 2000; Kettl, 2002).

**Empowerment and accountability:** Successful organizational change relates to empowerment and accountability (Blair, 2000; World Bank, 2002). Empowerment is the increased ability of the poor to make political, social or economic choices, and to act on
Adaptability, flexibility and incrementalism: Innovation diffusion and adoption occur within the context of complex systems that are increasingly difficult to model with any accuracy. The more a policy decision is imbued with values, the less applicable the rational method, where inputs cannot be quantified as accurately. Another duality to ponder is that of theory versus practice. While theoreticians look for an all-encompassing model, a practitioner might find other processes to be more efficacious. Borins (1998) and others (Jones and Kettl, 2003) argue that although problems seem similar across nations, types of solutions that are effective in one public sector context may not succeed in another political, economic or social setting. Lindblom (1959/1979) assesses rational models of the decisional processes of government; rejects the notion that most decisions are made by rational, total-information processes; posits that the policy-making process is defined by a series of incremental decisions as a response to short-term political goals; and argues that decision-making is much more dependent on events and circumstances than the will of policy-makers. More to the point, however, the composition of the critical mass of stakeholders is specific to the context and may not be generalized for application elsewhere beyond a few observations. In this respect, Bardach (2000) and Barzelay and Campbell (2003) argue that smart practice development programme administration is not so much a toolkit of ideal practices, but an operational guideline that emphasizes reducing mechanisms and factors that inhibit adaptation to contingency. Particularly in high security risk environments, adaptation to contingency is essential – without it little or no progress will obtain and the policy context will be appropriately characterized as fraught with “wicked problems” that by definition defy resolution (Roberts, 2000).

Concluding Remarks

Adoption of innovations is best viewed as a complex process involving organizational learning and knowledge management. Because these are heavily influenced by contextual variables, this is an indigenous process rather than one of transfer and absorption. It is best viewed as some smart practice guidelines rather than as a uniform toolkit. Diffusion and adoption of smart practice innovations in governance, public policy and public administration depend on a clear understanding of the mechanisms involved in transfer, and the contextual variables that affect its successful implementation. Such guidelines should include provisions for allowing a sufficiently long-range time orientation to accommodate changes in organizational culture and learning. Another important component would be to recognize and respond to the need to build either (or both) national sovereignty or government capacity, depending on the context as well as focus on empowerment and accountability as key indicators of local buy-in. Moreover, maintaining an adaptable, flexible and incremental approach to innovation diffusion and adoption – including use of smart practice rather than best practice public policy and administra-
tion should also be part of the guidelines. Finally, consideration should be given to ensure sustainability through a “balanced scorecard” approach that assesses the impact of proposed innovations along a range of economic, political, social, cultural, environmental and administrative criteria.
Chapter V

Transferability of Governance Institutions: The Ombudsman and the Independent Commission against Corruption

Ladipo Adamolekun

Introduction

This chapter reviews the experience of transferring two governance institutions on a worldwide scale – Sweden’s Ombudsman and Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of China’s Independent Commission against Corruption (ICAC). After an overview of the spread of the two institutions, attention is drawn to the factors that have made the transfer possible, including a distinction between formal institutional transfers and their effective functioning in different countries. The key messages of the chapter are summarized in a concluding section.

Transferability of Governance Institutions

One of the issues that featured prominently in the literature on the decolonization process in Africa and Asia from the late 1940s through the 1960s was the extent to which political and administrative institutions were successfully transferred from former colonizing powers to the successor states. In Africa, the emergence of one-party and military governments in place of democratic governmental systems during the first two post-independence decades led many observers to conclude that transfer efforts had failed. Some observers noted that only the forms of government were transferred without the values that underpinned them. Attention was also drawn to the inconsistencies and contradictions between the autocratic and arbitrary features in the operation of the colonial political and administrative institutions and the democratic institutions that were supposed to have replaced them during the decolonization process. The steady commitment of a few countries in Africa (for example, Botswana and Mauritius) and India in Asia to the maintenance and nurturing of democratic governmental institutions were the exceptions.

Notwithstanding this poor record, the worldwide democratization wave of the early 1990s was accompanied by an ambitious programme of transfer of governance institutions in both the developing and transitional countries of Central and Eastern Europe. It is also noteworthy that throughout the entire period under review (from the late 1940s to the 1990s) there was an ongoing transfer of governance institutions among the developed countries. For example, the ombudsman system spread from Sweden to the Scandinavian countries and then to a significant number of Western democracies from the 1950s through the 1960s to the 1970s and beyond. Regarding the transfer of governance institutions to developing and transition countries, there were two influences at work: one was internal while the other was external. The internal influence was strongest in countries where reform-minded political leaders pushed for the promotion of good gov-
ernance as a key issue during electoral contests and proceeded to establish appropriate governance institutions after winning elections.

The external influence was determined by donor governments making the promotion of good governance one of the conditions for providing development assistance. The most explicit case is the political conditionality of the European Union requiring transitional countries to introduce specific governance institutions, including both an ombudsman and an anticorruption body. In Africa, some countries have introduced the two institutions at the instigation of external donors and with their support and that of others that introduced them on their own initiative. These countries have also benefited from the support of external donors in financing the cost of running the institutions. Only a few countries in Southern and Northern Africa have introduced the institutions on their own initiative, and they are financing the cost of running them with only minimal external support.

Below, we examine the evidence of the spread of the two institutions. This is followed by a discussion of the factors that have been conducive to their successful transfer.

Ensuring the rights of citizens worldwide

When the first ombudsman was appointed in Sweden in 1810, his responsibility was to review the acts of government officials and administrators in order to ensure that citizens’ rights were properly protected. Arising from this original role definition, an ombudsman is commonly referred to in the literature on the subject as “the citizens’ defender.” A summary of the worldwide spread of the ombudsman system is provided in Table V.1.

Table V.1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of countries</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of African countries</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>2a</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Adamolekun, 2005

a The two pioneer countries in Africa are Mauritius and Tanzania.

Although the ombudsman institution was first established in Sweden during the first decade of the nineteenth century, it did not spread to other Scandinavian countries until the twentieth century: Finland (1919), Denmark (1955) and Norway (1962). By 1981, the institution had spread to some Commonwealth and European countries, including France (1973), New Zealand (1962), Nigeria (1975), Spain (1981), Tanzania (1968) and the United Kingdom (1967). There were also ombudsman institutions at the provincial and state/regional levels of government in a few other countries, notably Australia, Canada and the United States.
The rapid expansion in the number of countries with ombudsman institutions coincided with the worldwide democratization wave of the 1990s. In addition to the significant number of African countries highlighted in Table VI.1., the institution was also established in many Latin American and Asian countries, as well as to transition countries in Central and Eastern Europe. It is also important to mention the creation by the European Union of an ombudsman under the Maastricht Treaty. The first European ombudsman was appointed in 1995. An important variation on the ombudsman theme that also originated in Sweden is the appointment of ombudsmen with responsibility for specific aspects of governance. By 1980, Sweden had created four specialized ombudsmen: an anti-trust ombudsman (1954), a consumer ombudsman (1970), a press ombudsman and an equality ombudsman (1980). By 2004, the most common specialized areas of governance assigned to ombudsmen in many countries were protection of human (or civil) rights and consumer protection. Some other countries have also appointed ombudsmen to protect citizens against maladministration in specific areas of governmental administration, such as local government administration, police administration and health management (for example, the United Kingdom).

It is also worth mentioning that the International Ombudsman Institute (IOI), created in the 1970s, has promoted the spread of the ombudsman institution. IOI operates as an international network with continental and sub-networks; its primary objective is to promote collaboration among member countries and experts. Currently, the Institute has over 100 member countries. It has produced a handbook for the training of newly appointed ombudsmen worldwide. Another factor that has helped the spread of the institution is the demonstration effect provided by regional and language-based associations of ombudsmen. Two examples that involve African countries are the African Ombudsman Association (2003) and the Association of Francophone Ombudsmen and Mediators (AOMF) established in 2001. The third annual conference of the AOMF was held in Tunisia in 2003, attended by 63 ombudsmen and mediators.

**Focusing on anti-corruption**

Although corrupt practices have characterized the operation of governmental institutions since their emergence in modern times, the idea of creating specialized institutions to combat the problem is a recent phenomenon that many observers date from the establishment of an Independent Commission against Corruption (ICAC) in Hong Kong in 1974. ICAC’s success in achieving a significant reduction in corrupt practices within a short time turned it into a model for countries that sought to tackle the problem. As in the case of the ombudsman, it spread first within its geographical zone, notably Singapore and the state of New South Wales in Australia. Its spread to developing and transition countries did not occur until the 1990s for reasons stated in the Introduction. Taking sub-Saharan Africa as an example, the majority of anticorruption agencies in the region were created between the early 1990s and the present. In all, about 30 African countries have created anticorruption bodies, including Benin, Botswana, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Ethiopia, Kenya, Malawi, Mali, Nigeria, Sierra Leone, South Africa, Tunisia, Uganda, United Republic of Tanzania and Zambia. A significant number of transition countries have also created similar bodies, modeled, in varying degrees, on the ICAC example. By 2005, anticorruption agencies have been created in almost every transition country in Central and Eastern Europe, in most countries in Asia, and in a significant...
number of countries in Latin America. The author is familiar with the phenomenon of teams from some newly established anticorruption agencies in Africa undertaking study tours to ICAC and one or two other anticorruption agencies in Asia during the 1990s. In some countries in Africa and elsewhere, retired officials who had held key positions in ICAC have provided either hands-on assistance (for example, as pioneer directors of anticorruption agencies, such as in Botswana for some years in the 1990s) or advisory inputs (for example, in Kenya in 1999).

Transparency International – an international Non-Governmental Organization (NGO) that acts as a pressure group to get countries to adopt and implement strategies for tackling corruption – has contributed to the spread of anticorruption agencies worldwide, beginning with its biannual anticorruption conferences started in 1997. ICAC is almost always highlighted as a model anticorruption agency during these conferences. One sub-regional organization in Africa that has contributed to the spread and strengthening of anticorruption agencies among its member countries is the Southern Africa Development Community (SADC). In 2003, the SADC secretariat developed a common strategic plan for improving the functioning of anticorruption agencies in the Community’s member countries.

Because combating corruption is an integral part of enforcing accountability, some countries have sought to include the fight against corruption in the mandate of an ombudsman. In the two cases known to the writer (India in the 1980s and Namibia from the 1990s to 2003), the idea of institutional fusion was eventually abandoned and a distinct anticorruption agency was created. Without question, the transferability record (in terms of diffusion) of the two institutions summarized in the preceding paragraphs is very strong. The next section focuses on the factors that have made transfer possible, including a distinction between formal institutional transfers and their effective functioning in the different countries.

Factors Conducive to Successful Institutional Transfers

The first point to make is that the two governance institutions are widely acknowledged as being relevant to the promotion of good governance. The ombudsman (“the citizens’ defender”) makes government accountable by allowing the citizen to be a direct actor. An anticorruption agency focuses on a complex problem that is at the heart of enforcing accountability in political and economic management and in social life. The obvious difference between these two institutions, which is also reflected in the degree to which transfer can be described as a success, is the specificity of the mission of the ombudsman in contrast to an anticorruption agency that is just one part of many interventions required to tackle the problem of corruption. This point is further elaborated below.

Transferring the ombudsman institution

The combination of a sharply focused mandate (mentioned above) and the simplicity and flexibility of the institutional arrangement has contributed significantly to the spread of the ombudsman. The ombudsman could be a single individual (with support staff) or a multi-person commission – a three-person commission in unitary Tanzania and a commission of 37 in the Nigerian federal system. Strong evidence of the flexibility
of the institution is the fact that some countries appoint an ombudsman individuals with a legal background while in other countries the ombudsman could be a former civil servant or an educator. Ombudsmen can also be members of either the legislative or the executive branches. In some countries, an executive ombudsman is obliged to submit his/her annual report to the legislature, thus bridging what some would see as a divide. Of course, there is a conceptual distinction between a legislative and an executive ombudsman to the extent that the former is also seen as contributing to the idea of holding the executive accountable to the legislature. (In parliamentary systems where the ombudsman is regarded as a “parliamentary commissioner,” citizens route their complaints to the commissioner through their members of parliament.) Both the legislative and the executive ombudsman can serve effectively as a citizens’ defender, depending on the exact definition of his/her mission, the statute governing his/her operations and the resources made available (Adamolekun, 1984). Because the ombudsman is required to deal directly with citizens, the use of local languages facilitates such contacts in multilingual societies. Usually, the ombudsman’s office would include staff that understands the main local languages either to take telephone calls from citizens who speak those languages or to translate complaints written in local languages. This is another dimension of the flexibility of the ombudsman.

Notwithstanding the salient factors that have contributed to the transfer of the institution, the extent to which ombudsman institutions have functioned effectively or performed satisfactorily has varied significantly in both developed and developing countries. For example, in parliamentary systems where the Member of Parliament (MP) “filter” is the norm, overall success in the performance of the parliamentary commissioner (ombudsman) would depend on the dedication of individual MPs. This might not be a good practice for young democracies to imitate given the trust gap between parliamentarians and their constituents in many of these countries. In many young democracies, a fundamental problem of governance is poorly performing governmental administrative institutions. Since the majority of complaints are against the errors of omission and commission by the officials of these institutions, it follows that the level of effectiveness of ombudsmen in obtaining redress for citizens would be low (Burbridge, 1974). Existing studies of ombudsman institutions also show that the degree of autonomy enjoyed by ombudsmen and the resources made available to them have a significant impact on their performance. While the countries that adopt the institution are generally familiar with these factors for success (thanks to study tours and easy access to information through the internet), internalizing them and making them operational has lagged behind the speed of formal adoption. The obvious explanation is that progress toward deepening democratic political culture and strengthening administrative capacity happens over a longer timeframe and, of necessity, countries will improve at different paces. Consequently, a systematic comparison of the performance of ombudsman institutions in the developing and transition countries where they have been created since the early 1990s is certain to reveal major differences in the levels of their performance.

**Transferring anticorruption agencies**

To a great extent, it would be correct to assert that strong evidence of how corruption undermines development efforts (including the effectiveness of development assistance) is at the root of serious international attention to tackling the problem since the mid-
1990s. And it is also true that the undisputed success of Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of China’s ICAC as an instrument for achieving significant reduction in corrupt practices within a relatively short time, and its continued usefulness in containing the problem, has turned it into a model anticorruption agency. Unlike the specificity of the ombudsman role as citizens’ defender, however, the complexity of the problem of corruption (economic, political and social) means that anticorruption agencies are only part of several instruments that need to be coordinated to tackle the problem. Again, as in the case of the ombudsman institution, study tours and the internet have made it possible for interested countries to learn about the factors for success in countries where anticorruption agencies perform well.

Existing studies on the functioning of anticorruption agencies confirm the same observation made with respect to ombudsman institutions: success in rapid spread is one thing and effective functioning of the agencies is another. And because both institutions focus on aspects related to the enforcement of accountability in public governance, the performance of anticorruption agencies would be enhanced in countries that make progress toward deepening democratic political culture and strengthening administrative capacity. As already mentioned, progress would be over a long timeframe and countries will, of necessity, improve at different paces. A critical dimension to the effective functioning of anticorruption agencies that is absent from the ombudsman role is the critical importance of simultaneous progress in the case of economic reforms that would remove opportunities for rent-seeking, and the introduction and implementation of specific administrative reforms such as open and competitive procurement procedures and practices, as well as strong controls in auditing and financial management. It would also make sense to mention the need to develop and implement an ethics reform agenda. A comparison of the findings contained in studies about how anticorruption agencies have performed in Africa, Asia, Latin America and transition countries of Central and Eastern Europe would shed considerable light on the points underlined in this chapter.

Concluding Remarks

As a conclusion to this chapter, I would like to highlight three key messages. First, there is an important distinction between an impressive transferability record of the governance institutions considered here in terms of spread on the one hand and the actual functioning of the institutions in the countries that have adopted them on the other. In both cases, implementation progress has been slow compared to the rapid speed of spread, especially during the last two decades or so. The second message, closely connected to the first, is that the factors for “success” in spread are different in significant respects from the factors for ensuring effective functioning (that is, implementation) of the governance institutions in the different countries concerned. The third message is the need for comparative research on the actual performance of the two selected governance institutions that have been widely transferred across continents, to focus on improving the enforcement of public accountability. The results of the proposed research (to be undertaken by multiple teams) would enrich the understanding of both scholars and practitioners of existing and possible approaches and methodologies for the assessment and transfer of successful governance institutions.
Chapter VI

Dissemination of Innovations:
Learning from Sub-National Awards Programmes in Brazil

Marta Ferreira Santos Farah

Introduction

This chapter contributes to the discussion of innovation and dissemination in government and the public sector using examples from innovative programmes promoted by sub-national governments (primarily municipalities) in Brazil. It focuses on lessons learned about innovation and dissemination processes that extend beyond national and local contexts. It also emphasizes the importance of staying linked to the real world, that is, the national and local realities that necessarily play a role in any consideration of practice versus theory.

The examples presented here are based on experiences gathered by the Public Management and Citizenship Program, created in Brazil in 1996 by the Ford Foundation and the Fundação Getulio Vargas (FGV-EAESP), a school of business and public administration in São Paulo, with the support of the National Bank for Economic and Social Development (BNDES). Focusing on sub-national governments in Brazil, the Program awards innovations in public administration and policy that improve citizens’ lives; it also helps to disseminate these innovative initiatives. Now in its tenth year, the Public Management and Citizenship Program has a database of almost 9,000 innovative programmes from different regions of Brazil that emphasize sectors such as health, education, children and youth services, public security, gender, local development, poverty alleviation, environment, budgeting, e-government and digital inclusion. These programmes, 180 of which have received awards, provide insights into: a) government and public sector innovation trends in Brazil in recent decades; b) the innovation process in government and the public sector; and c) the dissemination or diffusion of innovative experiences.

Innovation in Brazil: A Historical Perspective

Innovation is not a new phenomenon in government and the public sector. Although innovations occur all the time, it is possible to identify specific periods in which some countries have experienced an “innovation trend.” These innovation trends are associated mainly with important changes in the role and functions of the state at all levels. Secondarily, innovation trends are also affected by technological advances, which provide opportunities for changing how public services are delivered and the public sector is organized. In Brazil, for instance, there is a parallel between a first period of innovation beginning in the 1930s and a more recent period beginning in the 1980s. Before the 1930s the state or federal government came to assume a new role, i.e. initiator of national development. The thirties and following decades in Brazil were marked by institutional innovation and new practices in public administration. The federal government created
new institutions and procedures in an attempt to overcome traditional patrimonial practices and to build a public sector that represented all Brazilians, not only the elite.

The more recent innovation trend in Brazil began in the 1980s, with the democratization of the country after some 20 years of dictatorship. In the democratization process, the sub-national governments – mainly the municipalities – became the new face of Brazilian federalism, which was institutionalized in the Constitution of 1988. The new role of municipalities coincided with a more comprehensive phenomenon that affected many countries: globalization and the reduced role of federal or central governments, followed by an emphasis on decentralization and local government. Changes in the role of the state include a redefinition of what government does as well as how government implements its policies and programmes. Usually, these changes are associated with a critical view about government processes in a previous period.

In Brazil, the periods of innovation mentioned above were oriented to new ways of “doing” business in government and public administration. During the first period, some of the critical issues related to government processes included: a) the need to fight against patrimonial tendencies in public policies and public administration; b) the excessive decentralization and fragmentation of the Brazilian government at the beginning of the twentieth century and the absence of a national agenda; and c) the need to bring modern principles of impersonality to public administration. During the second period, in the last decades of the twentieth century, the main criticisms to the Brazilian government and public administration included:

- Excessive centralization of the federal government;
- Non democratic formulation and implementation of public policies and programmes;
- Exclusion of important segments of the Brazilian population from access to public services and social policies;
- Unresponsiveness of public policies, programmes and governmental agencies to citizens’ needs;
- Lack of social control and evaluation; and
- Lack of accountability.

As a result of this second period, we are witnessing changes in what government does and how it does it. As occurred during the 1930s, innovation and new institutions are on the rise. Two main factors stimulated Brazil’s more recent movement of innovation: The democratization process, which in Brazil led to greater decentralization, and the fiscal crisis. After two decades of dictatorship, Brazil adopted a democratic regime in the 1980s. Redemocratization included a process of decentralization followed by innovations in public policies and programmes. With the Constitution of 1988, municipalities assumed new responsibilities. At the same time, there was strong demand for a new way to define and implement public policy – which should include democratic and participative mechanisms. The main actors and institutions that influenced the innovation process were national. Since the late 1980s, the fiscal crisis affected the capacity of the state to meet society’s demands, especially in the area of social policy. Severe limitations on financial re-
Dissemination of Innovations

The present chapter uses an innovation-dissemination framework, which suggests an active selection and incorporation of ideas and practices, to explore the mechanisms by which innovations spread. To understand why dissemination occurs and why, often, it does not, the following dimensions must be considered.

**Intrinsic characteristics of the innovation**

The first element that makes an innovation a potential candidate for dissemination, i.e., one of several alternatives considered by other countries or local entities, is its capacity to provide an effective answer to new problems or its capacity to answer an old problem in a new and successful way. The innovation, as described earlier in this chapter, can be a new policy or programme or a new procedure. In the case of Brazil, we can choose from a diverse group of innovative initiatives at the local level.

A first example is the Rose Woman House (Programa Casa Rosa Mulher) from the municipality of Rio Branco in the state of Acre in the Amazon region. This 1996 programme provides a “shelter house” for girls and women who are victims of sexual or domestic violence or are at risk for prostitution and drug trafficking; importantly, Rose Woman House also offers integrated services including psychological and legal support, health assistance, education, and job opportunities. As well as being one of the first programmes in Brazil with this focus and the first in the Amazon region, Rose Woman House was the first to address this newly recognized social problem with an integrated approach for reintegrating these women into the community. A second example is the Save Time programme (Poupatempo), created in 1996 by the state of São Paulo. Through this initiative, the government brought together more than 30 public services and established a new paradigm for delivering services to the public, guaranteeing efficiency,
quality of services and quality of interaction between public servants and citizens. The innovation in this case is essentially one of public service procedure. The perception that the innovation is able to address relevant issues is as important as its capacity to solve problems. For some authors, the perception is even more important than the innovation’s capacity to solve problems (Weyland, 2004; Melo, 2004).

The nature of the problem addressed

A second characteristic relevant to the analysis of innovation transferability is the nature of the problem addressed. If the problem addressed by the innovation is present in other local entities or countries, the innovation has the potential to be useful to these places. Another example from Brazil is the School Grant programme (Bolsa-Escola), which was implemented simultaneously in the mid 1990s in the Federal District and Campinas, in the state of São Paulo (where it was called Renda Mínima, or Minimum Grant). Bolsa-Escola and Renda Mínima are minimum grant programmes for low-income families that have children attending elementary school (every child between 7 and 14 must attend school). The programme is based on the assumption that long-term poverty eradication requires a break in the cycle that keeps multiple generations of families in poverty. Ensuring that children of poor families have access to education is one tool to help break the poverty cycle. This innovation was disseminated to many municipalities throughout the country, initially on a horizontal basis from one municipality to another, through networks established by political parties, politicians, public servants and professional communities linked to the social policies sphere. Then, the federal government adopted the innovation as a federal programme implemented and managed at the municipal level, which helped to strengthen the process of dissemination. Currently, the programme is spreading to other countries seeking to eradicate poverty, mainly in Latin America.

Perceptions of the relevance of the problem addressed

The existence of a similar problem in other communities is not sufficient to stimulate the transfer of an innovation. Other locations will adopt the innovation only if social and political actors in those places see the problem it addresses as a relevant one that deserves an answer and a search for new responses. This point highlights the importance of the “recipient” countries’ internal elements in the transference of innovations. The definition of a problem as a social and political issue in these countries is a pre-condition for the adoption of innovative initiatives in the public sector. In the example of the Bolsa-Escola programme, transference from one municipality to another was based on the selection of poverty and elementary education as relevant social and political issues by the local entities that adopted and adapted it. The same process occurs in its transference to other Latin American countries: in 2000, the Tenth Ibero-American Summit of Heads of State and of Government in Panama recommended the adoption of Bolsa-Escola by Latin American countries, which suggests that both the problem and the innovation were considered relevant.
Convergence of policy agendas

It is also important to consider the innovation in relation to the public policy agendas of other countries. If the problems addressed by the innovation, as well as how it addresses them, are convergent with the policy agendas of the local entities to which the innovation can potentially be disseminated, the innovation has a chance of being chosen by those involved in public policy formulation and implementation. The influence of local agendas on the process of dissemination cannot be underestimated. If the local agendas do not emphasize a specific issue, the intrinsic characteristics of the innovation are irrelevant: the recipient entity does not want it, because it is not a political and social issue in this context. Local policy agendas are shaped by a number of factors, including:

- Structural factors, such as globalization and fiscal crisis, which create specific and new challenges to governments;
- The influence of external agencies, especially financial agencies by placing conditions on access to funding as well as disseminating ideas in international forums; and
- The influence of social and political internal actors, such as politicians, bureaucrats, experts, partisans and social movements.

The literature on innovation dissemination in contemporary public policy emphasizes the influence of external actors, especially external financial agencies, through two primary mechanisms: a) coercive mechanisms, such as putting conditions on access to financial support (Melo, 2004; Cooke, 2004; Weyland, 2004); and b) knowledge mechanisms, through the agencies’ influence on the diffusion of ideas by “academia”, epistemic communities and through international public policy networks (Melo, 2004). Other analysts, however, believe that this emphasis on external actors has minimized endogenous factors such as the influence of internal actors on public policy (Farah, 2004; Melo, 2004; Weyland, 2004).

Cooke (2004) underscores the influence the World Bank had on the incorporation of the participatory management paradigm into the policy agendas of many developing countries. In a recent article about administration development and management, Cooke defends the thesis that developing country agendas and thinking are controlled externally by institutions of the developed world, such as the World Bank. Such a perspective minimizes the active presence of internal actors, who have the capacity to influence the construction of a national agenda (Farah, 2004) and who interact with external actors. In the specific case of the participatory paradigm, since the 1970s, strong social movements have demanded citizen participation in public policy as an important component of democratization.

Access to information about innovations

The dissemination of innovations also depends on the existence of information. Information can be disseminated through a direct relationship between the innovator and other countries or municipalities, following the paths of similarity (Weyland, 2004) and generally based on a previously established relationship between the local entities. Usually, the diffusion of information presupposes the existence of networks. Networks can be
composed of specific participants, including bureaucrats and experts, political parties, NGOs, academic working groups, and awards that publicize innovative governmental programmes – or a combination of different actors (Sugiyama, 2004). It is important to disseminate information about innovative programmes from organizations outside the mainstream that are not known beyond their own borders. Both internal and external actors who are interested in broadening the spectrum of policy alternatives for countries and municipalities can play an active role in achieving this type of dissemination.

In discussing the influence of external actors, Weyland encourages the direct transmission of information by third parties, preferring it to the “promotion of models.” He considers as third parties entities from outside the innovating and recipient locations. Analysing the diffusion of policy-reform models in Latin America, he considers that the presence of third parties – mainly international organizations – has the advantage of broadening the spectrum of innovation alternatives by bringing experiences from countries not in direct contact with the recipient country. At the same time, however, this indirect transmission can “push” uniform solutions that are not appropriate for specific contexts (Weyland, 2004, p. 14). Some analysts emphasize information above all other factors and perceive the diffusion or dissemination of innovative policies as a strictly cognitive issue, “the diffusion of policies being seen as just a problem of making information available” (Melo, 2004, p. 4). In fact, information is an important but incomplete part of the dissemination process, as suggested by the analysis of the internal diffusion of innovative programmes in Brazil, such as the Bolsa-Escola and Participatory Budgeting (Sugiyama, 2004; Wampler, 2004). One must also consider the active role of political actors in the recipient countries and local communities (Melo, 2004; Sugiyama, 2004).

**Selection of innovations by policy-makers**

Social and political actors in recipient countries or municipalities play an active role in the dissemination of innovations in government and the public sector. This means that the conditions mentioned above are important, but cannot sufficiently explain the transference of innovations or the lack thereof. Internal policy-makers act to incorporate an innovation – they can also reject or ignore it – and thereby influence the process of dissemination. Melo highlights this active role:

> “The adoption of an innovation, in this perspective, is seen not as an automatic mechanism, as in many studies about diffusion, but rather as the result of a choice. In fact, domestic actors in the process of diffusion search actively for public policy models and also use external actors in a strategic way. In many cases, as pointed out by Ikenberry (1990), these actors engage actively in the search for external solutions, as these can help executive bureaucracies to implement policies they defend (Melo, 2004, p. 5).”

In turn, these actors are conditioned by institutional and structural factors; they do not interact in a vacuum (Melo, 2004).
Decision-Making Constraints at the Local Level

The various dimensions of dissemination pointed out above affect the choices that internal actors make. Similarly, the following institutional and structural constraints on decisions at the recipient’s level are also relevant.

**Political incentives:** The adoption of an innovation can be influenced by political incentives linked to its potential in terms of political benefit. This perspective is favoured by the rational choice approach, which emphasizes the competitive scenario of opposing parties and politicians in a democracy (Walker, 1969; *apud* Sugiyama, 2004). The innovation will be adopted if it is seen as a means to re-election. Recent studies on the dissemination of innovative programmes in Brazil (School Grant, Participatory Budgeting and Family Health) suggest that this contributes to dissemination, but not as an isolated factor (Wampler, 2004; Sugiyama, 2004).

**Financial incentives:** Similar to political incentives, the existence of financial incentives can affect the decision to adopt an innovation. In Brazil, the choice of some innovations at the local level is influenced by financial transfers made by the federal government and linked to local implementation of specific programmes (Sugiyama, 2004). For instance, the Family Health programme emerged as a local initiative and later transformed into a federal programme conditioned on voluntary adoption by municipalities, but dependent on access to federal resources. Another example is qualification programmes for elementary school teachers, strongly stimulated in Brazil by the creation of FUNDEF; this federal fund for the development of elementary schools stipulates that 60% of the resources transferred to each local entity must be spent on courses for teachers. The same influence is seen when international agencies pressure countries to adopt certain innovations; that is, the agencies establish the adoption of some “social technique” as a condition for accessing financial resources. The influence of this kind of incentive is important, but as with the others, it does not act alone. In addition, financial incentives are affected by the level of dependency (or autonomy) of the recipient local entity on external financial resources.

**Institutional framework:** The adoption of an innovation can be facilitated by the existence of an institutional framework that opens the way for the implementation of new procedures, institutions and practices. In Brazil, the institutional framework established at the federal level by the Constitution of 1988 is an important stimulus for many local innovative programmes and institutions. One example is the adoption of innovative programmes for children and adolescents that are supported and facilitated by a national regulation called the Children and Adolescents Code. This phenomenon also occurs in the healthcare sector, where innovative initiatives, including preventive care and the integration of different levels of attention, are strongly linked to a federal policy framework, the Unique Health System (Sistema Único de Saúde - SUS). An institutional framework can be seen as an incentive to the adoption of innovations consistent with the framework’s main principles. In other cases, the absence of an adequate institutional framework can be an obstacle to the adoption of innovations. For instance, innovations cannot be transferred at the local level in some countries, if the municipality in these recipient countries does not have the institutional autonomy to assume responsibility for public policies.
Structural characteristics of the recipient entity: The adoption of an innovation depends on the administrative capacity to “make it work” and to adapt it to local conditions. For instance, some innovations require the recipient local entity to have financial capacity. If the innovation is costly to execute, it restricts the spectrum of countries or entities that can select it and adapt it to their needs without external financial support. The same can be said about the technical and administrative requirements of an innovation. An example from Brazil is the Digital Municipality programme in Piraí in the state of Rio de Janeiro. Over the course of three years, this programme developed a communications and information system that connects municipal governmental agencies, every school and public library, community internet access centers, urban companies and rural producers. The municipality offered citizens 25,000 free emails, more than Piraí’s total population. Although this was not an especially expensive programme, its dissemination required a certain degree of local technical and administrative capacity, as well as some financial capacity.

Path dependency: The selection of an innovation in the field of public administration is also affected by previous policy patterns in a specific country. This means that, in the same country or municipality, hypothetically it can be more difficult to incorporate an innovation in the educational policy, for instance, rather than in healthcare, due to the history of these different sectors in that specific country.

Ideology: The adoption (or rejection) of an innovation by politicians can also be affected by ideological alternatives. A recent study about the dissemination of innovative programmes in Brazil (Sugiyama, 2004) suggests that the ideological affiliation of politicians and administrators linked to a government “limit the range of policy choices and priorities” (ibid., p. 15). This conclusion is important because it explicitly introduces a political component into the decision-making process linked to the adoption of an innovation.

Concluding Remarks

Although there have been innovations in the public sector throughout history, the past few decades have seen a distinct trend of innovative initiatives linked to the redefined role of the state in contemporary society. This recent innovation trend is associated with a new role for sub-national government that facilitates new policies, institutions and practices. Governments who face increasingly complex challenges look for solutions that have worked in other contexts, that is, with the expectation that it is possible to learn from others without having to “reinvent the wheel.” Knowing what innovations have been developed by different countries is important as a starting point for the dissemination process. Conditions that contribute to the dissemination of innovative initiatives include the intrinsic characteristics of the innovation as well as many other factors related to the countries and local entities that can potentially adopt it. These include cognitive elements, such as the transmission of ideas and information; structural elements, such as external conditioning to change and the countries’ financial and administrative characteristics; and institutional and political elements.

Given the complexity of the dissemination process, it is important to recognize that the influence of external actors is limited. Nevertheless, external actors can play a useful role by broadening the spectrum of available initiatives. The three main challenges in this
area are: a) including in the information process all initiatives identified as innovative by governments and public administrations themselves and by an expanded network of NGOs, local policy networks, awards programmes and others; b) translating initiatives into more languages to broaden their accessibility; and c) strengthening autonomous networks, which permit the exchange of information and evaluation (technical and political) of innovations by all interested parties.
Chapter VII

Adaptation of Best Practices:
The Experience of the Institute of Public Administration of Canada

Joseph Galimberti

Introduction

This chapter discusses best practices and innovation drawing on some of the experiences of the Institute of Public Administration of Canada (IPAC). It distinguishes between best practices and innovation. Best practices are considered successful government practices that have evolved over a long period of time and continue to evolve by adjusting to changing situations and contexts, as opposed to an innovation, which is a new practice or experience. Under best practice, the chapter describes the successful adaptation of Canadian best practices by other jurisdictions in Lithuania and China, and suggests how the success of these transfers can best be measured. The section on innovation uses material from the IPAC Award for Innovative Management established in 1990. It describes the award, looks at how innovations spread, and relates some successful adaptations of Canadian innovations to other jurisdictions. The chapter concludes that the idea behind a specific innovation is more important than the innovation itself and calls for the establishment of a knowledge network of innovation to facilitate the successful transfer of new ideas.

The Lithuania–Canada Government Reform Project

In the late 1960s and early 70s, the Canadian federal and provincial governments began developing decision-making systems that integrated priority setting, policy-making, budgeting and planning systems. These systems, which have evolved over time and are still changing, are designed to help governments deliver their mandates and keep their promises (Bernier, Brownsey and Howlett, 2005).

Lithuania sought assistance from the Ontario government and IPAC in 1997. Its euphoria over independence was dissipating. Per capita incomes had fallen to two-thirds of pre-independence levels. Income inequality was rising. Governments lasted, on average, one year. Lithuania’s Baltic cousin, Estonia, had been selected for fast-tracking in the EU; Lithuania had not. Cabinet meetings went on and on, dealing mainly with trivial matters and not priorities. The Ministry of Finance avoided requests for new funding of priorities and continued funding questionable programmes. The Prime Minister indicated that he did not know what happened with Cabinet decisions. The government of Lithuania was trying to avoid the excessive centrism it had experienced with Moscow but instead had retreated too far in the other direction, preventing the delivery of the government mandate. Lithuania sought help from the Ontario government and IPAC as a result of an Ontario government employee of Lithuanian origin having taken a leave of absence to work for the Lithuanian government in the early 1990s.
The resulting reform project was funded by the Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA), with IPAC as Executing Agency. By the fall of 2000 an integrated policy and fiscal planning system was in place, which subsequent governments have retained, institutionalized and improved. The following four key features define the system (Evans, 2005, pp. 9-10):

A **strategic planning committee** (similar to Ontario’s Policy and Priorities Board), chaired by the prime minister, to oversee the priority-setting and budget process and review major policy issues.

A **strategic planning system** (modeled on Ontario’s business planning system), including:

- A government priority-setting exercise in advance of the budget process; five strategic policy priorities were approved by the Cabinet in spring 2000;
- Preparation of individual ministry strategic plans to reflect the government’s strategic priorities and ministry service-delivery priorities; and
- Public release of ministry strategic plans and agreement in future to report publicly results achieved versus the plans’ targets.

An **integrated fiscal-planning system**, including:

- A macroeconomic plan developed in tandem with the priority-setting exercise; the plan included realistic aggregate revenue, expenditure and deficit targets, as well as a fiscal envelope to fund the strategic priorities;
- Individual ministry budget ceilings accompanying the budget circular’s instructions to ministries and agencies; and
- Instructions requiring ministries to demonstrate how their budget requests supported the government’s strategic priorities.

A **restructured Chancellery** to reflect a shift in focus from an administrative to a strategic/analytic organization. This included the creation of a Strategic Planning Unit to coordinate the planning process and liaise with the Ministry of Finance.

The project employed a practitioner-to-practitioner methodology. In the course of the project, 24 senior Ontario government officials, including the Secretary to the Cabinet, traveled to Lithuania to work with their counterparts in central and line agencies. A total of 23 Lithuanian political and administrative officials visited Canada. In the process, countless workshops were delivered and documents exchanged. Does this constitute a best practice? Gordon Evans, who was secured as the lead consultant to the project shortly after leaving his post as Assistant Secretary to the Cabinet in Ontario’s Executive Council, notes:

“To the degree that the Ontario-Lithuania collaboration is representative, it infers that interactions between two public services, with one assuming a mentor role, gravitate towards a best practices model. We export the system as it should be, warts removed. This arises not from any de-
What was perhaps an exemplary practice for the Ontario government was a substantive reform for Lithuania. But how do we measure the success of a government reform such as this? Are there measures that capture the quality of policy management? (Evans, 2005, p. 11) Evans looked for measures that capture the quality of policy management at the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) and New Zealand, UK and Canadian Cabinet Offices without finding any practical performance measures. As a result, Evans, along with Nick Manning of the World Bank, devised a figure indicating stages of executive policy unreliability along with a summary of policy unreliability indicators (see Figure VII.1).

Figure VII.1

**STAGES OF EXECUTIVE POLICY UNRELIABILITY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage 1</th>
<th>Stage 2</th>
<th>Stage 3</th>
<th>Stage 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Executive makes unaffordable, unrealistic broad policy commitments</td>
<td>Departmental preparation of detailed policies and budgets characterized by delayed, unplanned, poor-quality proposals</td>
<td>Executive does not ensure adequate budgets, remove procedural obstacles, or effectively anticipate veto points</td>
<td>Departmental implementation characterized by delayed, poor-quality, or unauthorized initiatives</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**COLLECTIVE GOVERNMENTAL UNRELIABILITY**

- Individual [by minister]
- Bureaucratic [by officials]

Source: Evans, 2005, p. 16

Using these indicators, Evans found that Lithuania had made significant progress from 1998 to 2002 on all stages. It should be noted that projects like the Lithuanian reform generate tools that are adapted from the assisting country; for example, Cabinet Memoranda Manuals, Minister’s Handbook and impact assessment guidelines that could also prove to be valuable resources for other jurisdictions.
Public Policy Options Project China-Canada

The Public Policy Options Project (PPOP) is a responsive project designed to provide quick, targeted assistance to specific policy needs identified by the Chinese government. Each approved project must represent a policy priority of the Chinese government. Since the inception of the project in 1996, about 50 sub-projects have been completed. This project, funded by the Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA) is co-managed by IPAC and the Conference Board of Canada, whose role is to link Canadian exemplary practices and policies to the policy priorities of the Chinese government. Each of these projects has matched senior management and policy staff from Chinese state and provincial governments, research institutes and academics with senior Canadian executives from the public, private, academic and NGO sectors.

For each of the sub-projects, policy reports are prepared and submitted to higher authorities, in most instances the State Council headed by the Premier. Policy recommendations are based on field studies in China, Canadian expert presentations in Canada and China, study tours to Canada, Canadian participation in conferences and seminars in China and exchanges of actual policy documents (e.g., draft legislation).

Examples of results

The following are examples (federal, provincial and municipal) of the results of three of these sub-projects (Fortier-Balogh and Lemaire, 2002, p. 26).

Support for Small and Medium Sized Entrepreneurs (SMEs) with partner Industry Canada. China recognizes that SMEs are a key engine of economic growth as well as a major source of job creation, the latter being particularly important because state-owned enterprises are dismissing large numbers of workers. The resultant policy document relied heavily on Canadian practices. The policy document issued by the State Council focused on: improving the legal and regulatory framework for the growth of SMEs; identifying appropriate ways for different levels of government to provide assistance to SMEs through credit guarantee programmes (83 municipal SME credit guarantee centers have been established); and the organization of community-based public-private support networks for SME development involving local banks, municipal government, educational organizations and community organizations.

Occupational Safety Regulations with partner Ontario Ministry of Labour. The State Planning Council of China enacted an Occupational Safety Law as a result of the partnership with the Government of Ontario. Among other things, the new law integrates Canadian concepts such as the notion of workplace training in occupational safety, self monitoring guidelines and better accident reporting.

Reforming Urban Utilities, The Shanghai Municipal Waterworks and the Cities of Vancouver and Toronto. The Shanghai Municipality and Shanghai People’s Congress approved the Framework on Restructuring the Shanghai Running Water Utility, authorizing a two-stage process. The first stage eliminated operational losses and reduced government subsidies through the establishment of appropriate water rates. The second stage included the elimination of investment losses and the streamlining of operations. The Shanghai water system is used as a model for other Chinese cities.
The Lithuanian and Chinese examples show exemplary Canadian practices which have evolved over a long period and which have been successfully adapted by other countries. In these cases and all other experiences of IPAC, the adaptation of best practices has been on a responsive basis, with the recipient country looking to improve its policies or practices by learning from the experiences of others. Because the methodology is based on a practitioner-to-practitioner relationship, mentor jurisdictions will remove the flaws in their current practices and advise on difficulties that the receiving jurisdiction can expect in implementation. The process is both capacity-building and knowledge-transferring.

**IPAC and the Award for Innovative Management**

IPAC’s experience with innovation is based on its Award for Innovative Management, currently sponsored by IBM Canada, KPMG and the Public Service Commission of Canada. The Award was launched in 1990 to enhance the image of the public sector; to recognize organizations and individuals for creative and innovative ways of doing things; to identify and publicize success stories in the public sector worthy of emulation; and to foster innovation. Table VII.1 outlines the annual themes and the number of submissions generated by each theme.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>Service to the Public</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>Empowerment</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>Partnership Management</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>Better with Less</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>Re-shaping Government</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>Making Diversity Work</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>Mastering Change</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>Connecting Citizens and Government</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>Doing Things Differently</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Measurement and Recognition</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Collaboration: New Approaches to Policy and Management</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Developing the Public Service of Tomorrow</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Outside-In: Changing Government to Meet Client Needs</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>In the Know: Managing Knowledge</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Pulling Against Gravity</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Public Service WithoutBorders</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The annual theme is based on the IPAC agenda, which is determined in part by a biennial survey of deputy ministers (heads of departments) of the federal and provincial governments as well as chief administrative officers of major municipalities, asking...
them to identify the key challenges facing public sector organizations over the next few years.¹

Annual submissions are reviewed by a jury composed of five distinguished members of the public administration community. The jury selects seven or eight finalists for interview and determines the winners. The awards are given at the Institute’s annual conference attended by about 500 participants. The final seven or eight entries are featured in IPAC’s magazine, Public Sector Management, and the executive summaries with contact points of all submissions can be found in the IPAC website’s database.

Once identified as an innovation that works and with risk diminished, innovations can spread rather quickly and are often improved or expanded. The first gold winner of the IPAC Award in 1990 was Accès Montréal, a one-stop shop. Montreal reported that, as a result of winning the Award, it received about 250 enquiries and visits from interested governments from across Canada and around the world. New one-stop shops appeared soon after and IPAC had many submissions to its Award, posing difficulties to respective juries as to how significantly different a one-stop shop must be before it can be considered innovative.

The most recent one-stop shop to receive an IPAC Innovative Award was Victoria Connects (bronze award) in 2001 because it was multi-jurisdictional. It is an innovative storefront operation run by three levels of government, including 14 municipalities, to provide business start-up and development services, including business registration, licensing and tax payments and business development support (including information, training, workshops and counseling). The services are delivered electronically, by phone, or in person at the Victoria Connects Centre (Bernier, 2001).

How do Innovations Spread?

The most important factor in disseminating innovation is recognition; awards programmes play a very important role. Recognition gets publicity and leads to presentations at conferences and seminars. Submissions provide an inside look at public sector management and become valuable research documents that stimulate research and writings on topics relevant to the work of senior managers and the teaching of public administration. Books using material from the IPAC Awards have appeared in Canada, the United States and Germany, and articles have been published in Canadian and international journals. The New Public Organization, by Kernaghan, Marson and Borins, published by IPAC in late 1999 and containing several chapters on the Awards, has been reprinted twice in both French and English. Professors use submissions in various ways as teaching tools in their classes. IPAC jury members, who are very senior public servants, are forced, as members of the jury, to take a careful look at submissions. They often circulate submissions of interest to their colleagues for attention. This is one of the reasons the jury is rotated on an annual basis.

Dr. Sandford Borins conducted a formal study of the spread of innovations from the top 90 submissions, identified by pre-screeners, from the first five years of the IPAC Award 1990-94. He found that:
About 88% of the awards have received some media attention;

61% of the sample has been replicated; and

21% has been replicated internationally; Borins cites the Ontario Office of Seniors Issues (silver award, 1992), sensitizing people to the difficulties of the aged, has been adopted in the U.S., Japan and New Zealand; the Canadian ultraviolet index (1994 submission) has been adopted in the U.S., UK, Denmark and Germany; and the United Nations has adopted Parks Canada’s accessibility programme (1992 submission) as the basis of its international standard (Kernaghan, Marson and Borins, 1999, p. 89).

Examples of international replication

In relation to international replication, IPAC has been directly involved with several countries. In the CIDA-funded Canada-South Africa Provincial Twinning Project where Canadian provinces were twinned with South African provinces, Service New Brunswick helped establish in a remote community in the Province of Limpopo a one-stop shop for social services, business and a health nursing station. In a black township near Kimberley, Northern Cape, Service New Brunswick assisted in a one-stop shop that provides social services, seniors’ services, a nursing station, an internet learning center and a place to pay electricity bills. In the same vein, the Province of Nova Scotia twinned with Indonesia in another CIDA-funded project, helping to establish fourteen one-stop shops.

In the area of service delivery, both the Seychelles and Qatar are in the process of adapting the award-winning Citizens First study. This is a survey of 60,000 households conducted every two years in Canada to assess the quality of government services as perceived by citizens and to compare the quality of public service with that of the private sector. Surveys have shown that the drivers of citizen satisfaction are, in order of priority: timeliness, staff competence, courtesy, fairness and outcome. Several governments in Canada have set service standards based on these surveys. The 2000 survey can be found on the United Nations Global On-Line Network on Public Administration (UN-PAN) website. Qatar is conducting a similar survey to provide base-line data for its reforms on service delivery. Because of the number of guest workers in Qatar, the study there will be called People First.

In service delivery, some simple things can reveal a lot. Look at a telephone book. Citizens often do not know which level of government provides what service and which departments provide the service. If government listings are divided by level of government and the listings are by department and not by service, e.g., permits and licenses, taxes, marriage, divorce, etc., then government services are driven by the convenience of the bureaucracy and not the needs of the citizen. Barbados and Northern Ireland are revising their government listings according to service. We have had visitors to Canada who, when shown the government blue pages, have ripped them out of the telephone book saying that that is just what they need back home. Of course, Canadians borrow heavily from other jurisdictions. When Singapore came out with its life cycle of events (from birth to death), many jurisdictions rearranged their services and websites based on the life cycle.
It is not so much the innovation itself, but the idea behind the innovation that is most transferable. With respect to service delivery, it means looking at government from the outside in. This is the notion behind one-stop shops, Citizen’s First, government blue pages in the telephone book or being able to register a new business in 30 minutes. The main difficulty in achieving these innovations or reforms is not so much the use of technology but getting different orders of government and different ministries and departments to work together to provide citizen-centered services and developing new governance structures and accountability regimes to accomplish this.

Horizontal approaches

Another idea that has been behind many innovations has been the horizontal approach, or what is called joined-up government in the United Kingdom. It can be adapted to many different circumstances. The Neighbourhood Integrated Service Teams (NIST) initiative of Vancouver, which won a 2003 United Nations Public Service Award, was born out of a solution to one particular long-standing problem. Residents of a local neighborhood had been struggling for two years with a home on their block that was plagued by a seemingly never-ending string of noisy gatherings, brawls and troublesome tenants. Although police, building inspectors and health board representatives paid many visits, the problem only escalated. The answer was not providing more staff but rather cooperation, communication and teamwork between city staff and the public. In 1995, the City of Vancouver formally launched the NIST programme, which now consists of 16 teams representing local neighborhoods. Teams are drawn from library, parks, planning, police, fire and rescue, engineering, permits and licenses, and social planning departments as well as some schools and the health board. Once an issue is identified, the neighborhood team decides which members should handle it and which members of the community should be in the decision-making process (Linquist, 1997).

NIST won the IPAC gold award for innovative management in 1997. On the jury that year was the Associate Secretary to the Cabinet of the Province of Saskatchewan, who realized that the City of Vancouver had developed a horizontal solution to a perplexing issue. She invited the Associate City Manager of Vancouver to come to Saskatchewan to make a presentation to a meeting of Deputy Ministers. In 2002, Saskatchewan’s Department of Intergovernmental and Aboriginal Affairs won the silver IPAC Award for its strategy for Métis and off-reserve First Nations people. It is a comprehensive, long-term, horizontal approach involving 12 Saskatchewan departments and focused on poverty reduction.

Taking horizontality a step further, the Vancouver Agreement is a unique partnership among the federal, provincial and municipal governments; community groups; and business to tackle serious problems afflicting impoverished neighborhoods. This innovative project won the gold 2004 IPAC Award and the 2005 United Nations Public Service Award. The Downtown Eastside of Vancouver is the Agreement’s first focus because it is the poorest postal code in Canada and is beset by poverty, crime, and public health crises; an open drug scene; and economic decline (Dutil, 2004). Key words to describe this innovation would be horizontal, citizen-centric governance, poverty reduction, community-based and accountability regime.
The Vancouver Agreement is already sharing its expertise with a partner in Chile facilitated by CIDA funds. The Interdisciplinary Program in Educational Research (PIIE), a social service and research organization for communities on the fringes of the capital city of Santiago, recognized that it alone could not respond to community issues such as social exclusion of at-risk youth, poverty and inadequate educational opportunities for children and adults. PIIE, following an internet search, was attracted to The Vancouver Agreement because of its innovative governance arrangement. Vancouver and Santiago have subsequently collaborated through exchange visits, email and the exchange of documents. PIIE has approached Chilean federal, state and municipal government agencies and the private sector to discuss a possible multi-sectoral approach to dealing with the social, economic and educational challenges in the Chilean communities of Cerro Navia, Pudahel and La Pintance.

**Concluding Remarks**

In conclusion, to facilitate the transfer of new ideas to jurisdictions looking for solutions it is important to establish a knowledge network where successful innovations are arranged in categories, such as service delivery, regulation, consultation and partnership, governance, horizontality, etc., including contact information for persons involved with successful innovations. People who have taken risks and conducted successful innovations are proud of what they have achieved and are usually proud to share their knowledge. Placing the submissions on a database with a good search engine is not sufficient, since innovators focus on specific achievements and may not be aware of the broader implications of their innovation.
Chapter VIII
Local Capacities for Adaptation of Innovative Ideas and Practices
Lessons from Municipalities in Mexico

Tonatiuh Guillén López

Introduction

This chapter analyses the capacities needed to adapt innovations in governance based on the experience of the Mexico’s Government and Local Management Award (GLMA). Processes of innovation and best practices in Mexican local governments have developed over the past fifteen years (Cabrero, 1995, p. 381) as a result of the country’s democratic transition, which is moving Mexico away from the semi-authoritarian and highly centralized regime that predominated during most of the twentieth century. Beginning in the second half of the 1980s and especially in the 1990s, Mexican municipalities initiated a new phase in their history due to a number of reforms which introduced greater democracy at the local level and enhanced the municipalities’ autonomy from federal and state institutions. In other words, innovation and the search for better administrative practices were an outgrowth of this new, more evolved era of municipal public management. Progressively, each innovation is helping build the modern image of the municipal institution as an entity continuously adapting and interacting with parallel processes of democratic reform, decentralization, local development and the evolution of intergovernmental relations, not to mention its impact on civil society (Guillén, 1996, p. 223).

Paving the way for innovation

The relationship between democratic transition and innovation in local management does not imply that, in general, every innovation depends on this political condition. Yet, in the case of Mexico, the new democratic scenario played a predominant role in creating an enabling environment for innovation given: a) the appearance of new political and social actors in the municipal arena; b) their incorporation in local governments’ public affairs and processes; c) new parameters in the relationship between society and government; d) political and legislative changes in intergovernmental structures; and e) new ways to identify and solve local public sector problems.

The democratic process significantly modified the social and institutional structures of Mexican municipalities, paving the way for innovation. The greater interaction between citizens and local government, especially in the 1980s, made it possible to transcend traditional processes and practices by altering how public affairs were run, how previously unavailable material and social resources were used, and, finally, by improving the community’s quality of life. It is important to note that the process of democratic transition is not over yet, either at the local or the national and state levels. Deepening democracy and modernizing the administrative structures of municipalities is part of that
process. Despite important advances made to date, there are still significant challenges in this respect. In addition, the introduction of good government practices and innovative programmes is affected by the municipalities’ institutional inheritance, which endures to some degree and inhibits the expansion of these initiatives. Hence, innovation grows within a complex relationship between the traditional institutional framework and the search for new ways to provide public services; as one might expect, this process is not free of tensions.

**Resistance and encouragement**

The evolution of municipal government institutions and its innovations is affected simultaneously by two dynamics that, together, can act as inhibiting factors. First, there are the traditional aspects of the municipalities’ institutional inheritance that support authoritarianism, discretionary decisions, corruption, inefficiency and social inequality. Second, processes that are external to the municipality determine its fundamental characteristics: the centralization of institutions and programmes of the federal and state governments, for example, or the preservation of regulations that limit the municipalities’ capacity for public intervention or intergovernmental negotiation. Innovations simultaneously encounter forces of resistance and encouragement. In general terms, innovations develop within the context of the traditional molds of the state structure, the political system and culture – while, at the same time, they are also affected by more progressive factors within those institutions. In different degrees and forms, each innovation reflects elements of both modernity and tradition, a situation which is not surprising at this stage in the evolution of the Mexican state. From this perspective, innovations reflect the positive balance of this contradictory scenario. They are programmes that transcend their traditional limitations and replace inertia with action.

We conclude that, in Mexico, the process of democratic transition and its effect on the municipalities has generated great capacity for social and institutional evolution, even though it is developing in the context of the modern/traditional friction described above. Overall, we are talking about macro-social potential, which is present in different degrees throughout the country, albeit in a dispersed and fragmented fashion. Although innovation can be seen throughout the country’s municipalities, it exhibits strong local features and is characterized by poor communication and dialogue with other experiences and municipalities. To better disseminate innovations, the municipalities must improve horizontal communication and collective learning among governments and local societies.

**Innovation in Government and Best Practices**

Innovation in Mexico is broad and diverse; its presence is felt in practically all regions of the country. At the same time, it is a profoundly individual process brought about by specific local factors. Although communication between municipalities has improved notably in the last few years – particularly through the creation of associations of municipalities1 – the capacities and lessons of innovation have not developed to their full potential because of a lack of mechanisms for disseminating and transferring successful practices. The most noteworthy achievement with respect to improved communication
is the work of the Government and Local Management Award (GLMA - www.premiomunicipal.org.mx) undertaken by the Centro de Investigación y Docencia Económicas (CIDE) and sponsored by the Ford Foundation. Even here, although its contribution is valuable, the Award’s capacities are not sufficient to meet the municipalities’ demand for horizontal communication that better systematizes and disseminates the lessons of innovative experiences.

The purpose of the GLMA is to identify, evaluate, acknowledge and disseminate the best municipal government experiences in Mexico and to promote academic research in this area. Each phase of the Award process involves different tasks that touch on a broad range of specialists (academics, professional experts and representatives of social organizations related to the municipalities), institutions from the federal government and the states related to the municipalities, and the municipalities and their associations. The Award has only a small administrative organization to promote all of these activities, with help from a Technical Council of Academics and a Council of Institutions. These institutions and individuals have built a collaborative network across the country that includes government, academic and research institutions, and civil organizations.

As a result of its activities, the GLMA has Mexico’s broadest infrastructure and most extensive institutional network for achieving the tasks of identification, evaluation, analysis, acknowledgment and diffusion of best municipal government practices. Despite limited resources, the GLMA has maintained high quality work between 2001 and 2005. However, with additional resources, the GLMA could do more, particularly with regard to the diffusion of best experiences in order to increase their transfer potential. With this caveat, the innovations and best practices compiled by the GLMA can be considered a reasonable indication of the programmes that Mexican municipalities have produced over the last five years. Without doubt, the Award experiences database does not capture all of Mexico’s innovative programmes; no statistical or documentary source offers such complete information. In any case, the registered programmes comprise a representative sample that allows us to find the best local practices and identify their actors, the priorities of their political agendas, their social bases, regional characteristics, and cultural and electoral variations, among other elements. The 1,760 programmes registered at the GLMA between 2001 and 2004 allow us to describe some general features of the innovation processes carried out by local governments in Mexico.

**Determinants of good governance practices**

In political terms, innovations appear to be possible in practically all contexts and possibilities offered by the country’s electoral framework. In Mexico, citizens are represented in municipalities by national political parties; the three main ones are Partido Revolucionario Institucional (PRI), the Partido Acción Nacional (PAN) and the Partido de la Revolución Democrática (PRD). The indigenous municipalities are the exception; in the state of Oaxaca they are able to govern themselves through traditional systems that exclude the national political parties. In general terms, as shown by the programmes registered by the Award, political orientation is not a variable that particularly constrains or promotes good government practices. It is possible to identify innovative programmes across the political spectrum; in general, innovation is not especially associated with a municipality’s political orientation.
Similarly, the size of municipalities is not a determinant of good governance practices considering that such practices are found both in small, medium and large-sized municipalities. However, in recent years the participation by large municipalities, i.e. more than 500,000 inhabitants, has declined from 30 per cent in 2001 to roughly 10 percent in 2004. The programmes registered by the Award describe creative experiences whose quality does not depend on the magnitude of social, economic or material resources, but rather on the particular arrangements that lead to more efficient public goods and services. In this respect, the scale of a programme is not equivalent either to its quality or its capacity to meet social demands. Additionally, the locations of innovative programmes are distributed across the southern, central, and northern regions of the country with the central region accounting for approximately 50 per cent of the programmes. Figure VIII.1 describes the innovative programmes based on the type of public policy they affect. The 13 categories used to classify the programmes reveal a wide spectrum of public functions that are the object of innovative practices. Although patterns can be identified in the distribution, the relevant fact is the thematic broadness of the innovation efforts.

Figure VIII.1

PARTICIPATION IN AWARDS, BY POLICY, 2001-2004

Source: Centro de Investigación y Docencia Económicas (CIDE)

**Capacities for Innovation and Best Practices**

Looking at Mexico’s political, demographic, regional and public policy variables, we conclude that there are potential innovations with universal appeal to all municipalities, although bringing them to fruition is not automatic or spontaneous. In other words, innovation factors as well as catalysts able to convert them into a good practice exist in every context. It is important to note that although the factors that stimulate innovation and good practices are present in virtually all municipalities; this potential is not necessarily translated into innovative practices. Certain conditions are required to turn these possibilities into realities, which we will discuss later. For now, suffice to say that qualitative analysis is required to identify innovative factors and the conditions that can catalyze their development. The previous reflection is relevant to the identification of capacities that allow for the generation, dissemination and replication of innovations. At least latently, social, institutional, political and cultural capacities exist in all of the country’s municipalities, although not all of the same scale or type, considering the extreme heterogeneity that characterizes municipal societies. That said, despite having different in-
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interests or collective objectives, municipalities do still share many common characteristics. For the moment, we want to assess whether those capacities are present, even in basic forms.

A municipality’s capacities refer to how it deals with the various factors of the innovation process. These factors, whether social or institutional in nature, require certain capacities – knowledge, abilities, organization, resources – that, together, can make the innovation happen. The large number of programmes in Mexico suggests that these factors and their respective capacities exist in practically all municipalities in the country. What explains whether an innovation occurs or not is how capacities are brought together and energized. In other words, certain social actors who are closely affiliated with a given project must orchestrate the productive use of these capacities. The process can be initiated by local governments or local societies and organizations; it can also be promoted by external sources. The critical issue is that the set of actors, their respective capacities and the institutional framework proactively combine to make the innovation process happen. Consequently, the first challenge in generating and replicating innovative experiences is to identify the local capacities and the institutional or social actors who display those capacities. The second and greater challenge is to generate or stimulate productive encounters.

From a structural perspective, innovation processes can be analysed according to their components, or factors. On the one hand, there are the social actors and their organizations, their social characteristics and the type of society in which they exist, among other elements. On the other hand, there are the institutional factors, which determine the specifics of local government, its structure and size, the characteristics of its political or administrative resources, its legal framework, etc. As one might expect, there are many such factors in each experience, because the fusion of elements in any innovation process is complex. Experience suggests that the availability of factors is not enough; as described above, the dynamic that stimulates their productive interaction is equally important.

In general, two circumstances are required to create this dynamic: a) a demand or concrete need, internal or external to the local government; and b) the simultaneous identification of that need by leading institutional or social actors. In the case of Mexico, the first circumstance is a constant in all municipalities. The second is less certain, and when it does happen it tends to come from the municipal president (also known as the mayor), owing to the extensive powers and responsibilities concentrated in this figure in city councils. For this reason, in Mexico, the dynamic that galvanizes the various factors of innovation is closely associated with the agenda of the municipal president, whose significant institutional capacities may be strengthened further by personal charisma.

The experience of GLMA programmes

The GLMA programmes that we analysed re-enforce the notion that the municipal president plays a key role in activating the factors of an innovation. Although the municipal president is not the only actor who can generate this dynamic, his or her contribution is instrumental to the success of the overall process. In other words, the leadership quality of this political figure is quite relevant to the generation, diffusion and rep-
lication of innovative programs. Clearly, it is not ideal for an innovation to be so dependent on the leadership of the municipal president. This situation is the result of Mexico’s political and electoral system, which imposes additional conditions that restrict factors for innovation; these include, in particular, a ban on the immediate re-election of elected officials (making it impossible to accumulate experience and improve the performance of municipal political and administrative bodies). Another limiting condition is the electoral system’s reinforcement of the political parties’ monopoly in citizens’ representation, thus disabling alternative social leadership. The characteristics of Mexico’s political system severely limit the city councils’ capacity to deliver innovation and good governance. Yet, the municipal presidents have been key actors in activating the factors of innovation, given their significant institutional powers. Regarding Mexico’s capacities for municipal innovation, we conclude the following:

- Every type of municipality in Mexico has the potential to generate innovative programs, regardless of its social characteristics or the magnitude of its resources;
- Local capacities – social and institutional – that make good practices possible exist in every municipality, although in different degrees and types. Overall, the difficulty to generate and replicate innovative programs is not related to capacities (without underestimating their relevance);
- Structural analysis of innovative programs allows us to define their components as “factors,” each with certain “capacities”; and
- It is not enough for a municipality to possess factors and capacities for innovation; these components require activation by key participants in the innovation process. This dynamic is fundamental to the growth of good practices.

Individual Innovative Programmes

Analysis of the innovation process becomes more complex when looking at individual programmes. As a starting point, we can identify four features of innovation in the municipal setting. First, within any municipal government, innovation is selective; that is, it is not undertaken simultaneously across all policies and programmes, but only in some of them. Second, innovation is the constructive answer to specific, identified public demands. Third, these demands stand out as priorities in the local agenda, which makes it possible to accept the innovation as a relevant alternative capable of garnering additional public resources. The fourth feature of innovation is its links with different social and institutional actors – it is not an isolated idea or programme. In addition to the general features, it is important to recognize that each individual programme has its own distinctive characteristics. Specifically, each innovation process depends on the influence of individual actors such as the heads of local government and social organizations who have the capacity to adapt their economic and administrative resources to the needs of a given programme. Through this mechanism, programme or policy content, resources and schedules can be adapted to local characteristics and needs. This adaptation to context is indispensable for local initiatives; they cannot be achieved by general programmes designed according to national or even regional criteria.
An overview of the GLMA programmes reveals the broadening of public functions in response to specific local needs, as shown, for example, by local government participation in programmes and policies of social, economic, environmental or educational development. We see municipal government becoming more engaged by social demands, thereby increasing the intensity and complexity of its interaction with municipal society. In addition, the expansion of public functions depends on the development of democratic governance, or at least the potential for this to occur. The intensification and broadening of functions and links between a municipality and society are not unilateral; in fact, they require integration and interdependence made possible by the development of democratic governance. We must emphasize that, although the relationship between a municipality and society is a necessary one, it does not happen automatically or without tensions. Once the broadening of municipal functions has begun, it requires careful nurturing by dedicated actors to sustain it, a phenomenon we can identify among the successful GLMA programmes.

In analysing individual programmes, two consistent components emerge. Specifically, innovators are driven in one of two directions, either a) from democracy toward governmental and administrative quality or b) from governmental and administrative issues to the quality of democracy. Characteristically, we encounter both elements on the same road, coming from different directions. The programmes compiled by the GLMA support our thesis that administrative quality develops the instruments of local democracy and, likewise, that local democracy stimulates the development of administrative quality. Although there are many paths to achieving such innovations, it is remarkable to see that all cases share this encounter. In other words, when the innovation comes from the side of democracy, it ends up within the scope of administrative quality; and if it comes from the side of an efficient administration, it ends up within the scope of democratic quality (Guillén and Rojo, 2005, p. 516). The innovation challenge, from this perspective, is not the entry point of the process, but rather the manner of entry and the decisions and consistency with which the innovation is undertaken.

Our work in this area leads us to conclude that the basic features of an innovative programme include: selectivity; the definition of a specific goal that is relevant to the local context; and a process that is designed by a network of relevant actors and appropriate to the local context. An innovative programme may furthermore strengthen the democratic base; stimulate the quality of local administration and government; and extend the municipalities’ functions and services.

**Documentation and Replication of Innovations in Government**

Innovation processes can be evaluated only if properly documented; in other words, translated into useful information. Knowledge-building, diffusion and replication related to innovative experiences require a sufficient documentary base. However, documentation poses a great challenge for societies such as Mexico’s, which are underdeveloped and characterized by emerging institutions. Mexican municipalities demonstrate great heterogeneity in their societies’ populations and cultural roots. As such, we see urban municipalities with metropolitan characteristics, and we also find small rural and indigenous municipalities with populations of only a few hundred. The documentation
experience is also heterogeneous: while in some municipalities it is almost nonexistent, in a few others it can be quite abundant. We must add that even in municipalities with plenty of resources, documentation is not always adequate to identify and evaluate innovation processes. In general, Mexican municipalities have not approached documentation as an institutional practice; even the preservation of this documentation is a common problem for local administrations.

Lack of documentation implies a great challenge in properly identifying innovation processes. In Mexico, there are three primary channels for identifying innovative experiences: academic studies; awareness-building by innovators; and the positive effect of awards and acknowledgments. The first two channels have had limited reach. The third has been more effective, in particular the contribution of the Government and Local Management Award. These three channels can also be used to classify the documentation of Mexico’s innovative experiences. The most extensive database has been developed through the GLMA ceremony and its analytical and diffusion activities. As noted earlier, almost 1,800 experiences were compiled in the database between 2001 and 2004; in 2005, the database is likely to exceed 2,000 cases. In this sense, in Mexico, most innovation experiences have been documented by external actors, i.e. by people that are not part of the local process. This fact has implications for the collective knowledge on innovation and good government; that is, the database itself represents external information that is not always in a format that facilitates transference and replication. The preceding statement is not meant to invalidate systematic and detailed study – even by external entities – of innovation processes with an emphasis on social and administrative variables. The challenge is to transform this knowledge into recognizable information that can be integrated into one’s own experience or by other actors who may learn from it and replicate it. If this transformation does not happen, there is a risk that there will not be sufficient documentation and information on good practices to be communicated.

Therefore, the documentation challenge is a major component of the innovation process and of an innovation’s potential to generate transferable knowledge. The challenge lies in shaping a collective memory that reflects the particular identities of multiple actors, institutional frameworks, social needs, and public policy alternatives learned from different experiences and situations. The complexity of this challenge is quite imposing even in relatively homogeneous nations. The difficulty increases in multicultural societies with unequal regions, which is the Mexican case, and increases yet again at the international level. At this level, even simple communication about experiences faces obstacles of distance and language, as well as the fundamental challenge of communicating similarities between far-flung locations. Rich documentation of innovative experiences, while not an impossible task, is a specialized one that requires resources dedicated to this purpose. At present, innovation documentation in Mexico can be described as follows:

- The universe of innovation processes is insufficiently documented, resulting in minimal use of collective memory and knowledge;
- The format of this documentation makes it difficult to be communicated and recognized by other local actors to fit specific situations;
• Insufficient instruments of interaction for transferring this information from one municipality to another are an impediment to learning and replication; and

• Under these conditions, the dissemination and replication of good practices tends to be oral and circumstantial. Documentation must become more organized and systematic.

Originality and Replication of the Innovation

To identify and evaluate innovation requires criteria that allow us to distinguish it from any procedural and structural changes do are not important to the innovation’s ultimate goal, i.e. to improve government for the benefit of society. As a consequence, these criteria must be linked to the innovative programme. Definitions used by international institutions are helpful in this regard, as are the innovation criteria established by Local Agenda 21, provided they are adapted to the national context where they will be applied. To be identified and evaluated as innovations, programmes must be compatible with the objectives of UN-HABITAT Local Agenda 21, since they reflect universal social interests (see Chapter X). Based on the GLMA data, we can identify two useful complements to the criteria to evaluate and identify innovations: one is related to the immediate context, including the antecedents of this context; and the other is related to the horizontal scenario of other municipalities, including variables of local diversity. With reference to the immediate context, a programme can be called innovative if it differs from typical practices in similar or parallel areas, whether contemporary or not. Therefore, both the synchronic and diachronic dimensions are taken into account. Because of its innovative content the programme or process acquires an original profile that is noticed by the actors involved.

Another feature of the immediate context is related to whether the innovation is limited in scope. Thus, if the innovation is transferred to a broad range of municipalities – the horizontal context – it may lose its original intensity. In other words, an innovation in the immediate context can become an ordinary practice in other municipalities. The popularization of an innovation can contribute great social benefits, but may also cause the programme or process to lose its innovative character. The innovation becomes routine, without implying any loss of quality or the weakening of its social benefits and relevance. Thus, an experience can be described as innovative in the horizontal context if it contributes to the collective knowledge base. Innovative experiences, in their most evolved state, have demonstrable differences from both the immediate and horizontal contexts. Further, they incorporate not only theoretical but also practical elements that benefit local society and its institutions. For this reason, the concept of innovation must be distinguished from the concept of best practices, considering that lack of novelty does not imply that it is not a best practice. Innovation’s diffusion, transference and replication are not the same as best practices; in our view, “best practices” correspond only to the initial phase of the experience and to its individual analysis.

Highly original innovations, which presuppose special conditions, resources and social actors, have a low probability of replication in comparison to more routine innovations. From the perspective of their contribution to the collective knowledge base, a highly original innovation is superior to a more mundane innovation. From the perspective of
social benefit, both can be effective. The relative advantage of less original innovative experiences lies in the fact that they may be recognized more easily by external actors, given their common elements. In consequence, the cost of adaptation is lower, improving the likelihood of transference and replication.

If we look at the innovative experiences of other countries, developed or undeveloped, the seeming originality of the international cases will be increased simply because of the differences among respective national contexts. If there are few shared elements between the international experience and the potential actors interested in replicating the innovation, it will be more difficult to learn from the international case and, therefore, transference and replication will be limited. In this sense, the knowledge, analysis and communication of international experiences should be useful to replicators even designed for specific potential users. Thus, the originality of the innovation might reduce its probability of being recognized and replicated by others. In other words, the greater the original content, the greater the effort needed to document, analyse and adapt it to new contexts.

**Concluding Remarks**

The experiences described in this chapter allow us to draw some conclusions about capacities needed for the generation, diffusion and replication of innovative programmes and good local practices. Although derived from experiences in Mexico, they may be useful to other nations and regions. First, the presence of capacities among diverse local institutions and social actors is not the determining factor in generating innovations. Data from the GLMA show that these capacities exist in practically all municipalities in Mexico, large or small, in one region or another, independent of political or cultural characteristics. We must add, however, that these capacities always require development, even in areas with relatively more resources.

Capacities may be limited, especially in municipalities with small populations and minimal resources. Even under these conditions, however, the development of innovative programmes is feasible and can consolidate into good practices. The municipal profile largely determines the type of programme, how its objectives are prioritized, the level of resources and the social actors involved. But the municipal profile in itself does not determine if capacities exist or not. Each municipality requires specific programmes according to its local conditions, capacities and resources. In simple terms, no one would expect urban programmes to be adopted in rural municipalities, for example. Somehow, each local context defines a range of programmes based on its specific needs. In any case, this issue is separate from the debate on local capacities.

Our analysis implies that it is possible to generate, disseminate and replicate good local government practices in virtually all municipalities. The difference between one experience and another is determined by how these capacities or factors are combined; the productive interaction of capacities is the characteristic that distinguishes a successful municipal programme from one that does not succeed. The social or institutional dynamic needed to generate that encounter can be defined as a capacity in itself. Given its political and electoral system, in Mexico this specialized capacity tends to be concentrated in the municipal president (mayor).
Under these conditions, proposals for generating, disseminating and replicating good practices must be oriented toward this key figure of local government. It is not an ideal situation, since it tends to make the innovation process dependent on the abilities and personal qualifications of the municipal president. At least in the short and medium terms, strategies for promoting good practices must focus on the role of the mayor as the activator of the factors and capacities of innovation. For Mexico, this means upgrading the mayors’ capacities.

In addition, the diffusion, transfer and replication of good practices depend on effective communication processes. The first challenge is to document the collective learning about the process, which must include content designed with the goal of transference and replication; this means that not all current documentation is able to help replicate good practices. In Mexico, the documentation of local government processes is slowly being compiled, but it is usually in a format that impedes diffusion and replication. Thus, any replication of good practices tends to occur through informal, oral and frequently circumstantial channels. In spite of the significant efforts of programmes like the GLMA, the task of adequately documenting good practices remains in its initial phase. The good news is that there is significant potential in the available information, which, with additional work, could become valuable documentation for transference and replication. At the international level, more efforts could be undertaken to properly document and share innovations and best practices for the benefit of all interested countries.
Chapter IX

Different Approaches to Policy Transfer

Carlos Conde Martínez

Introduction

Policy transfer has received growing attention in political science literature. The frequency of development policies’ transfers, as well as the intense policy cooperation between industrialized countries indicate that there is great interest in the concept of transfer, its mechanisms and the conditions for its success. The present chapter describes several models of policy transfer and analyses the main variables that contribute to explain the nature of this phenomenon.

Political Science Approach to Policy Transfer

Dolowitz and Marsh (2000, p. 5) define policy transfer as “a process in which knowledge about policies, administrative arrangements, institutions and ideas in one political setting (past or present) is used in the development of policies, administrative arrangements, institutions and ideas in another political setting”. This is an ancient phenomenon; in particular, the field of public administration has plenty of examples of administrative reforms and innovations that have been transferred from one national or regional context to another.

We can mention some of the most well-known examples. The introduction of Napoleonic local administration in most of continental Europe was a perfect example of policy transfer during the nineteenth century. This immense institutional reform, whose basic trends still define the administrative structure of European countries and many of their former colonies, consisted of the adaptation to different national contexts of a radical reform originated in France. The success of this transformation was observed by the intellectual and political elites of different countries and inspired them to undertake the deep transformation of their own national structures. Closer to our historical period, the New Public Management reforms also can be analysed as a process of policy transfer. These reforms initially took place in one national context and, through different mechanisms of intellectual and political influence, traveled from one country to another. These two major examples of administrative transformations explain the critical importance to political science of the processes and mechanisms of policy transfer. Despite the interest of the phenomenon, the scientific treatment of this issue is recent and to some extent is still in the process of proposing hypotheses. In this section we will analyse, first, some typologies developed by different authors. Second, we will consider the scientific literature’s main variables on policy transfer processes.
Initially, policy transfer was considered as an independent variable in the explanation of the processes of policy convergence as illustrated by the paradigm of modernization that became dominant in social science literature during the 1950s and 1960s. This theory has inspired the majority of development policies for decades and is still present in several approaches to the problem of development. Modernization is based on the assumption that some elements defining Western development (i.e., secularization, industrialization, urbanization, popular participation) should be transferred to the underdeveloped world as a prerequisite for progress, economic growth and social development. Under this assumption choosing the “right” model and implementing it in the “right” way would create the same effects. Optimism and strong belief in the possibility of political and social convergence through transfer of policies and practices were the prevailing sentiments in this period.

The practical aspects of transfer are not included in this picture. In fact, the transformation of local conditions is considered under these perspectives a matter of political will and material resources. The evolution of political science and public policy analysis in the last decades has shown the limits of these approaches. On the one hand, the attention devoted to practical aspects of policy-making underline the impact of institutional and contextual constraints in the phase of implementation, which explains the failure of a number of policies inspired by the modernization paradigm. On the other hand, alternative theoretical models to the rationalist approach, like the bounded rationality model, the incremental approach or the garbage can model have shown the complexity of policy processes.

**Convergence as the result of policy transfer**

A review of the political science literature reveals that the notion of convergence and transfer is not limited to the analysis of the problem of development. In fact, public policy analysis makes reference to these concepts in the context of industrialized countries as well. The theoretical concern about convergence arises from the observation by specialists in comparative politics that industrialized states face similar problems and have a tendency to solve them in a similar way (Bennett, 1991). According to this author, convergence may be observed in different policy elements: political goals (environmental protection, inflation control), policy instruments (setting up autonomous agencies for public services delivery, provision of subsidies to different social categories), policy styles (emphasis on social participation in decision-making processes, territorial decentralization), etc. For this author, convergence is the result of policy transfer, and the level of convergence depends on the relationship among the different types of transfer. The Bennett model includes the main intellectual concerns about policy transfer: proposal of typologies in order to describe particular cases and analysis of variables that might influence results and impact. We will treat both questions by describing three typologies proposed by different authors and then by analyzing five variables influencing transfer. Bennett describes four different types of transfer: emulation, dissemination, harmonization and imposition.

**Emulation:** Knowledge about external models has frequently inspired internal decisions. This type of convergence is usual in international contexts as well as in federal ones. The current explosion of global communication and comparative knowledge
makes this type of transfer a very common tool of political innovation. Emulation is by
definition voluntary and is justified by the interest of the policy borrower.

**Dissemination:** This form of transfer requires the existence of transnational networks
acting as platforms for the generalization of policy solutions. The mechanism is more
sophisticated than mere emulation in the sense that it requires the previous existence of
permanent formal or informal networks in which experts or practitioners share con-
cerns, experiences and solutions. The similarity of solutions comes from the exchange of
ideas and the frequent contact between some elites. These groups of politicians, civil
servants or experts are confident in the use of transnational instruments for the solution
of local problems. Some level of regional or cultural identity plays an important role in
this category of exchanges, for example, the Latin American policies of privatization or
the introduction of New Public Management instruments in Anglo-Saxon countries are
significant cases (Halligan, 1995). A common educational background may be influential
in dissemination processes. In this sense, the role played by some elite academic centers
can be identified behind the generalization of policy options.

**Harmonization:** This type of transfer is based not only on the existence of a network of
motivated actors with opportunities for interaction, but on the authoritative action of
some international organization. Transfer, and eventually convergence, arises from the
recognition of interdependence. The existence of common institutions supports the im-
plementation of common solutions to common problems in the understanding that na-
tional isolated policies can be, first of all, less efficient, and second, can damage the in-
terest of partner countries. Organizations such as the Organisation for Economic Co-
operation and Development (OECD), the Council of Europe or the European Union are
the best examples of organizations playing this role of transfer platforms.

**Imposition:** The transfer is defined by an external agent that sets the objectives, instru-
ments, evaluation tools and even provides the necessary resources for the implementa-
tion of the policy. This category of transfer is the most common situation in the context
of cooperation for development. International donors usually impose significant condi-
tions in exchange for financial or technical support.

**Institutional conditions of policy transfer**

Bennett’s descriptive model is based on the hypothesis that policy transfer leads to pol-
icy convergence, a view which is not necessarily shared by other authors. The adapta-
tion of general models to local conditions can produce a great variety of results. Bulmer
and Padgett (2004, p. 106) consider that the level of intensity of the transfer and the
agreement of the borrower country on all the details of the policy can lead to different
situations involving several levels of success. This typology focuses on the content of
policy more than the institutional conditions of transfer.

**Emulation:** This form of transfer consists of borrowing a foreign policy in all its terms,
adapting its different elements to contextual differences. Bulmer and Padgett make a
different use of the word emulation than Bennett. For them, emulation makes reference
to the content of the policy, whereas Bennett describes the institutional context. As a re-
sult, emulation is in this typology the strongest form of transfer (identical policy in dif-
ferent context) in opposition to Bennett, for whom emulation is the weakest form (imitation without common institutional framework).

**Influence:** This form will occur when a foreign model serves as a mere inspiration for a new policy or an adaptation of an existing domestic policy. The difference with emulation is a matter of degree and intensity.

**Synthesis:** This mechanism is based on combining elements from different contexts. Synthesis implies a level of creation by the borrower and is in this sense the result of a process of study and analysis. Synthesis can be considered a system of policy formulation based on comparative study and adaptation to the local context of a set of policy criteria and instruments experienced in other contexts.

**Abortive:** The potential transfer is blocked by veto actors in the borrower constituency. This form underlines an important element in any process of transfer: contingency. Most studies focusing on contingency stress the importance of the local context for the final result. This is the case in the influential study of Dolowitz and Marsh (2000). For these authors, policy transfer can bring policy success or failure. The large variety of variables will explain the final result of the process of transfer: actors involved, object transferred (policy, programme or practice), origin of the transfer (international, local) and constraints of transfer. The quality of knowledge involved in policy transfer is the most common explanation for a failed or abortive form of transfer.

**Political factors of transfers**

Radaelli (2000b, p. 11) distinguishes four possibilities concerning government’s commitment in the context of the European Union. For this author, political factors are the main element explaining the effective transfer of policies.

**Inertia:** This situation is defined as one which lacks commitment for change. Political will for innovation and reform does not exist because external models of change are considered dissimilar to domestic practice or preferences.

**Accommodation or absorption:** This mechanism involves change and adaptation with some extent of maintenance of essential local structures. Policy legacy and local context are important barriers to change; in this sense, modifications originated in a different context might face some degree of resiliency from the borrower institution that will introduce flexibility in the reception of transfer.

**Transformation:** This change occurs when the fundamental logic of political behavior changes.

**Retrenchment:** The mere attempt of transfer is counter-productive, as the final result is less adapted to the external model than the previous situation. The risk of change can have as a result the reinforcement of local actors opposed to change and reform.
Table IX.1 summarizes the main elements of the three typologies described.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POLICY TRANSFER TYPES BY MAIN VARIABLES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Institutionalization and coercion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bennett, 1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emulation: Internal decisions are inspired by external models. The process is voluntary and the initiative local.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissemination: The existence of professional networks explains the sharing of knowledge and the generalization of solutions to similar problems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harmonization: Based on the existence of common institutions. Mainly focused on regulation and policy design and implementation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imposition: External actors impose objectives and provide resources. Dominant model in development policies.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Adapted from Bennet, 1991; Bulmer and Padget, 2004; Radaelli, 2000b

**Main Variables in Policy Transfer**

The previous concepts offer a basis for the description of policy transfer processes. The different classifications are based on a number of variables that can contribute in different ways to analyse practical cases of policy transfer. The main variables involved in these processes are constraint, institutionalization, internationalization, political commitment and knowledge. Each of them deserves further explanation.

**Intensity of constraint**

The intensity of constraint is a crucial factor in processes of transfer: is the transfer a result of voluntary action or is it imposed by external agents? Behind this simple question lay important questions for the analyst, theoretical as well as practical. Transfer of best practices or policies is usually considered a voluntary action inspired by rational behavior. Political or technical actors are committed to improving the quality of public services delivery or governmental performance in an overall sense; therefore, they are in search of successful innovations or reforms in order to implement them at home. Empirical analysis, however, more often will show scenarios of bounded rationality in which policy-makers are suffering different degrees of coercion that impose significant pressures...
on their behavior. We could distinguish three different categories of coercion behind policy transfer. First, situations of extreme need or urgency in which rapid solutions have to be given to compelling problems. This is a common situation for decision-makers who come to view external models as a source of inspiration for local action. Second, there are conditionalities related to foreign aid that usually impose important obligations of innovation and reform. Finally, the membership of international regimes is nowadays one of the most extended situations in which coercive change has to be introduced in national constituencies. Either under the form of supranational organizations imposing mandatory rules (i.e., the Council of Europe concerning human rights protection) or intergovernmental agreements involving mutual obligations (i.e., trade regimes), a wide variety of internal reforms arises from the international arena.

Some reflection is needed concerning the mechanisms of coercion. The mere expression of the concept of coercion is frequently perceived negatively as it is related to external imposition lacking correct information about local conditions or even political legitimacy. This attitude is common in developing countries as they identify external coercion either with a colonial past or with recent policies of modernization or structural adjustment. Despite negative attitudes, the existence of conditions related to programmes of external aid is a very present factor in development policies. This is a classic top-down mechanism of coercion based on sanctions or incentives. As we will see below, conditions in the administrative field are strong in the context of the relationships between the European Union and the Arab Mediterranean countries. Nevertheless, the coercion variable is quite complex and can be applied in the context of industrialized countries as well. In the context of international regimes (the European Union being probably the most visible), governments accept mutual obligations that can involve significant reforms including transfer of external policies or programmes. We can mention the setting up of general goals or standards or more compelling practices such as institutionalized peer review and evaluation. Under this modality, coercion is not an external imposition, but a mechanism of self discipline, inspired by the idea that international obligations reinforce capacities of reform. It is important to note that under this modality, coercion does not mean lack of participation in the decision-making process; on the contrary, obligations are the result of negotiations on which governments have substantial influence.

**Degree of internationalization**

By internationalization we mean the intensity of relationships between a given constituency and the international environment. The existence of intense links between different national or local contexts facilitates successful exchange and transfer at the policy level. The frequency of transfer between different local or regional governments at the national level illustrates that deep relationships between decision-makers intensify the possibilities for circulation of policies or practices. Another illustration is the European case, as it is generally accepted that the intensity of trans-European exchanges in all fields (economy, education, population mobility, environmental challenges, security issues, etc.) provides immense possibilities for transfer. Therefore, the link between the national authority and the international context is a critical explanatory element concerning the scope of transfer: How frequent are international contacts? How institutionalized are they? How wide is the variety of contacts? Are they limited by regional, cultural or linguistic factors? Is the colonial link still predominant? The quality of previous
international connections is crucial in this sense, as the complexity of policy and administrative innovations requires the existence of a cognitive community. Mutual understanding between lender and borrower of policy experiences seems to be a necessary prerequisite for successful transfer.

Measuring the level of internationalization is not an easy task, but some factors can be underlined. In particular, we will mention structural and subjective factors. Concerning structural factors, the density of exchanges (social, economic, political and academic) is an important element explaining the political commitment to adaptation in the international context. Civil society pressure over governments is an effective impulse for innovation. The exposure of national social or economic groups to more effective and successful policies and practices in other international contexts is a powerful stimulus to the introduction of these practices. Subjective elements related to the profile of decision-makers may play a role in the capacity for transfer as well. The attitude toward international integration depends on factors such as the weight of a country’s historical legacy or the nature of its international situation (involvement or isolation). Some cultural factors (trust or mistrust toward the external environment) may contribute to explaining attitudes toward processes of transfer that necessarily involve an orientation toward learning from abroad. Positive attitudes toward internationalization increase the potential for policy transfers, whereas nationalist resistance to following foreign models, very present in countries submitted in the past to colonial rule, is a considerable obstacle to transfer.

Level of institutionalization

No less important than structural or cultural factors are the legal and formal aspects of government interactions. Institutionalization is defined by the existence of common rules, organizations promoting cooperation, and the intensity and quantity of exchanges and interactions. Europe can be an example of this variable. The European political space is defined after World War II by the submission of national states to supranational institutions with mandatory capacities. Respect for supranational executives and judiciaries, and voluntary submission to common rules and institutions, guarantees mutual understanding. The generalization of collective action in several fields creates cognitive communities in several sectors of governmental activity that favour policy transfer. The European Union’s strong modality of institutionalization is far from being the only experience of an institutional platform promoting policy reform and convergence. A larger European institution such as the Council of Europe plays a similar role in several fields, such as human rights protection or democratic development. The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) is an influential platform for policy convergence between industrialized countries. More recently, in a totally different context, the New Partnership for Africa’s Development (NEPAD) introduced an innovative institutional system of cooperation in several policy fields, including some elements of “soft” coercion as the peer review mechanism. In short, the existence of formal institutions, informal networks or any permanent and stable form of international interaction is a significant variable concerning possibilities for successful transfer.
Amount of political commitment

The willingness of national governments is obviously a crucial factor when considering the process of innovation and reform. Governmental motivation can be explained by a complex set of domestic and international factors. In the context of the European Union, Radaelli (2000a) considers that behind most of the European decisions intensifying cooperation, convergence or transfer there is a fear or an opportunity related to the process of globalization. The reinforcement of economic growth, the guarantee of the welfare state or the protection against global terror justifies further integration and common action. The necessity of providing citizens with concrete results in every sector of governmental intervention in a context of periodic electoral evaluation explains the strong will of policy innovation and success. On the contrary, when integration is considered a challenge to strong political preferences of national electorates (a threat to welfare provision by the accession of poorer countries), possibilities for transfer will decrease. Legitimacy plays an important role in transfer processes. Political legitimacy based on agreement between political actors for the introduction of innovations may be a prerequisite for effective implementation.

The knowledge factor

The assumption that successful experiences in one country must necessarily lead to success in a different country is generally contested. Dolowitz and Marsh (2000, pp. 18-20) point out three factors that can produce policy failure in a process of transfer: a) uninformed transfer when the borrowing country has insufficient information about the innovation or policy transferred; b) incomplete transfer when crucial elements of the policy in the original country have not been introduced; and c) inappropriate transfer when the differences in economic, social, political and ideological contexts have not been taken sufficiently into consideration. The absence of accurate and sufficient knowledge is common to the three causes of failure. This gap may refer to different elements: bad information about the original policy or practice and the local conditions of its success; mistakes about the requirements of the process of transfer and the creative adaptation always needed; local conditions that can be misjudged or overestimated concerning the capacity of absorption of a given policy or practice.

The knowledge factor is a crucial element concerning policy capacities in general. The academic and professional profiles of decision-makers and bureaucrats are generally a factor with deep impact on capacities. In the case of transfers of policies and innovation, some elements must be considered in particular. The main question is: how sophisticated is the comparative knowledge and understanding of international and foreign constituencies? The answer to this question depends on many factors; among these factors, higher education systems and systems of professional training are the most influential variables. Empirical knowledge about this question is limited, but the existing data show that knowledge about the external environment is in general insufficient. The European case illustrates this situation. Despite the uncontested fact that European public administrations are probably the most internationalized in terms of international relationships and obligations related to the European integration process, the academic programmes concerning public administration, as well as the programmes of service training for civil servants, are mostly inward-looking and pay very little attention to com-
comparative administrative knowledge and information about foreign public administrations (Verheijen and Connaughton, 1999). Available case studies show that, despite current conditions of globalization, comparative knowledge and information about foreign systems and international regimes are absorbed at a very slow pace by human resources systems in the context of public administration (Conde, 2004).

Finally, the management of knowledge in administrative organizations plays an important role in the capacities for successful policy transfer. How is information about successful policies and experiences gathered and distributed? Does the selection of models depend on information obtained accidentally or from systematic and critical systems of information? Is reception passive or proactive? Are public administrations in search of good models and practices or is this behavior outside of their institutional interest and capacities? The role of international networks and international organizations can be crucial in the provision of accurate and well-developed information with potential to become a management tool for decision-makers.

Concluding Remarks

We conclude this chapter by proposing some elements that public administrations should ensure in order to take advantage of the possibilities of partnership while avoiding the threats of dependency and stagnation. First, more knowledge about foreign and international models is required. International integration creates the conditions for the imposition of some economic and administrative models. Dominant models are being transferred to the local arena; this can be effective only if they are adapted to the local context. Capacities for understanding, influencing, anticipating, lobbying and getting information are crucial needs for recipients. As we have seen, one of the main causes of policy failure is the uninformed, inadequate or incomplete transfer. Second, transfer is a tool that makes up part of a larger policy framework. The mere concept of public policy is the result of the evolution of state functions and governmental intervention, as it was born hand-in-hand with the welfare state in the context of liberal participative democracies. The adaptation of policy instruments and programmes of action or administrative practices requires capacities for mobilizing resources and setting up coalitions of local public and private actors able to successfully implement structural reforms. These reforms are complex public policies requiring strong leadership with capacities for explanation, social mobilization and understanding of the local context, replacing the authoritarian tradition of a regulatory state. Real policy starts after the approval of a law or the signing of an agreement. Third, in the context of coercive modes of transfer, negotiation capacities to defend the interests of the national economic structure and the citizens of the country are required. International treaties and their implementation processes are the result of negotiation. Bargaining, mutual adjustment and the search for favourable agreements are necessary elements defining governmental and administrative action in the international arena.
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Best Practices Knowledge Management Framework

Nicholas You and Vincent Kitio

Introduction

The original call for best practices was launched in 1996 as part of the preparatory process for the Second United Nations Conference on Human Settlements (Habitat II) as a means of identifying solutions to some of the most pressing social, economic and environmental problems facing an urbanizing world. The international community defined what constitutes a best practice and adopted guidelines for their documentation and dissemination. The Habitat Agenda, adopted by the United Nations General Assembly, further decided that best practices be used as one of the two key instruments for assessing progress in achieving its twin goals of shelter for all and sustainable urbanization. As a result of this decision the Best Practices and Local Leadership Programme (BLP) was established. It is made up of a global network of public, private and civil society organizations devoted to the sharing and exchange of lessons learned from experience. This chapter provides an overview of the concepts, definitions, methods and lessons learned to date.

What are Best Practices?

Based on the “Report of the Preparatory Committee for the United Nations Conference on Human Settlements”, presented to the General Assembly, “best practices”: (1) Have a demonstrable and tangible impact on improving people’s quality of life; (2) Are the result of effective partnerships between the public, private and civil society sectors; and (3) Are socially, economically and environmentally sustainable (UN, 1995, A/50/37). The General Assembly, based on the UN-Habitat Agenda, further recommends that best practices be used as one of the two key instruments for assessing progress in achieving its twin goals of shelter for all and sustainable urbanization (A/RES/S-25/2).

These three basic criteria have been expanded over time to include additional considerations in light of emerging issues and trends and to better differentiate between good and best practices. These considerations include: leadership and community empowerment; innovation within the local context; and gender equality and social inclusion. Best practices are used and promoted by UN-HABITAT and its partners as a means of:

- Improving public policy based on what works;
- Raising awareness of decision-makers at all levels and of the general public of potential solutions to common social, economic and environmental problems;
- Assessing emerging issues, trends and policy responses; and
• Transferring expertise and experience through networking and peer-to-peer learning.

**How are Best Practices Identified and Documented?**

Initiatives are identified and documented through three principle means:

• Targeted search by a global network of institutions representing all spheres of government and private and civil society sectors;

• Calls for best practices using the incentive of the biennial Dubai Award for Best Practices as well as other award and recognition systems; and

• Ongoing research and development.

Best practices are documented by the people, communities and organizations that are directly involved in their implementation. They include all spheres of government, the private and civil society sectors, professional associations, etc.2 The documentation of best practices is considered to be a capacity-building exercise and an exercise in self-appraisal. The global network of best practices partners plays an important role in this process, especially with regard to smaller municipalities, non-governmental and community-based organizations.3 The documentation process makes use of a standardized reporting format. This format is the product of consensus between all partners of the network. It has evolved over time as a function of lessons learned and in response to emerging issues and trends. It is essential to:

• Facilitate the hand-holding and capacity-building functions of partners;

• Develop and disseminate a common set of guidelines;

• Facilitate the assessment process; and

• Enable comparative analysis and the identification of lessons learned.

The combined use of a common set of criteria and a standardized reporting format has been particularly useful in identifying and analysing lessons learned in terms of identifying:

• How people and communities perceive their problems and what empowers them to undertake or initiate change;

• Obstacles that people and their communities face and the approaches that are particularly effective in overcoming them;

• The respective roles, responsibilities and contributions of different social actors and partners;

• Contributing factors in sustaining an initiative, and conversely, the mitigating factors that cause initiatives to fail; and

• Promising policy options, effective institutional frameworks and governance.
How are Best Practices Assessed?

The Best Practices and Local Leadership Programme uses a three-step process: a) validation, b) technical appraisal and c) normative assessment.

Validation involves the global network of partners representing relevant geographic and/or thematic expertise and experience. It is designed to verify that the information submitted is an accurate reflection of reality and to ensure compliance of the submission with the three basic criteria and the reporting format. The validation process relies on information communication technology and a dedicated intranet.

Technical appraisal is undertaken by an independent Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) composed of up to 15 regionally representative and gender-sensitive experts. The committee meets physically and its task is to differentiate between “good” and “best.” The committee looks at each practice from the following perspectives:

- Compliance with the three basic criteria of impact, partnership and sustainability;
- Compliance with additional considerations of leadership and community empowerment, innovation, gender equality and social inclusion, and transferability;
- Absolute merit within a national and/or local context; and
- Relative merit in comparison to other practices in the same thematic area.

Normative assessment includes the Committee identifying approximately 100 best practices from an average of 600 submissions every two years. It is also charged with the task of identifying a short list of not more than 48 equally meritorious initiatives. The short-listed practices are forwarded to an independent jury made up of five internationally renowned individuals using a similar but more political approach in selecting 12 award-winning practices.

Best Practices and Knowledge Management

Documented and peer-reviewed best practices are used extensively by the United Nations for a wide variety of purposes. The Habitat Agenda, UNDESA, the Programme of Action resulting from the World Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD), the Commission on Sustainable Development, the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), the International Labour Organization (ILO), the World Health Organization (WHO) and the United Nations Department for Public Information are among the most frequent users of best practices to promote awareness-raising, support policy development, facilitate the sharing and exchange of expertise and experience, and as a tool for learning and capacity-building. These various demands for best practice value-added services have been integrated into a Best Practices and Policies knowledge management framework. Table XII.1 provides an overview of this system.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objectives/activities</th>
<th>Target audiences/users</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Awareness-Building</td>
<td>• Informed public&lt;br&gt;• Media&lt;br&gt;• Media professionals&lt;br&gt;• Decision-makers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Dubai Award (DIABP)&lt;br&gt;• ICLEI Local Initiatives&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;&lt;br&gt;• Stockholm Challenge Award&lt;br&gt;• UNDP Equator Initiative&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;&lt;br&gt;• UNEP success stories&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;&lt;br&gt;• UN Public Service Awards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Networking and Information Sharing</td>
<td>• Decision and policy-makers&lt;br&gt;• Practicing professionals&lt;br&gt;• Training and Leadership Development institutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Best practice databases&lt;br&gt;• Publications/articles&lt;br&gt;• Web pages, Newsletters&lt;br&gt;• Listserv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Tools and Capacity-Building</td>
<td>• Training and leadership Development institutions&lt;br&gt;• Local authority associations&lt;br&gt;• Professional associations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Best practice case studies&lt;br&gt;• Best practice casebooks&lt;br&gt;• Issue briefs and articles&lt;br&gt;• Training materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer Learning and Community-to-community</td>
<td>• Local authority associations&lt;br&gt;• Networks of NGOs/CBOs&lt;br&gt;• International organizations&lt;br&gt;• Multi- and bi-lateral assistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Transfer guides, methods and tools&lt;br&gt;• Match supply/demand for expertise&lt;br&gt;• Conferences and seminars&lt;br&gt;• Advisory services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy Development</td>
<td>• Decision-makers at all levels&lt;br&gt;• Policy advocacy groups&lt;br&gt;• National governments&lt;br&gt;• International and inter-governmental organizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Database on urban policies and enabling legislation&lt;br&gt;• Policy trends and responses&lt;br&gt;• Normative guidelines&lt;br&gt;• State of the World’s Cities Report</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: UN-HABITAT, 2005

<sup>a</sup> International Council for Local Environmental Initiatives
<sup>b</sup> United Nations Development Programme
<sup>c</sup> United Nations Environment Programme

**Awareness-building**

Awareness-building is an important part of any development process and an essential component for policy development. UN-HABITAT and its partners consider award and recognition systems as a highly effective means of awareness-building. In the case of international award systems such as the Dubai International Award for Best Practices, UNDP’s Equator Initiative, the Stockholm Challenge, the Bremen Initiative, etc., outreach to decision-makers and to the general public can touch upon hundreds of millions...
of people with each cycle. In the case of national award and recognition systems, such as the Gawad Galing Pook Awards in the Philippines, the Impumelelo Award of South Africa, the Spanish National Committee for Habitat Awards and the Caixa Municipal Best Practices Award in Brazil, outreach typically can include most if not all relevant government agencies, local authorities and professional and civil society organizations. The awareness of what works and the practical value of good or best practices are particularly well suited for press and media reports and investigative journalism. Award and recognition systems provide the incentive for people, their communities and organizations to share their practices which otherwise would remain known only to a limited audience.

Information exchange and networking

The use of a standardized reporting format lends itself particularly well to establishing searchable and user-friendly databases. In the case of UN-HABITAT and UNDP, the database is both web-based and on CD-ROM. The use of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) allows for full Boolean searches by theme, category, partners involved, scale of intervention, key words, region, etc. The incorporation of names and addresses of the proponents of the good or best practices further allows for networking. For UN-HABITAT, the development and maintenance of a fully searchable database has proven to be a very useful tool for comparative analysis and the analysis of emerging issues, trends, potential policy responses and lessons learned. In order to enhance the value-added dimension of the database, additional information pertaining to the socio-economic and political context of the practices is being implemented.

The temptation to design databases to serve all purposes is, however, not practical. For this reason, UN-HABITAT does not attempt to assign learning or other objectives to the database. Users of the database are informed of new additions, new developments and by-products through electronic and printed newsletters. Simple questions and answers facilities are provided through a listserv. There are currently four newsletters published by different partners, reaching out to over 50,000 institutions and organizations, a majority of which are government agencies and local authorities. A new best practices magazine is due to be published in collaboration with private-sector media in 2006, with an initial circulation of 300,000 in Chinese, English and Russian.

UN-HABITAT’s Best Practices Database currently contains 2,200 practices from 140 countries in 24 thematic categories. Links to other databases provide users with access to over 3,000 practices from 160 countries. Every two years, more than 400 new practices are included in the database as well as an average of 70 updates of previously submitted practices. Practices that are not updated after six years are archived but remain retrievable, with the user being advised that the information is outdated and may be no longer reliable. The database is visited by an average of 200,000 users per month. The majority of users are professional and non-governmental organizations, followed by government agencies, educational institutions and individuals. Since 2000, UN-HABITAT has also developed a new product specifically targeting decision- and policy-makers. Known as Best Practice Briefs, this product consists of short summaries of selected practices in thematic areas of greatest demand. Since their inception, the Briefs have become very popular.
Learning and capacity-building

As mentioned above, the database cannot and should not serve all purposes. For this reason, UN-HABITAT and its partners developed a range of value-added products, including monographs, in-depth case studies, and casebooks. Best Practice Briefs are also systematically included in training and management development tools and materials. These products are designed for use by training and leadership development organizations targeting policy-makers and practitioners. The BLP is also involved in the organization of conferences, seminars and workshops on Learning from Best Practices. International conferences sponsored by UN-HABITAT typically involve 10 to 12 practices focusing on lessons learned from experience. Best Practice partners, in turn, organize in their respective areas of expertise an average of three or four conferences per annum while educational and training institutions incorporate best practices in their regular curricula.

Technical cooperation and best practice transfers

UN-HABITAT’s mandate includes policy advocacy and technical assistance. The BLP focuses its activities on decentralized cooperation and peer-to-peer learning. It supports associations of local authorities and umbrella non-governmental organizations in the matching of supply with demand for expertise and experience. A set of guidelines on “Transferring Effective Practices” has been developed in collaboration with United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) and Regional Network for Local Authorities for Asia and the Pacific (CityNet). These guidelines have since been adapted by other partners for use in Spanish-speaking Latin America and the Caribbean and in French-speaking Africa.

In conceptual terms, the BLP defines transfers as “a structured learning process based on knowledge derived from real-world experience together with the human expertise capable of transforming that knowledge into social action.” This concept starts with the identification and awareness of successful solutions, the matching of demand for learning with supply of expertise, and a step-by-step approach to help bring about desired change. The scope of change may cover policy reform, management and governance systems, technology, attitudes and behavior. In operational terms, a best practice transfer is a process whereby two or more parties engage in mutual exchange to learn from one another to improve processes, skills, knowledge, expertise or technology. Transfers can occur within a country or between countries. They include institutionalized transfers such as City-to-City Cooperation, or may take place spontaneously. Starting in 2006, UN-HABITAT and Dubai Municipality have decided that two of the twelve biennial best practice awards will be devoted to transfers as a further step to raise awareness of the role and contribution of peer-to-peer learning and decentralized cooperation in attaining international development targets and the Millennium Development Goals.

A best practice transfer is a value-added service. In many cases, value is greatly enhanced by the involvement of professional associations or capacity-building institutions. Their knowledge of and proximity to their respective communities place them in a good position to match best practices with the contextual conditions from which the demand emanates. The most common forms of transfer include: a) guided or structured study
tours, often involving an intermediary such as a training or capacity-building institution; b) staff exchanges, primarily at the practitioner level; and c) city-to-city cooperation involving both the transfer of expertise and the implementation of demonstration projects which may involve financial support.

Policy development

Policy change is the ultimate objective of the BLP. The scaling-up, transfer or replication of best practices depends to a large extent on an enabling policy environment whereby innovative approaches, methods and ideas can flourish and are not quashed by business-as-usual or resistance to change. The different types of approaches used to support policy change include:

- Presentation of evidence-based policy options derived from best practices to decision-makers at the highest level through, among other institutions, intergovernmental committees and commissions, the World Economic Forum, the World Social Forum and the World Urban Forum.

- Presentation of technical reports and guidelines targeting government officials, professional associations and non-governmental organizations through, among others, flagship publications such as UN-HABITAT’s State of the World Cities Report and Global Report on Human Settlements.

- The documentation and dissemination of good urban policies and enabling legislation. This initiative, started in 2002, is designed to complement the Best Practices Database by providing matching sets of policies/laws and practices. The pilot phase, completed in 2004, involved 10 policies in local governance and decentralization, gender equality and social inclusion, crime prevention and social justice, local finance, primary health care, housing and water. The methodology includes a unified reporting format and a set of transparent criteria. The pilot phase confirmed the validity of the approach, with seven out of ten countries involved having initiated changes to public policy. The methodology involves three key steps:
  - The unpacking of a law or policy in a format that is easily readable and accessible by all stakeholders and the general public. The unpacking, in most cases, involves an Institute of Public Administration or a government training institute and a peer-review panel consisting of three to four experts;
  - A multi-stakeholder review of the law or policy to identify achievements and constraints in implementation; and
  - Presentation of the combined results to decision-makers such as the Office of the President/Prime Minister, Parliamentarians, etc.

Impact of the BLP Knowledge Management Framework

The strength of the BLP Knowledge Management Framework lies in the involvement of a global network of partner institutions representing all major stakeholders in urban
governance and development. UN-HABITAT’s role is essentially that of a coordinator, ensuring the cross-fertilization of methods and concepts. This enables the BLP to compare lessons learned across a wide spectrum of themes, actors and socio-economic and political contexts. Partners, in turn, benefit from collective knowledge, expertise and experience.

The use of transparent criteria and a standardized reporting format has enabled the BLP to integrate new issues and themes while maintaining a set of generic questions that allow for the comparative analysis of practices covering different sectors involving a wide range of actors and scales of intervention. The most significant impact is most probably the adoption by several governments, institutions and organizations of the basic framework while adding criteria and questions to suit their particular needs. Examples at the international level include UNDP’s Equator Initiative, UNEP’s Success Stories initiative, the Commonwealth Secretariat and UNESCO’s Social and Human Sciences (SHS) Programme. At the national level, the governments of Brazil, China, India and Spain have been using the framework since 1998. All four governments are applying the BLP system to national capacity-building and policy-development activities. In the case of Brazil, the Caixa Economica Federal has adopted the framework to support its municipal lending programme and to inform policy development at the national level.

Several non-governmental and community-based organizations have also adapted the system to their own needs. Examples include ENDA Tiers Monde and its extensive network in Africa, the Huairou Commission with its 400-plus grassroots women’s groups in all regions of the world, the International Council for Caring Communities regarding issues of older persons and Youth for Habitat. All of these institutions and networks share their working methods, case studies, lessons learned and tools. This allows UN-HABITAT and its partners to continuously develop and refine generic terms of reference and guidelines that can be used by an increasing number and range of institutions and to achieve collective efficiency. Another tangible impact of the framework has been its ability to mobilize the media. The biennial award system provides the written press, radio and television with a source of positive news and raw material for investigative journalism. It is estimated that every two years the award system mobilizes media groups in over 100 countries to report on best practices.

Finally, best practices can be easily used to inform the political process. With the widespread adoption of democratically elected government, decision-making, especially at the local level, is increasingly shaped by perceptions and soft information. Best practices constitute an excellent source of information that can be used by decision-makers and by the general public. They are a source of inspiration for change and innovation based on tried and tested ideas. Peer learning and exchanges remain one of the most effective means of transferring lessons learned from good and best practices, as the perceived risk inherent to all forms of change can best be overcome by the testimony of a peer who has successfully implemented change.
Chapter XI

Transferring Effective Practices
Excerpts from a Manual for South-South Cooperation

Lakhbir Sing Chahl

Introduction

This chapter examines the dynamics behind peer-to-peer transfer of innovations and highlights the key issues involved. It also examines the principal steps in the transfer process; the different types of peer-to-peer learning and exchanges that are possible; the stages of a transfer process; the key actors and supporting organizations; what cities and organizations need to know before entering into a transfer agreement; and it suggests an evaluation process to assess progress and measure the effectiveness of the transfer. Through examples of transfers, the chapter provides both information and worksheets that can be used in the transfer process. Finally, it proposes how to overcome obstacles and challenges, and how to select projects and partners for transferring best practices. Box XI.1 describes some of the key terms and concepts used in this chapter.

Box XI.1

KEY TERMS AND CONCEPTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Peer-to-peer learning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Exchange of knowledge, know-how, expertise and experience between people and organizations with similar roles and responsibilities, facing similar issues and problems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Decentralized cooperation that implies a demand-driven process in which one party is willing to learn and the other party is willing to share the lessons derived from its own experience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Examples: training, coaching, expert inputs and advisory services, site visits, study tours, staff exchanges and joint ventures.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transfer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Structured process of learning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Key components of a transfer can be identified as “knowledge derived from real-world experience together with the human expertise capable of transforming that knowledge into social action.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The identification and awareness of solutions, the matching of demand for learning with supply of experience and expertise and a series of steps that need to be taken to help bring about the desired change.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Networking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Capacity-building through information and communication technology.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Useful tool in peer-to-peer learning and best practice transfers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• An important means of accessing information, matching supply with demand for expertise and experience and of sharing lessons learned. It is not intended to replace the face-to-face dimension of peer-to-peer learning.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: CityNet, UNDP and UNCHS, 1998
Peer-to-Peer Transfers

Multi-stakeholder partnerships are important to effective transfer and implementation of best practices since they include multi-lateral organizations, governmental agencies, NGOs, Community Based Organizations (CBOs) and the business sector. There is an increasing focus on peer-to-peer transfers because they promote technical cooperation; better match supply and demand for expertise and experience; and are not just donor to recipient.

CityNet and the city-to-city transfer of best practices

CityNet, which is a Network of Local Authorities for the Management of Human Settlements in Asia and the Pacific, encourages peer-to-peer transfer by city-to-city cooperation, that is, best practice transfers at the local level. While previous transfers were characterized largely by one-way transfers from donors to recipients, the importance of peer-to-peer transfers is now increasingly recognized. Some of the most effective transfers have taken place between entities that are socially and economically similar. Being socially and economically similar, they also face similar problems – meaning they are able to form a common basis to develop cooperative solutions. Hence, with peer-to-peer transfers, there is a greater ability to match supply and demand for expertise and experience, as well as a greater opportunity for all the stakeholders to learn and improve.

CityNet has helped foster progress toward peer-to-peer transfer by connecting cities to each other and developing the concept of city-to-city cooperation. City-to-city cooperation focuses on a decentralized form of cooperation, by developing partnerships between stakeholders on the city and local levels. Transfer of best practices is supported through the fulfillment of the following activities by different organizations (Badshah, 1997, p. 9):

- Establishment of regional and national networks of urban practitioners;
- Documentation and dissemination of effective practices;
- Planning of international workshops;
- Initiation of dialogues between cities;
- Training activities;
- Organization of study tours;
- Cross-city consultation and technical assistance; and
- Initiation of transfers and adaptations of effective practices between and within cities.

City networks offer tremendous opportunities for the identification of common issues, problems and solutions as well as the sharing of knowledge, expertise and experience. Emphasis is placed on the establishment of collaborative mechanisms and networks for the ongoing transfer and exchange of information, results and ideas between urban practitioners.
Examples of successful transfers

In assessing the feasibility of a transfer, it is important to recognize the different types of transfers, which typically fall into three main categories:

- **Technical**: the transfer of skills and technology applications/processes;
- **Informational**: the transfer and exchange of ideas and solutions; and
- **Managerial**: a system or series of decision-making and resource allocation processes that can be transferred and adapted.

A programme developed by Yokohama, Japan to control flood waters is an example of the technical transfer of skills or technology applications. Not only has the project reduced the city’s floodwater problems, but it has also led to a much better use of the river-front (see Box XI.2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box XI.2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BANGKOK LEARNS FROM YOKOHAMA’S FLOOD CONTROL SYSTEM</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bangkok is situated in the downstream flat deltoid plain of the Chao Phraya River, a scant 27-56 km from the river’s mouth. The city’s ground level is an average of 0.0-1.5 m above mean sea level. Bangkok suffers from frequent floods due to its low elevation and rapid urban construction that is turning the natural land into buildings and urban structures.

A technical transfer was initiated by dispatching experts from the Sewage Works Bureau of Yokohama to Bangkok in July 1997 to provide advice on flood-control strategies for Bangkok’s flooding problem. Officials from the Bangkok Metropolitan Administration (BMA) became interested in this project after hearing about the innovative flood control methods developed by the city of Yokohama.

The project concept is simple, focusing on the development of reservoirs and “retention ponds” which store rainwater temporarily, especially in the early minutes of rain storms, to retard the outflow and thereby reduce peak discharge volume. The project concept is applied in more than a thousand places in Japan, but especially in the river basin around Yokohama.

Experts from Yokohama worked with officials from the BMA, showing them how to design retention ponds within the urban fabric of the city. This was similar to the design developed and applied in Yokohama and the Tsurumi River Basin area. Two engineers from the city of Yokohama went to Bangkok for a week to work with Thai planners at the Bangkok City Hall and establish the validity of this approach. The Thai engineers are now so confident of the approach that they are developing an application handbook and a computer programme with Chulalongkorn University in Bangkok to assist architects and engineers in applying this effective urban flood control system country-wide.

Source: CityNet, UNDP and UNCHS (1998)

The transfer and exchange of management systems or approaches has fostered many relationships between local governments. A specific example is a transfer of a solid waste management system from Olongapo City in the Philippines to Tansen Municipality in Nepal (see Box XI.3). Olongapo City implemented an integrated garbage collection system that was coordinated by both the city government and local residents. The aim was to develop a set of values on cleanliness and responsibility that the residents would identify with and adopt as their own. This approach has been adapted for use in Tansen Municipality and is currently being transferred to Guntur in India.
Representatives from Nepal’s Tansen Municipality, with financial support from CityNet, visited Olongapo, the Philippines, in 1997. The purpose of the visit was to study and observe the integrated Solid Waste Collection and Management Programme, which uses basic technology and focuses on health, sanitation and environmental pollution improvement. Moreover, the visit was intended to foster the possibility of transferring the successful experience in solid waste management for the betterment of Tansen Municipality.

The Pollution Programme works to eliminate garbage from the streets and to improve public education on sanitation, littering and garbage disposal. It plays a vital role in city schools in the information campaign on integrated solid waste collection, and there is a social pricing system to make the Olongapo “A Clean City”, with voluntary group involvement.

As a follow-up activity, Tansen Municipality has decided to prepare a solid waste disposal master plan, replicating Olongapo’s successful experience in managing solid waste. This plan includes the preparation of community awareness and cleanliness programmes as a pilot project to educate people on health, sanitation and the value of cleanliness. In order to implement this plan, Tansen Municipality has received assistance from Urban Development through Local Efforts Programme (UDLE). Tansen has already identified target areas for the implementation of the programme.

As a start, the Urban Hygiene and Environmental Education Programme (UHEEP) has been jointly conducted with UDLE and Tansen Municipality. Training is being provided to local NGOs on minimizing production of solid waste and its reuse. Further, one teacher from each school in the city is trained on school sanitation, reducing the volume of garbage produced, promoting environmental awareness and waste management. 10 days training on reducing waste disposal has been run in different parts of the city with the assistance of local NGOs and 400 people have been trained.

Source: CityNet, UNDP and UNCHS, 1998

The transfer of ideas or solutions involves a series of processes that participants may want to learn from and adapt locally. SEVANATHA Urban Resource Centre, in Sri Lanka, has adapted the savings and credit programmes of two Indian NGOs in low-income urban settlements with the aim of starting income-generating activities. The exchange of experiences of locally- and regionally-implemented best practices was seen as a vital factor for motivating local community groups in these settlements to see the value of locally-based credit and saving programmes. In this context, the achievements of Self Employed Women’s Association (SEWA) Bank and Society for Promotion of Urban Resource Centres (SPARC) in organizing and empowering the poor urban communities were seen as programmes with the most value and benefit for the SEVANATHA team (see Box XI.4).

SEVANATHA, a local Urban Resource Centre in Sri Lanka, mobilized a study tour of two Indian savings and credit programmes that were initiated and implemented by local NGOs — SEWA Bank and SPARC. Five participants, who have been involved in urban low-income community development work, particularly in small group savings and credit programmes, were selected for the study visit.

SEWA Bank and SPARC both focus on empowering poor urban women to develop sustainable income-generating activities. SEWA focuses on women payment traders in Ahmedabad, organizing them into a cooperative through which they can access credit and save their earnings. Originally a small savings and credit programme, it has now grown into a larger banking institution. A unique aspect of SEWA’s work has been
that it has helped to provide an opportunity for women to sell their products in their own sales outlets, which cut exploitation by middlemen and allowed them to link directly into the mainstream market process. This has given rise to a number of training and other assistance programmes such as day-care, etc., to enable women to engage in their economic activities more effectively.

SPARC undertakes effective community mobilization through a “mahila milan”, or women’s association, that has created a sense of hope and strength in poor women who live in pavement huts in Mumbai. The slum dwellers have been transformed into a resource group through community mobilization work that includes training, information, exchange of experiences, and savings and credit programmes.

After the study visit, SEVANATHA prepared a package that is displayed in its offices and also distributed to other provincial Urban Resource Centres (URCs) and local community organizations. Further, it has undertaken a concerted effort to inform the urban local authorities and other government organizations on the value of such programmes. Finally, a two-day workshop was held to review the progress of the community savings and credit programmes implemented by the URCs, utilizing the experiences of the study visits. One significant result of the transfer was change made by SEVANATHA in its lending policies based on lessons learned from SEWA Bank.

Source: CityNet, UNDP and UNCHS, 1998

Pre-transfer assessment

Several key questions should be answered before an agreement for a transfer is confirmed. Table XI.1 is intended to serve as a guideline for participants and hosts in assessing their level of preparedness for an exchange. The questions cover technical, socio-political, economic and cultural criteria. It should be reviewed and answered by participants interested in and/or involved in a transfer, since it helps in setting the overall framework within which a transfer can take place.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technical</td>
<td>Is the specific element of the best practice to be transferred clearly defined?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Is the quality and quantity of human resources sufficient to successfully implement the transfer?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social/Political</td>
<td>Does the transfer have the broad-based support of the community? (What is its role?)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Does the transfer have the support of key community leaders and local government officials? (What are their roles and responsibilities?)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Does the transfer have the support of the central government? (What is its role?)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Does the transfer require any changes in legislation, policy or institutional frameworks in order to take place?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>If political change in any level of government is foreseen, will this change affect the long-term success of the transfer?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table XI.1

KEY QUESTIONS WHEN CONSIDERING A TRANSFER
Have women's issues and gender considerations been incorporated into the transfer?

Economic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Have resources been secured for the transfer?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have resources been secured for follow-up and long-term sustainability of the transfer?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are the funding and accounting mechanisms transparent?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Environmental

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Are there special social, economic or environmental considerations that could make the transfer difficult?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are potential environmental impacts resulting from the transfer addressed?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cultural

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>If technology or management systems are involved in the transfer, are these appropriate to local conditions?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: CityNet, UNDP and UNCHS, 1998

The questions are not exhaustive, but rather should be used as guidelines for participants and hosts in the evaluation phase prior to the transfer and adaptation of a best practice. Participants and hosts of a specific project should broaden the list by developing other questions suited to their particular case. By pursuing a detailed review prior to the transfer, participants and hosts can take a proactive rather than a reactive position.

**Elements of a Transfer**

The process begins by matching supply with demand by documenting and exchanging successful solutions through an intermediary that is knowledgeable about good and best practices. The four-step process and the proposed roles of the intermediary are detailed in the Table XI.2. The first step involves matching demand with supply, where the intermediary plays the role of a catalyst. The second step defines the scope of the transfer, with the intermediary acting as a broker between the two parties. The third step refers to the adaptation of the innovation to local conditions. Here the intermediary’s role is that of a facilitator. The final step covers the actual implementation of the transfer and its evaluation. Here the intermediary is an evaluator. Awareness-building and media involvement are included throughout the four-step process, along with monitoring and evaluation.
### Table XI.2

**FOUR PRINCIPAL STEPS FOR EFFECTIVE TRANSFERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>Match demand with supply</th>
<th>Define scope</th>
<th>Adapt</th>
<th>Implementation and evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actions</td>
<td>Awareness of relevant best practices; and Agreement in principle to explore possibilities of exchange</td>
<td>Formation of transfer committees or task forces composed of key stakeholders and task managers on both sides; Transfer feasibility study (comparison of respective indicators, contexts and obstacles); Agreement and signature of MoU between stakeholders; and Documentation of lessons learned (supply side)</td>
<td>Adaptation of transfer to local context; Pilot demonstration project; and Documentation of lessons learned (demand side)</td>
<td>Full scale implementation; Assessment of results; and Evaluation report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediary’s Role</td>
<td>Catalyst</td>
<td>Broker</td>
<td>Facilitator</td>
<td>Evaluator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General features</td>
<td></td>
<td>Awareness Building and Media Involvement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: CityNet, UNDP and UNCHS, 1998

### Actors and key roles in a transfer

Potential actors and their respective roles in a transfer may include:

- **Government**: National, state and local officials representing relevant agencies, departments or divisions;
- **City officials**: Elected and appointed officials, e.g., city councilors or mayor;
- **Non-governmental and community-based organizations**: Neighborhood associations, local interest coalitions, etc.;
- **Private sector**: Local businesses and industry, particularly those directly affected by the issues relating to the transfer;
- **Professional and civic organizations**: Professional associations that play a significant role in the community;
- **Media**: Local, national and international media should be included as much as possible in all planning, implementation and evaluation events to help raise awareness and political support and provide visibility;

- **Academic/research organizations**: Academic and research organizations can offer valuable insight and input into development projects and initiatives, including a mediation and/or monitoring and evaluation role;

- **Foundations**: Local, national and international foundations are increasingly interested in providing support to local development initiatives and projects and many of them also have inputs to provide on various aspects of project design and implementation; and

- **Multilateral and bilateral support programmes**: These represent a traditional source of funding support, but are increasingly involved in networking and facilitating access to information, technical and managerial know-how, and expertise and information.

### Table XI.3

**SUGGESTED ACTORS AND POSSIBLE FUNCTIONS OF KEY ROLES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Political support</th>
<th>Financial support</th>
<th>Technical Support</th>
<th>Admin./Mgt. Support</th>
<th>Facilitator/Mediator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Government</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City Officials</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGOs/Community-Based Organizations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Sector</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional Associations</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic/Research Organizations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foundations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi- and Bilateral Support Programmes</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: CityNet, UNDP and UNCHS, 1998

The media should be included as an integral player in both the reporting of best practices and their transfers by raising awareness in the community of the transfer process; mobilizing political support; and encouraging greater transparency in the transfer process. Another important stakeholder is represented by NGOs, which can play a bridging role in brokering transfers between a local authority and community groups. Table XI.3 provides a picture of the main actors involved in a transfer and their roles in terms of political, financial, technical and management support, as well as what actors can best
assist as facilitators/mediators. Box XI.5 illustrates the need to bring all parties within the local authority and the community to a clear understanding of new modes of working together. In the town of Kandy, Sri Lanka, a shared solution was found for two different groups that were both facing problems related to housing and infrastructure development. An intermediary agency aware of the predicaments of the two groups, facilitated collaboration between them as well as the implementation of a development programme that generated employment for the low-income groups, provided necessary housing and resulted in a higher-quality infrastructure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box XI.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>LOW-INCOME HOUSING IN THE TOWN OF KANDY, SRI LANKA</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Main Actors**
- Urban Local Authority of Kandy (ULA)
- SEVANATHA (NGO)
- National Housing Development Authority (NHDA)
- Buddhist temple squatters
- Community-based organization of the Menikkumbura community
- Housing and Community Development Committees of the Urban Local Authority (HCDC)

**Problem**
The extremely poor squatters of the Menikkumbura community were displaced from their shelters during the floods of the rainy season, but the ULA and some voluntary organizations had been unable to find suitable land where the squatters could relocate. At the same time, another poor community living on Buddhist temple land had asked the ULA to obtain permission from the temple for a low-income housing project on temple land. The ULA had no prior experience in undertaking community-based low-income housing projects. Though the people would be able to manage the cost of their house construction, they were lacking the resources for water supply and drainage. Once the temple had given permission, the ULA proposed bringing the Menikkumbura community into the low-income housing project with the temple community.

**Process of Resolution**
The ULA sought assistance from SEVANATHA, an NGO, which had experience in implementing community-based approaches. SEVANATHA agreed to advise the ULA and to conduct training workshops in the two communities to prepare them for the project. In this way, the NGO acted as a mediator between the Menikkumbura community, the temple community and the ULA. The project was implemented. The provision of infrastructure at low cost was realized through the use of the community construction contract (CCC) that enabled the municipality to hire community members to install drainage and water supply systems. This generated employment for low-income groups and resulted in a higher-quality, more appropriate infrastructure.

**Facilitation of Collaboration**
The HCDC is the institutional structure created to find solutions for low-income housing and infrastructure problems, set guidelines and facilitate implementation of development programmes. It facilitates links between all the actors. Chaired by the mayor, the HCDC is part of the ULA and its committee consists of elected members, governmental officials, NGO representatives and CBO representatives. It meets once each month.

Source: CityNet, UNDP and UNCHS, 1998
Kandy’s success was in partnering with a group of poor squatters of the Menikkumbura community and a similar group living on Buddhist temple land, through the facilitation of an intermediary. This led to a successful resolution of the problems of the respective groups. This experience is just one example of the various roles and participants that can be involved in an initiative.

**Key indicators for the effective transfer of practices**

A transfer can be deemed successful even if it has encountered several obstacles during its development and implementation. The following process indicators provide a checklist for actors involved in the transfer process. They should be viewed as a tool for assessing an initiative’s development and effectiveness:

- **Participation**: Does the transfer involve and/or promote participation of all possible stakeholders?
- **Transparency**: Is the transfer process open and accessible to all stakeholders?
- **Accountability**: Are mechanisms in place to ensure accountability for actions and responsibilities of all partners involved?
- **Inclusion**: Is the participation of all potential stakeholders considered in the transfer’s design?
- **Financial feasibility**: Are resources and/or funding available to realize and sustain the initiative? Are funding alternatives identified?
- **Sustainability**: Does the initiative consider economic, environmental and social needs without trading off one at the great expense of the other, now or in the future?

Technical indicators should also be identified and adopted by transfer participants so that administrative and technical considerations can be assessed throughout the implementation phases. Table XI.4 summarizes key technical indicators for a transfer involving a local authority.

| Table XI.4 |
| TECHNICAL INDICATORS FOR THE EFFECTIVE TRANSFER OF PRACTICES |
| **Political** |
| - Timing of elections |
| - Recent policies adopted or changed |
| - Number of years before next national and/or civic elections |
| **Administrative and managerial** |
| - Indicators pertaining to roles and responsibilities and degree of autonomy |
| - Indicators pertaining to organic structure of the organization, number of employees per service, number of employees per thousand population |
| - Indicators pertaining to size of budget, percentage of own revenue, sources of grants, revenue per capita, etc. |
• Indicators pertaining to performance, e.g., cost per unit of service delivered
• Indicators pertaining to proportion of professional staff
• Indicators pertaining to types of services delivered and by whom

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Social and Economic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of women involved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of households below poverty line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literacy rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infant mortality rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crime rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per capita income</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household connection levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median price of water</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environmental</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Per capita production of waste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of waste recycled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per capita consumption of water, electricity, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cultural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Religious composition of the society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnic make-up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other special considerations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: CityNet, UNDP and UNCHS, 1998

In addition to indicators, it is recommended that partners develop a mission statement and goals for their transfer. These should incorporate the use of process and technical indicators as well as what hosts and participants would like to achieve through the transfer. The mission statement and goals should be referred to frequently throughout the transfer process, both as a means of assessing progress and as a reminder of the original objectives and scope of the initiative. In summary, the key elements of a transfer should include the following:

- **Information dissemination and exchange**: Dissemination of innovative practices in order to promote initial matching of supply with demand for knowledge, expertise and experience;

- **Roles and responsibilities of actors/stakeholders**: Further matching of supply with demand in identifying and defining the social, economic and environmental issues to be addressed and the roles and responsibilities of hosts and participants;

- **“Matched” solution to problem**: Negotiation by two parties for a transfer commitment by recognizing that the host has been successful in implementing a process or solution from which the participant is willing to learn;
• **Education and adaptation:** Participants learn from hosts through site visits and surveys of the local application of a programme. Plans of the transfer are widely publicized so that potential stakeholders are aware of the proposed plan, and to encourage “ownership” by the community at large;

• **Implementation plan:** A plan and/or feasibility study for the adaptation and implementation of the transfer is developed;

• **Transfer:** Initially, a pilot demonstration should be undertaken to test the viability of the programme, followed by a full-scale transfer; and

• **Follow-up:** Monitoring and assessment of the effectiveness and impact of the transfer.

**Overcoming Obstacles and Challenges**

There are several obstacles that can affect the transfer process and need to be overcome (see Table XI.5). They can be both internal and external to the transfer participants: political resistance, staff resistance, inappropriate rules and regulations, corruption, interdepartmental differences, little or no local participation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table XI.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>OVERCOMING OBSTACLES IN THE TRANSFER PROCESS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Obstacles</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Resistance to Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff Resistance to Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inappropriate Rules and Regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corruption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inability to Work Across Departmental or Divisional Boundaries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Little or No Local Involvement in Policy Formulation and Decision-making</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: CityNet, UNDP and UNCHS, 1998
Building on new opportunities

Beyond the practice actually being transferred, transfers also open the door for other kinds of positive changes, particularly within the following areas:

- **Policy reform:** The transfer of a best practice provides a unique opportunity for policy change and reform. The transfer process not only constitutes a legitimate reason to engage in broad-based consultations and dialogue with the host community, but also a chance to look at how others have introduced participatory planning and decision-making processes and passed new legislation, codes or by-laws.

- **Ensuring transparency and accountability:** A best practice transfer involving multiple stakeholders and actors in all stages of design and implementation can help introduce new levels of citizen involvement and help ensure transparency and accountability; and

- **Empowering/enabling local community and non-governmental organizations:** Best practice transfers also provide an opportunity to empower local communities by recognizing and acknowledging their potential and real contributions to bettering their own living environment.

The impact of partnerships is well illustrated by one transfer that involved many different participants. Three poor communities, Gol Tikri, Kaan 18-19 and Bhusa Lane, located in the municipality of Sukkur, Pakistan, were faced with a sewer problem that posed significant threats to their health and homes. Through the facilitation of a partnership between the three communities and several municipal agencies, the members of Gol Tikri, Kaan 18-19 and Bhusa Lane constructed a sewer system. Thus, the flooding and resulting health threats from contaminated water were solved for the communities’ residents by the residents themselves. Box XI.6 highlights how the structure and organization of partnerships affected the efficacy of this project.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box XI.6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>INFRASTRUCTURE AND SEWAGE IN SUKKUR, PAKISTAN</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main Actors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Sukkur Municipal Corporation (SMC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Orangi Pilot Project Programme Research and Training Institute (OPP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Residents of Gol Tikri, Kaan 18-19 and Bhusa Lane (three poor communities in Sukkur)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Public Health and Engineering Department (PHED)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Sindh Katchi Abadi Authority (SKAA)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The poor squatters of Gol Tikri, Kaan 18-19 and Bhusa Lane lived next to an abandoned stone quarry that was used to dispose of waste water, garbage and excreta. Shallow open drains or lanes carried effluent to</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the old quarry. It began filling and became a large, stagnant sewage pond covering 28 acres. Many lanes became waterlogged and houses near the pond suffered from overflow and flooding. The SMC and SKAA had little experience with infrastructure problems involving poor settlements. Two small pumps were installed by the SMC but they were ineffective.

Process of Resolution

The SKAA asked the OPP to help replicate their successful model to solve the problem. Residents agreed to do the internal work, such as installing latrines, local sewerage lines and collector drains, and the government agreed to do the external work, such as emptying the pond and building trunk sewers and a treatment plant. Social organizers were appointed from within the community to coordinate with households. OPP provided training for all of the actors in various aspects related to the internal and external work. The SMC recruited two social organizers from another government programme to coordinate external and internal construction.

There were many delays in the external work because the SMC lacked technical capacity, financial resources, accountability and managerial expertise. First, there were frequent changes of officials within the project. Also, the SMC failed to operate the pumping station to empty the pond regularly and efficiently. In addition, the SMC chose a contractor for the trunk sewer who had no experience, and plans and estimates for the project disappeared. The work was completed late and cost more than three times the initial estimates made by OPP. The residents mobilized, financed and successfully managed construction of the internal work by themselves. They learned technical and managerial skills and collectively pressured the government to fulfill its commitments.

Facilitation of Collaboration

OPP was the main catalyst that brought the actors together through training and advising. The social organizers recruited by SMC coordinated external and internal construction by interacting with all involved parties. Also, the project office was set up in the area and was open in the evening, providing residents with easier access to the project. It became a place for gathering and discussion.

Source: CityNet, UNDP and UNCHS, 1998

A key actor in this case was the non-governmental organization called the Orangi Pilot Project Programme (OPP) Research and Training Institute, which had faced a similar problem in Karachi, Pakistan (UNDP/TCDC, 1995, pp. 64-67). The OPP provided the training for the project director, social organizers, municipal counselors and community activists in the Sukkur sewer project. Without the OPP’s training and advice, as well as its Orangi model, the Sukkur project would not have developed as it did (see Box XI.7).

Box XI.7

THE ORANGI PILOT PROJECT

This case study, a low-cost sewer and housing programme by low-income residents in the Orangi District, Karachi, Pakistan, represents a case in which a low-income community installed a sanitation system with the assistance of an NGO.

Main Actors

- Orangi Pilot Project Programme Research and Training Institute (OPP)
- Residents of Orangi
- Local community groups
Problem
Orangi is an unauthorized settlement within Karachi with approximately 800,000 inhabitants. Initially, there was no public provision for sanitation and most residents used bucket latrines that were emptied periodically into the unpaved lanes between houses. The cost of having local government install a sewage system would have been too high for the low-income residents.

Process of Resolution
A local NGO, the Orangi Pilot Project (OPP), initiated a self-help sanitation system that has been very successful. Meetings were held between staff of the NGO and residents to explain the benefits of such a system and to offer technical assistance. Lane leaders were elected who formally applied for technical help and organized the local project. Technicians from the OPP drew up plans for the local scheme and the sewers were installed with maintenance organized by local groups. As the project’s feasibility became apparent, other stakeholders in Orangi showed interest in getting involved. To date, nearly 70,000 sanitary pour-flush latrines have been constructed.

Low-Cost Financing Strategy
A vital aspect of the project has been its low cost. Simplified designs and the use of standardized steel molds reduced the cost of sanitary latrines in manholes to less than one-quarter of contractors' rates. The cost of sewer lines was also greatly reduced by eliminating the profits of the contractor. The average cost of a small-bore sewer system is no more than US $66 per house. Today almost 75 percent of Orangi residences have sanitary latrines with an underground sanitation system.

Source: CityNet, UNDP and UNCHS, 1998

Despite the successful completion of the project in Sukkur, it did face several obstacles during its development. The division of responsibilities between the actors is outlined in Table XI.6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Government: External Responsibilities</th>
<th>Community Residents: Internal Responsibilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Empty the pond</td>
<td>Construct latrines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construct trunk sewers</td>
<td>Lay local sewerage lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide treatment plant</td>
<td>Construct collector drains</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: CityNet, UNDP and UNCHS, 1998

The Sukkur Municipal Corporation (SMC) did not have the capability to fulfil its designated responsibilities. There were many delays in external work because the SMC lacked the technical capacity, financial resources, accountability and managerial know-how (UNCHS and CityNet, 1997, p. 97). The obstacles posed by the SMC affected not only the technical aspects of the project, but also delayed its progress through poor organisation and hiring decisions for contractors integral to the project. Upon closer analysis, there is much to be learned from the obstacles the Sukkur project faced. The obstacles encountered and lesson learned in Sukkur, Pakistan are shown in Table XI.7.
Table XI.7

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Obstacles encountered</th>
<th>Lesson learned</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Political changes and low expertise levels of government officials in given subjects</td>
<td>It is essential to assess realistically the relationships between all actors involved in the project and to ensure that the planning process involves all stakeholders, beneficiaries in particular.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government initially made technology choices that were difficult to implement; initial plans were inconsistent with needs of the low-income groups; historical hostility between state agencies and low-income groups; lack of training for officials in partnership building.</td>
<td>A monitoring and evaluation system is essential so that progress on the project or initiative can be assessed at each phase. Changes in funding levels should be reflected in project revision and re-design, if necessary, again involving all stakeholders.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underestimation of project costs and failure to address long-term funding for financial sustainability</td>
<td>The role of an intermediary (third party) during the project's negotiation and implementation phases can help defuse conflicts and friction, and help define the respective roles and responsibilities of each actor involved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of clear leadership roles and responsibilities</td>
<td>The role of an intermediary (third party) during the project's negotiation and implementation phases can help defuse conflicts and friction, and help define the respective roles and responsibilities of each actor involved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the Sukkur project, a general lack of respect for the different lead actors had an impact on the project because relations between the residents and government officials became increasingly strained as certain responsibilities of the government were either completed at a low level of quality or not at all.</td>
<td>In the Sukkur project, a project office was set up in the area. The office was open during evening hours so residents could access it to ask questions, gather and discuss progress.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of transparency in project design (objectives) and implementation</td>
<td>In the Sukkur project, a project office was set up in the area. The office was open during evening hours so residents could access it to ask questions, gather and discuss progress.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is essential to a project's long-term and short-term success that the public is allowed to participate in the project's development and that the process is transparent.</td>
<td>In the Sukkur project, a project office was set up in the area. The office was open during evening hours so residents could access it to ask questions, gather and discuss progress.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: CityNet, UNDP and UNCHS, 1998

Considerations for the Selection of Partners and Projects

Although successful transfers take place every day involving different countries, regions and actors, there are several considerations that can help enhance the effectiveness and efficiency of a transfer process. These considerations include:

- A common or shared set of problems and issues;
- Similarities in social, economic and demographic contexts;
- Local support for such partnerships and co-operative exchanges;
- A mutual commitment to share and to learn;
• Documented evidence of a proven solution in the form of a good or best practice; and
• An understanding of the similarities and differences in administrative and political contexts and procedures.

Many best practices involve smaller NGOs/CBOs and municipalities which may have limited capacities to engage in transfers. An important indicator of whether such a host is capable of engaging in a transfer is to ask whether the initial practice has been scaled-up locally and whether it has actively engaged in training and/or advocacy.

**Negotiating a partnership agreement for a transfer**

It is important to be aware of the different types of peer-to-peer learning and exchanges that are possible, as well as their implications for both participant and host. Some of these types are briefly listed below.

**Study tours:** These are relatively common and easy to organize. They necessitate a formal exchange of letters regarding the object and purpose of the visit by the participant and a setting of dates and number of people involved. Advantages include ease of organization and a low level of expectations for both parties. The effectiveness of a study tour can be greatly enhanced by prior exchange and sharing of information on key indicators, by focusing on specific issues for learning and exchange and by well-matched counterparts.

**Study tour with action planning:** A more elaborate transfer process which involves formal and prior exchange of information regarding the intent of the partner to learn from the host within the framework of an ongoing or about-to-be implemented action plan. This will require the hosts to reflect on their lessons learned and to share their knowledge and know-how on various aspects of design, implementation, decision-making and impact assessment. The main advantage is a more detailed mutual understanding of the needs, contexts and priorities of the host and participant situations. This process demands much more preparation on behalf of both parties and a serious commitment to mutual learning and exchange. Expectations for both parties should be clearly stipulated in terms of reference for the study tour and any follow-up activities.

**Staff exchange:** Similar to above and recommended as a follow-up to a study tour whereby staff, usually from the participants’ side, stays with the host for the purpose of on-site, on-the-job learning and coaching. It can also involve the host sending staff to the participant for follow-up cooperation during critical phases of implementation. This form of exchange can be very effective. In terms of preparation, at a minimum, terms of reference should be agreed to. In cases of prolonged exchanges, other administrative arrangements should be clearly settled.

**Technical cooperation agreement:** An agreement which may encompass all of the above plus the use of or secondment of technical staff and/or experts from the host to the participant. Such an agreement usually involves some costs, such as travel and accommodation, and may also include contractual arrangements. Clear terms of reference should be
used to ensure that all aspects of the co-operation agreement are fully discussed, agreed to and approved by both parties.

**Twinning arrangements:** They imply a long-term commitment on behalf of both parties to systematically engage in peer-to-peer learning, exchanges and study tours. Twinning arrangements usually involve sharing and exchange at all levels, including the political, social-cultural and technical dimensions.

A checklist for an effective partnership agreement would include:

- Develop clear and achievable mission and goals;
- Identify type of partnership agreement;
- Develop estimated timeline;
- Secure required resources;
- Set clear expectations; and
- Provide necessary staffing and training.

**Lessons Learned**

The following are some of the practical lessons drawn from actual transfers. Box XI.8 summarizes the general lessons observed from effective and innovative transfers.

- Visits provide hosts with an opportunity for learning, capacity-building and evaluation. Hosts can learn from visiting teams, and also benefit from reviewing and further improving their ongoing good and best practices;
- Transfers should focus on the process that made innovations possible and not just on technology or know-how. Staff exchanges and visits should be conceived as an action-planning exercise to help participants share experiences on the processes involved and to assess opportunities and constraints for adaptation or transfer;
- Visiting and host teams should be matched and should include various actors: decision-makers, community leaders, technical and managerial staff, as well as other relevant stakeholders. In addition to focusing on the current good or best practice, actors should identify other aspects of current work of potential interest to participants such as other projects, management and information systems, etc.;
- Learning can take place at individual, organizational and institutional levels, and therefore there are different types of transfers that can take place: NGO-NGO, NGO-city, city-city or institutional programmes. The transfer of process skills, such as participatory planning, conflict resolution, mediation, community mobilization and participation are as important as technical skills and know-how;
- Assessing the cost-effectiveness of initiatives is an important aspect of the learning and transfer process; and
There is a need to understand the local administrative/political and social/economic context in order to fully assess the opportunities and constraints to a successful transfer. The costs involved in peer-to-peer learning and exchanges, particularly within a given region, are often lower and more cost-effective than using experts or consultants or sending staff to supply-driven training courses.

Box XI.8
GENERAL LESSONS OBSERVED FROM EFFECTIVE AND INNOVATIVE TRANSFERS

- Innovation champions play a critical role in the transfer process
- Successful implementation of transfers requires partnerships – a participatory, integrated and flexible approach
- Transfer provides a non-crisis incentive for cross-cultural collaboration
- Transfer is not only a product, but also a process
- Extraneous factors can derail a transfer
- Open-ended learning works best
- Failures teach as much as success
- It is important to celebrate the replicator

Source: CityNet, UNDP and UNCHS, 1998

Monitoring, Evaluation and Feedback

The sustainability of a transfer and the implementation of an innovative practice rely upon the follow-through process and an honest evaluation of both the innovation and the transfer. Prior to the transfer, a clear monitoring plan should be devised to provide a framework by which progress can be assessed, impacts measured in accordance with initial objectives or anticipated results, and the implementation process analysed for lessons learned.

Assessments of the process, successes and failures should be scheduled both on a short-term and long-term basis, with all key players represented. Feedback meetings should be public and widely advertised so that all stakeholders have an opportunity to get involved in the ongoing evaluation and follow-up processes.

A key aspect of monitoring is to identify the obstacles faced, keeping track of how they were overcome. This will provide others with valuable information on how to avoid some of the obstacles and also how to overcome them when encountered. It is important to remember that every project runs into obstacles at some point in the implementation process, and in the euphoria of success, these obstacles are often forgotten.

The effective transfer of a practice is not simply replication but rather an innovative adaptation using lessons derived from successes as well as failures. Developing a solution applicable to a community’s specific problem is itself a good practice and should be
evaluated and documented for the benefit of others. Table XI.8 outlines a strategic process for programme evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table XI.8</th>
<th>STRATEGIC PROCESS FOR PROGRAMME EVALUATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step</strong></td>
<td><strong>Process</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact Evaluation</td>
<td>Gather key participants together as a group to evaluate the results of the transfer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constructive Critique</td>
<td>Develop a list of criteria from the previous stages of the transfer process that best represents the critical factors of the project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey</td>
<td>Using the criteria developed by the participants, develop a survey-feedback instrument to be distributed to and completed by community stakeholders, e.g., residents, NGOs, businesses, government.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document</td>
<td>Collect, compile and document survey results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identify</td>
<td>Identify key success and problem areas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-term</td>
<td>Schedule ongoing evaluation processes to highlight successes and discuss remedies/alternatives for problems.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


In the short term, evaluation results should be documented and discussed to determine whether modifications are necessary to the initial plan. Should modifications be deemed necessary, the same processes used in developing the initial plan can be repeated, focusing on the areas identified for change.

In the medium to long term, the transfer process, including its impact and its process, should be documented and disseminated widely to enrich the body of best practice knowledge. This expertise and experience can be used by other people, communities and organizations, thus continually enhancing the potential for matching supply with demand for South-South and decentralized forms of cooperation.

Without sharing, innovations and best practices will remain islands of excellence in a sea of “business as usual.” Yet, it is also important to know that transfer and peer-to-peer learning are not a panacea, but a process requiring time, commitment and an open participatory system that allows for different opinions and voices to be heard. Although the benefits to the demand-side may seem obvious, hosts stand to benefit as well, through developing their capacity as a learning organization, or one that continually grows in knowledge of its own strengths, weaknesses, and challenges.
Chapter XII

Replication Strategies and Transferability of Best Practices and Innovations:
The Gawad Galing Pook Awards in the Philippines

Austere Panadero

Introduction

This chapter examines replication strategies for local governance as applied and experienced by the Gawad Galing Pook Foundation in the Philippines. It describes elements needed to transfer or replicate an exemplary practice, critical factors in the replication process, and the main characteristics of those who replicate exemplary practices. We begin with a brief introduction to the Gawad Galing Pook Foundation and its Awards programme for innovation and excellence in government.

The Shift of Powers to Local Governments

The Local Government Code (LGC), enacted in the Philippines in 1992, radically transformed the country’s politico-administrative system. The Code is considered revolutionary in the Philippines because it devolved certain powers and functions to provinces, cities, municipalities and barangays (villages, the smallest political unit) that were hitherto controlled by the central government. Local government was made responsible for the delivery of basic services such as health, agriculture, social services, as well as aspects of environmental management and infrastructure. In addition, the Code increased financial commitments to local governments, established the foundation for cooperation between civil society and local governments, and encouraged entrepreneurship in local government.

As a result of the Code, Local Government Units (LGUs) are compelled and expected to consider local demands when making policy and implementing programmes and projects. The responsibility for accessing and mobilizing resources is also an opportunity to unlock the LGUs’ entrepreneurial energies in order to increase their revenues and improve local services. The Local Government Code created the policy infrastructure for good governance at the local level, but it is up to the LGUs to deliver on these expectations. Local officials had little preparation, and in some cases insufficient resources, to properly respond to these changes and challenges. Yet some LGUs found creative ways to better serve their constituents, in part by looking to themselves, their communities and their peers for new ideas and approaches. The Gawad Galing Pook Awards were created to recognize these successes.

Recognizing excellence in local governance

The Gantimpalang Panglingkod Pook, or Gawad Galing Pook, was launched in 1993 to recognize innovation and excellence in local governance. Its mandates include: recogniz-
ing innovation and excellence in local governance; inspiring replication of these prac-
tices; and advocating citizen awareness of and participation in innovative local govern-
ance programmes. The Gawad Galing Pook Awards include the following categories:

- **Outstanding Local Governance Programme and Trailblazing Programme**: The award for Outstanding Local Governance Programme is given yearly to the ten top-ranking local governance programmes according to the Galing Pook Foundation’s selection criteria. The Trailblazing Programme Award is given to the next ten finalists from the same screening process;

- **Award for Continuing Excellence (ACE)**: Every five years, an ACE is given to past winners of the Outstanding Local Governance Programme Award that have made the most significant progress since receiving the original award; and

- **Special Citations**: These are awarded to programmes judged to have accomplished the most significant achievements in specific areas of local governance development, such as child-rights-responsiveness and gender-responsiveness.

Candidates for the Gawad Galing Pook Awards pass through a rigorous multi-level screening process. Major selection criteria include whether the programme has a positive impact on economic, socio-cultural, environmental and gender-equity issues; whether it promotes citizen empowerment; it is transferable and sustainable; it is efficient; and it makes creative use of local powers provided by the LGC and related legislation. Specific standards are associated with each of these major selection criteria. This comprehensive screening process is spearheaded by a National Selection Committee (NSC) and supported by a Regional Selection Committee (RSC). The screeners are distinguished individuals from government, NGOs, academia, the business sector and media who bring diversity of views, gender, geographical location and technical expertise.

To date, the Gawad Galing Pook Awards have recognized 195 innovative and excellent programmes in local governance. Municipalities have received the most awards, followed by city-level programmes. This is quite understandable considering the large number of applications received from municipalities. Environmental and healthcare categories have garnered the most Gawad Galing Pook awards. The environmental programmes range from river rehabilitation to forest protection, while the healthcare programmes focused on providing more innovative, efficient and affordable services to constituents.

**What prompts innovation?**

Some of the circumstances that led to innovations recognized by the Gawad Galing Pook Awards are described below.

**“Triggering crises”**: Innovations may occur in response to a crisis, such as environmental degradation, floods, etc. When pushed against the wall and confronted with a crisis, various stakeholders in society, whether governmental or civil, become creative and innovative. A Bantay Dagat (“protecting the sea”) programme was launched in Puerto Princesa, a city in Palawan province, in response to the threat of rapid depletion of its fisheries.
Dynamic leadership and active civil society: Political leaders usually take the initiative in addressing felt or articulated needs. They do so in response to practical or political expediency. The point is that aggressive leadership and a committed government prompted and sustained most of the innovations awarded by Gawad Galing Pook. Pressure from members of civil society led to the initiation of fewer programmes.

Inadequate financial resources: Limitations on financial resources can prompt local authorities to think of ways to generate revenues in addition to the conventional means of taxation and allotments from the national government. Various local financial initiatives have received awards in the last ten years.

Demand for specific basic services: Local governments may become creative in response to a pressing basic need that simply must be addressed, such as healthcare and housing.

National policies and programmes: While the national government may provide the policy framework for, say, addressing certain basic needs (housing, healthcare, infrastructure development, etc.), local governments may build upon the framework and adapt it to local conditions. The national government’s policy on solid waste management, for example, has led some LGUs to develop their own strategies for implementing this policy locally.

Gawad Galing Pook Replication Experiences

Gawad Galing Pook believes that the value of harvesting best and innovative practices is greater when shared with other LGUs, prompting them to explore their potential, respond to local needs, maximize their resources – and realize good governance. This is why the Foundation works to provide venues and create opportunities in the form of learning and replication circles that aid policy discussion, model-building and cross-fertilization of lessons among LGUs.

Gawad Galing Pook’s replication strategies range from exchanges of information and ideas to the actual replication of a particular exemplary practice. Galing Pook defines replication as a structured learning process that facilitates sharing and the development of advocacy strategies across programmes and organizations in order to build the capacities of individuals, groups and institutions to improve their situations. Its replication strategies are characterized by collaboration and partnership, as they involve making a conscious decision to learn and work together.

Three of the Foundation’s replication strategies are analysed throughout this chapter: information transfer, nationally driven transfers, and peer-to-peer coaching. In the next sections we describe these replication strategies; the last two strategies – nationally driven transfer and peer-to-peer coaching – are implemented primarily by partner institutions of Gawad Galing Pook.

Information Transfer

Information transfer, or the exchange of ideas and solutions, is a key method of transfer or replication used by Gawad Galing Pook. It involves the unpacking of technologies
that make best practices possible and dissecting which combination of features, e.g., framework, systems and tools, would apply to a similar but also unique situation in another community. Information transfer also involves enhancing the “learning transferability” of the best practices recognized by the Gawad Galing Pook.

The replication strategies

Gawad Galing Pook has instituted several mechanisms to promote and implement information transfer. These include:

Development of knowledge products: Creating a best practices compendium. Gawad Galing Pook documents its awarded practices as inputs to the replication process. It has published a compendium of exemplary LGU practices in a multi-volume series titled Kaban-Galing: A Case Bank of Exemplary Programmes in Local Governance. The series is organized by the following development themes: good local governance; environmental governance; local economic transformation; poverty reduction; urban governance; child-friendly governance; and peace and development. The documentation highlights the tools, methodologies and strategies that are useful to replication efforts. It contains, but is not limited to, the following: the name of the approach, its proponent/initiator, and sources of funding; its objectives and key processes; any tools developed and their features; what participatory structures and processes were strengthened; what partnership arrangements were developed; the output and outcome of the intervention(s); gains and impact generated; factors that contributed to the results; enabling and limiting factors; plans and components for sustaining the innovation; and prospects for replication and mainstreaming. Each volume begins with a replication guide based on the lessons and insights generated by analysing the different cases under each development theme.

Learning circles: Workshops for sharing knowledge. Galing Pook also uses learning circles – conference workshops that bring together past award winners and selected LGU officials – as a more interactive way to transfer information. The Galing Pook winners featured in these meetings serve as resources for peer-to-peer learning. This sharing and dialogue between and among LGU winners and international counterparts provides new perspectives and strategies to local leaders on how to address development and governance concerns in their local entities. The latest learning circle events conducted by Galing Pook concerned solid waste management, coastal resource management and the strengthening of local school boards.

LOGOSHARE: Local governance knowledge-sharing network. LOGOSHARE is the latest strategy being developed by Galing Pook to facilitate information exchange and transfer, undertaken in partnership with the Center for Conscious Living Foundation. It is an information communication technology (ICT) that will use the power of information technology and the internet to promote and encourage replication of best practices in local governance.
Nationally Driven Transfers

Nationally driven replication or transfer involves cooperation between the Philippines’ Department of Interior and the Department of Interior and Local Government (DILG). Specifically, the two departments develop a particular mechanism or practice into a national programme and undertake a nationwide effort to encourage LGUs to adopt it. This replication scheme has been applied in the government’s Anti-Red Tape Programme, whereby local government units are encouraged to set up a one-stop-shop processing system for business permits, and in the Bayanihan Savings Replication Project (BSRP). The BSRP is described in more detail in the following section.

An example of a nationally driven transfer

The BSRP developed out of the Bayanihan Banking Programme (BBP), a Galing Pook awardee in 2002. The BBP, located in Pasay City in Metro Manila, is an adaptation of the Grameen Bank, a micro-finance model developed by Dr. Mohammad Yunus of Bangladesh. Essentially, the programme aims to empower the poor by enabling them to save and gain access to credit. Under the BBP, small groups of 26-30 beneficiaries set up their own financial center with its own system and policy on savings and loans. Financial centers create their own emergency fund using savings pledged during weekly meetings. Members cannot borrow if they do not save, as their savings record serves as their credit record. In addition to credit lines, members have access to accident insurance. A unique feature of the BBP is its emphasis on values and spiritual development. To cultivate better relationships and a culture of trust among members, its capability-building interventions include a values-formation programme and the integration of spiritual exercises such as prayers and bible reading into their meetings. In barely two years, the Pasay City BBP has formed 251 financial centers with a total of 10,000 members who have generated savings of P3.7 million.

The replication process

Having seen the success of BBP in Pasay City, the DILG adopted the programme for replication; the department saw value in the way BBP fosters savings among its members and strengthens their values by participating in an activity that enhances their relationship with their communities. The programme was found to be a very relevant way for LGUs to participate in the national government’s anti-poverty programme, as it strengthens LGUs’ capacities to be effective entrepreneurs and development managers and provides them with opportunities to forge stronger links between various NGOs, people’s organizations (Pos) and community-based organizations. It is in this context that the Bayanihan Savings Replication Project (BSRP) was launched.

The BSRP is an attempt to replicate the success of the Bayanihan Banking Programme implemented in the cities of Pasay and Pasig. The word “savings” is used instead of “banking” to emphasize that this is essentially a community-based savings programme. The replication process has two objectives: a) to build on the demonstrated success of Pasay and Pasig in creating enterprising, dynamic and self-reliant communities; and b) to institutionalize a mechanism to strengthen LGU capacities as well as links among
NGOs, POs and community-based organizations, and to develop community self-reliance.

The following specific steps were undertaken to replicate the BBP nationwide:

- Sponsor a national conference on the Bayanihan Savings Replication Project attended by key stakeholders.
- Build a strategic alliance among the key stakeholders and forge a memorandum of agreement for delivering training and technical assistance to implement the BSRP.
- Create a national project structure to oversee the implementation of the entire replication process.
- Issue DILG memoranda pertaining to the implementation of BSRP. For example, one memoranda (MC 2003-03), which was addressed to all regional directors and heads of local government sector bureaus and operating units, offered guidance on implementing BSRP within their respective offices/departments.
- Train DILG city/municipal government operations officers on BSRP.
- Implement BSRP at the local level.
- Establish other support mechanisms, such as the Bayanihan School of Entrepreneurship and Management (BSEM), to develop leadership capacities among local authorities and initiate behavioral change.

As of May 16, 2005, a total of 622 LGUs nationwide had implemented the BSRP in their respective local entities, generating total savings of approximately PHP52 million (almost USD1 million) from 4,309 Bayanihan Centers with 108,302 members.

**Peer-to-Peer Coaching: KAAKBAY**

KAAKBAY is a Filipino term meaning “arm-in-arm.” The term is used to introduce peer-to-peer coaching and learning as a capacity-development methodology to replicate exemplary practices in local governance. KAAKBAY was developed and implemented by DILG, the League of Cities in the Philippines (LCP), the League of Municipalities of the Philippines (LMP) and the Philippines-Canada Local Government Support Programme (LGSP). Its pilot programme identified six exemplary practices (EPs) in the Philippines and brought together 30 LGUs – 10 that successfully pioneered the practices and 20 to replicate them – in a one-year replication programme. Four of these exemplary practices are Galing Pook awardees.

**KAAKBAY’s replication process**

In general, the KAAKBAY project selects two or three LGUs to replicate a specific exemplary practice. Cities and municipalities taking part in the project visit the LGU that implemented the best practice and take part in a peer-to-peer learning workshop to determine how they will replicate it. During this visit, they learn about the key steps for implementing the practice; the success factors and difficulties in implementing it; who the
key stakeholders are and how they contributed; what to avoid; how long the practice takes to implement; and the main benefits of implementing it. The visiting officials also determine how they will work together as a cluster of LGUs to replicate the practice. Finally, they develop a work plan for implementing the exemplary practice in their municipality or city within one year. KAAKBAY provides technical assistance and monitors the LGUs’ progress to help them to achieve the targeted results within this timeframe. The KAAKBAY replication programme consists of these five tasks/steps as illustrated below.

**Task 1: Determining the modalities of the programme.** In this preparatory stage, the necessary structures, procedures and resources are determined and mobilized to manage an effective transfer of learning. This includes deciding on the partnership agreements and management structure; formulating objectives, policies, principles and framework/criteria; leveling off roles and functions involved in the programme; developing mechanisms and systems to manage and coordinate the key stakeholders, monitor and evaluate the programme, and provide support to hosting and replicating LGUs; and identifying and leveraging needed and available resources. Task 1 activities principally involve the key organizing institutions of the overall programme, i.e., DILG, LCP, LMP and LGSP. These organizations formulate and execute memoranda of agreement in order to clarify each other’s roles, responsibilities and contributions to the programme.

**Task 2: Identifying exemplary practices to be offered for replication.** While there is an available list of exemplary practices (EPs), careful study and selection is undertaken to ensure the success of the replication programme, including developing the framework and criteria for identifying EPs; searching for initial documentation and identification of EPs; packaging the identified EPs for dissemination to prospective replicators; building relationships and arrangements with host LGUs; and setting up mechanisms to continue the search for relevant EPs. The EP identification process emphasizes initiatives that address poverty alleviation and resource mobilization. These issues, considered to be among the major priorities of the national government and the felt needs of local communities, are being actively pursued by all of KAAKBAY’s institutional partners. Beyond poverty alleviation and resource mobilization, LGU exemplary practices considered for replication include as many of the following characteristics as possible:

- **LGU-initiated:** The exemplary practice was initiated by an LGU at the city or municipal level. The initiative is sustainable and not dependent for its success, implementation or resources on any other programme, project or agency;
- **Creative use of Local Governance Code powers:** The exemplary practice demonstrates the creative use of governmental and/or corporate powers provided to LGUs by the Local Government Code of 1991;
- **Simple and implementable in one year:** The initiative is easily replicable and can progress to the application stage in a relatively short time;
- **Proven and effective solutions to common or similar problems:** The exemplary practice has proven over a reasonable period to be an effective response to the identified needs of its target beneficiaries. It has also made a significant contribution to the improvement of the beneficiaries’ social and material conditions;
• **Demonstrated level of sustainability:** This means that the project has been in place for a considerable time; it survived the arrival of a new administration; it has become a permanent programme or structure in the LGU; the community as well as executive and legislative bodies are involved in and support it; and related legislation is in place in the LGU;

• **Least possible cost and effort to replicate:** The exemplary practice does not require huge amounts of resources or funding to replicate and is easy to implement. It’s a “common sense idea” as opposed to a capital-intensive project. Also, the exemplary practice is able to mobilize and maximize the use of indigenous resources;

• **Potential for multiplier effect or further replication:** The processes and approaches of the exemplary practice have the potential to address other needs or deliver services beyond those originally targeted or intended. This means that the initiative has relatively high potential for success. The success of the practice in a few LGUs may incite other LGUs to adopt it; and

• **Documented exemplary practice:** Considering all other features equal, preference will be given to initiatives with existing documentation on the EP’s benefits, key milestones, success and hindering factors, results, key stakeholders, processes and mechanisms.

**Task 3: Selecting local governments to replicate the exemplary practices.** The KAAK-BAY programme carefully selects the LGUs that will replicate the exemplary practices. The selection process includes: developing the criteria for selecting the replicating LGUs; establishing modes and media for disseminating information about the programme and the EPs proposed for replication; screening applications and finalizing the selection; and building relationships and arrangements with replicating LGUs. LGUs selected to replicate the identified EPs are called “recipient LGUs”. The KAAKBAY pilot programme created small groups or clusters of recipient LGUs which may or may not have been geographically contiguous with each other. This pilot project involved some 16 to 20 LGUs, either as host or recipient. Of this number, 75% were municipalities and 25% were cities. To be chosen, candidate LGUs had to demonstrate the initiative, commitment and resources to replicate EPs. Specifically, recipient LGUs should:

• **Express a need for assistance:** LGUs which demonstrate greater need for assistance are prioritized in the selection;

• **Demonstrate the will to replicate a specific practice:** The recipient LGU should have the daring, desire and interest to pursue the exemplary practice proposed to it;

• **Willing to take part in an institutional cooperation process with other LGUs:** Participating LGUs are asked to enter into a formal collaborative agreement with other LGUs to pursue the replication process. The support of each LGU’s local chief executive and their local legislative councils or Sanggunians is required;

• **Ready to implement the exemplary practice:** Recipient LGUs should have, among other elements, the political support, basic capacity and required equipment to implement the EP. In addition, they should be ready to start the replication process as soon as possible so that initiatives are completed or are well under way before the local elections;
• Provide the resources required for the replication process: While LGSP provides a small project support fund to the KAAKBAY project, recipient LGUs are expected to provide the majority of resources and other in-kind contributions required for the replication process;

• Assign a strong local government operations officer (LGOO) in the LGU: The LGOO, with support from a local resource partner (LRP), is expected to coach the LGU through the replication process;

• Minimum prerequisites already in place: The recipient LGU should have available for utilization and deployment the necessary facilities, human resources and equipment to replicate the specific exemplary practice; and

• Be a team player: The recipient LGU should be willing to abide by and commit to the roles and responsibilities within the KAAKBAY replication cluster.

Task 4: Managing and supporting the actual replication process among LGUs. After completing the preparatory steps, in Task 4, the LGUs go through the replication process itself. The processes involved in Task 4 are sub-divided into the pre-replication phase and the replication phase. These activities are illustrated in Figure XII.1.

The pre-replication phase consists of a) preparing for replication and b) building relationships between host and replicator LGUs. First, to ensure their readiness to undertake
the process and increase their chances for success, LGUs must build capacity for hosting or replicating a local government practice. Host LGUs that are sharing their exemplary practice with others will need to do more work at the start of the process, while replicating LGUs take on greater responsibility during the actual replication process. The second part of the pre-replication phase involves initial communication and coordination between LGUs through email, telephone, fax or letter. Initial communication includes introducing the host and replicating teams to each other, arranging for the peer-to-peer learning workshop and clarifying questions and expectations. The replication itself consists of three steps: a) documenting the exemplary practice (done by the host LGU); b) conducting a peer-to-peer learning workshop (for host and replicating LGUs); and c) formulating and implementing the replication work plan (done by the replicating LGU). Below, we provide more details on the tools that the KAAKBAY replication programme has designed and developed to help these three steps run smoothly.

As noted above, documenting the exemplary practices is the responsibility of the host LGU. It aims to make available essential information about the EP, presented in a way that facilitates its use by the replicating LGU in developing its work plan and implementing its replication project. KAAKBAY developed the “Guideline for Documenting the Exemplary Practice” to facilitate this step. Using this tool produces the following information about the EP: the host LGU’s objectives in implementing the practice; conditions in the LGU prior to implementing the practice (its rationale for trying the EP); key steps in implementing the practice; resources used in implementing it; the results or impact on the LGU/community of implementing the practice; analysis, including lessons learned and insights gained in implementing the practice; samples of the specific forms, plans, tools, etc., used by the host LGU in implementing its project. From the perspective of replication, the most crucial part of the guideline is probably the key implementation steps, as they constitute the actual implementation process of the initial project and will be adapted and modified by the replicating LGU. Hence, the host LGUs are encouraged to be objective and thoughtful in documenting these steps, with the goal of making the process as simple and cost-effective as possible. Accomplishing this goal typically requires ongoing interaction between the individuals who implemented the original project.

After documenting the exemplary practice, the host LGU needs to plan, prepare for and conduct the peer-to-peer learning workshop. This workshop should allow the host LGU to share its EP with replicating LGUs to help them better appreciate the practice and to formulate a first draft of their replication work plan with inputs from the host LGUs. The peer-to-peer learning workshop may be the first opportunity for host and replicating LGUs to meet and get to know each other. It should therefore be structured in a way that affords the greatest opportunity to build a solid foundation and take-off point for the replication process. KAAKBAY has developed a generic workshop design and facilitator’s guide to help the host LGUs with this step (see Table XII.1).
Table XII.1

WORKSHOP DESIGN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Introduction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Opening ceremony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Introduce participants and set expectations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Overview of the workshop and the exemplary practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Fellowship activity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Appreciation of the exemplary practice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Seeing is Believing</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Comprehensive presentation of the exemplary practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• See the practice in operation (visit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Participants’ reflection on the exemplary practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Analysing the exemplary practice</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Rationale and purpose of the exemplary practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Key implementation steps and related resources</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Implementing the exemplary practice in the replicating LGU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Managing the project in your LGU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Formulating the work plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Working as partners – memorandum of agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Next steps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Panadero, 2005

The key activity in Part 3 of the workshop is formulating and implementing the replication work plan, whereby the replicating LGUs, with the help of host LGUs, identify the specific steps and actions they will undertake to replicate the exemplary practice. Here, KAAKBAY has developed a work plan template. This tool serves as a guide for the replicating LGU in identifying its objectives for replication; who should be involved; key replication steps and activities; required resources; and potential problems, constraints and issues and ways of resolving them. This template includes the following key components: context for replication; objectives and expected results; implementation plan/key implementation steps; coordination mechanisms between host and replicating LGUs for monitoring and evaluation; and budget.

**Task 5: Monitoring and evaluating the programme.** The work plan becomes the basis for monitoring and evaluating the replication process once it’s under way. This final step of the process is the responsibility of the replicating LGU. In the KAAKBAY replication programme, there are four key concerns to monitor and evaluate at the LGU level. These are: understanding and using the three replication tools; effectiveness and appropriateness of the implementation steps outlined in the work plan; the LGU’s ability to implement the replication process; and the results achieved and lessons learned.
Learning and Insights

This section presents conclusions drawn from the experiences of the Gawad Galing Pook in replicating and transferring exemplary or best practices. The following includes elements that make a practice transferable/replicable:

- **Simple process and tools:** An emphasis on simple processes and methodologies to facilitate tangible results is a key element in making a practice transferable. In most cases, exemplary practices must be generic enough for replicating LGUs to modify and adapt them to their own situation. Practices that are too context-specific, require too many preconditions, or are subject to a lot of external factors may be difficult to replicate;

- **Quick wins:** Based on the lessons of the KAAKBAY experience, exemplary practices that take no more than one year to replicate are preferred. This is particularly relevant to the LGUs, where elections are held every three years. In addition, practices that take longer than a year to replicate may be more difficult to manage: LGUs may lose momentum or enthusiasm for the process and monitoring may become less effective;

- **Cost-effectiveness:** One of the principles of replication is that it should require the least effort and least amount of resources. Thus, selected exemplary practices should have proven their cost-effectiveness by achieving their objectives vis-à-vis available resources;

- **Addresses an expressed/felt need:** The presence of a concrete need or issue that is addressed by the exemplary practice makes it more replicable; and

- **Validity of the exemplary practice:** “Seeing is believing.” Hence, a practice becomes more replicable and transferable if the LGUs see evidence of its validity and/or effectiveness and understand the key reasons for its success. It is useful to compare the practice to other existing models as this builds credibility and confidence among the replicating LGUs in identifying the most appropriate exemplary practice for their own situation.

Critical factors needed for any replication process

Even more than the exemplary practice itself, the factors affecting the replication process must be given careful attention to make the intervention work. Our discussion of the relevant factors in Gawad Galing Pook experiences reflects the following framework:

| Host LGU (source of exemplary practice) | Learning Processes | Recipient LGU (learns from Host LGU's exemplary practice) |

Each of these elements requires preparation for a replication project to succeed; more details are provided below. The Host LGU (source of the exemplary practice) must do the following:
Document the exemplary practice. The exemplary practice that is being promoted must be documented in a way that will facilitate learning and sharing with other organizations/LGUs.

Have enterprising and innovative people to spearhead the transfer of learning. The Host LGU needs people with the ability to contribute/articulate their experience.

Willingness and commitment. The Host LGU must see the value of the replication processes to its own development in order to generate the necessary commitment to it. In the KAAKBAY pilot programme, some motivating factors identified by Host LGUs included: enhancement of reputation and prestige, potential income, and professional development of staff.

The Recipient LGU (replicator of the exemplary practice) must exhibit the following:

Presence of expressed need. Replication must be an expressed demand of local governments. Recipient LGUs should clearly and strongly identify the need to replicate a particular practice; further, they must see this practice as a solution to a problem or situation they are seeking to resolve. When local governments have a real and recognized need to replicate a particular project, the Recipient LGUs are more likely to show sustained commitment and active participation and, consequently, are more likely to succeed. Poorly selected Recipient LGUs can lead to early dropouts or lackluster participation.

Political will and commitment of the stakeholder or replicator. As noted above, LGUs' commitment to the replication process is crucial. This was a recurring lesson throughout the KAAKBAY programme. The lack of sustained support from the mayor or chief executive and the local legislative body can spell failure for a replication project. An indication of real commitment is the willingness to provide resources to support the programme and its personnel. Equally important is openness to change and new ideas. Recipient LGUs must be willing to provide counterparts and share resources, such as budget and human resources, that may be needed in the replication process.

Need for champions and advocates. In addition to the resources described above, there must be a champion or sponsor of the replication process within the LGU. This becomes very important during the implementation phase, when resistance among the affected people is expected to occur. Ideally, the local chief executive plays the role of the sponsor. Having a champion or advocate also facilitates the mobilization of additional resources if necessary.

Creation of a multi-sectoral implementation structure and team. The Recipient LGU must identify a core project team to oversee and monitor the replication process. This need was seen both in KAAKBAY and the replication of the Bayanihan centers. Support of other stakeholders in the process is also important, as this strengthens the sustainability of the replication process; these stakeholders could include society at large, business, church, NGOs and citizen’s organizations.

Issuance of policy instruments. Experience shows that the right policy environment is among the imperatives for innovation and creativity. It is therefore necessary for a repli-
cation process to be supported by policy directives, such as an executive order, ordinance, etc., to make the effort more binding and lasting.

The following factors are crucial to the replication process:

*Availability of institutions and people to facilitate learning.* Replication is a learning process that can be maximized only if necessary elements and opportunities are provided, such as a learning facilitator. This facilitator could come from the exchanging LGUs or a third party, such as an outside institution.

*Tools and guidelines.* Host and Recipient LGUs develop or use tools that can be employed by both LGUs to facilitate learning and the exchange of ideas.

*Adaptation rather than adoption.* Tools and processes to be used in a replication process must encourage adaptation, not adoption, of the exemplary practice. Further, the replication must involve not only the transfer of the solutions or models but also the transfer of the processes.

*Integration of monitoring and evaluation into programme implementation.* Because a replication programme is an innovation, monitoring and recording one’s own experience as well as the experience of replicating LGUs helps an organization build its capacity for undertaking similar programmes in the future. It also contributes to the larger goal of disseminating good governance practices and building effective programmes for replicating these practices.

*Cultural considerations.* Local cultures are characterized by considerable diversity of political and institutional arrangements, cultural conditions, social and economic conditions, local capacities and so on. Thus, tools and processes are more effective when adapted to the local context. In fact, the opportunity to use the Recipient LGU’s existing or indigenous practices in the replication process will facilitate its implementation.

*Celebrate small successes.* It is important to celebrate incremental successes in a replication process to encourage the replicators, sustain their commitment and encourage leadership participation in the programme.

Managing a replication programme involves the following elements:

*Systematic and strategic dissemination of exemplary practices.* Information transfer strategies remain crucial in laying the groundwork for actual replication processes. A systematic and faster way of disseminating (and accessing) information about exemplary practices to a larger number of local governments and other stakeholders also serves as channel and mechanism for coordinating and brokering the replication process. Note, however, that information must be packaged and presented in a specific way for a specific target audience. For example, experience shows that local chief executives prefer to learn about exemplary practices through visuals and short success stories rather than case studies.

*Formulate relevant, appropriate and viable frameworks and criteria to identify practices for replication.* This approach helps ensure that identified practices may be realistically replicated by other LGUs. Poor criteria for identification may result in exemplary practices that are not suitable for replication. Practices should be categorized by the degree of
complexity in replicating them (their toll on the time, resources, capacities of the LGU). Exemplary practices that prove more difficult than expected can place greater burdens on the replicating LGU and may ultimately result in the LGU abandoning the project.

Use or develop a replication process that is adapted to the LGU’s situation. In the KAAKBAY pilot programme, the three interconnected tools prescribed (documentation, peer-to-peer workshops, and a work plan) were developed based on knowledge of Philippine LGUs and their capacity development needs. Before KAAKBAY, study tours were common practice but rarely structured to maximize replication; often, local government officials would return to their respective towns without knowing how to apply what they learned. The KAAKBAY tools address these gaps and are generic enough to be adapted to many different contexts. Thorough study of the tools, their purposes and contents, and how they relate to one another, are important to maximize their use.

Consider timing when implementing the programme. Timing might not be everything, but it is critical. It is best to start a programme or replication process right after an election. This improves prospects for the replication being completed and institutionalized, and minimizes the chances that it will be disrupted by changes in local government leadership.

Scaling-up of replication programme requires national machinery. Large-scale replication of exemplary practices is greatly facilitated by support provided by national machinery such as the DILG.

Concluding Remarks: The Way Forward

The following are some of the challenges faced by Gawad Galing Pook in its continuing efforts to promote and inspire replication of innovative and excellent practices in local governance:

Promoting best practices vis-à-vis determining LGUs’ needs. Being an award-giving institution, there is a tendency for Gawad Galing Pook to initiate the identification of replicable practices and exert a great deal of effort in packaging and promoting the practices of the awardees. The challenge is to ensure that such practices are the ones needed by the recipient LGUs. To address this concern, LGUs are being surveyed to ascertain their need and demand for specific programmes. Once a demand is identified, it will be matched against the roster of Galing Pook-awarded best practices. Other exemplary practices will continue to be promoted and marketed, but in the form of benchmarking to be used as standards for local government performance. As a result, the promotion of such practices will be used not only to address a particular need, but to inspire and challenge other local governments to do things differently and better as they work toward the general goal of good governance.

Aspiring to be better. Knowledge-sharing among the Gawad Galing Pook winners encourages them to achieve even more and to set benchmarks for certain programmes or services at the local level. The Foundation aims to develop and organize a critical mass of local leaders who can mentor and inspire their peers in situations beyond workshops and conferences.
Creative documentation and dissemination of information on best practices. Identifying and utilizing the proper and cost-effective medium to promote best or exemplary practices remains a challenge. Hence, Gawad Galing Pook is maximizing the use of technology such as the internet, ICT and media to promote the best practices. It is also in the process of exploring the use of social marketing strategies to effect behavioral changes among the LGUs. In addition to the documentation of best or exemplary practices, the Foundation is putting resources into developing tools, training modules and other learning kits and materials (such as videos, CDs, etc.) to facilitate LGUs’ replication interventions and processes.

Transcending political barriers. Gawad Galing Pook operates in a political milieu where leadership changes every three years. To address this circumstance, the Foundation is very keen on the timing of its replication interventions at the local level. Moreover, it will continue to strengthen its partnership with the DILG and LGU leagues in order to have the necessary political support to implement advocacy and replication programmes at the local level.

Partnership with other institutions in field replication. To augment its limited funds, particularly for implementing on-field replication programmes, Gawad Galing Pook continues to seek partnerships through consultations and consensus-building among key stakeholders at the national and local levels. Leveraging and complementing resources and strategies with those of other institutions, particularly Official Development Assistance, may be necessary to have a greater impact and avoid duplication of work. Local partnerships with academic and other institutions will be continued in order to support the learning processes of the LGUs, particularly for the replication phase. During replication procedures, these partner academic and local-resource institutions can be tapped as learning facilitators in the documentation of best practices at the local level. The Foundation also seeks to influence the corporate sector and international institutions to take a close look at local governments in the Philippines as effective agents of change and reform.

Provision of support mechanisms. LGUs often face resource limitations in documenting their best practices or supporting their learning processes during replications. In view of this, the Gawad Galing Pook is establishing the Replication Programme (RePro), a fund and technical assistance facility jointly administered with the DILG; RePro can be accessed by LGUs interested in replicating Galing Pook’s exemplary programmes. Through RePro, the Foundation provides seed funds to jumpstart replication initiatives. In addition, it provides technical assistance in programme design, monitoring and evaluation, case study documentation and mass media popularization, while LGU adaptors and their partners provide on-site resources. This is a cost-sharing facility wherein the LGU proponent shoulders counterpart expenses to pursue the replication initiative.
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ENDNOTES

Chapter I
1 The Chapter incorporates key lessons learned and findings that emerged from the International Experts Meeting on “Approaches and Methodologies for the Assessment and Transfer of Best Practices in Governance and Public Administration” organized by UNDESA.
3 The term “best practice” will be used here with the understanding that it has many limitations and that “successful practices” is, as underlined by the United Nations Committee of Experts on Public Administration in its 2005 Final Report, a much more pertinent term.
4 See http://www.unpan.org/dpepa_psaward.asp.
5 For more information, see http://www.impumelelo.org.za
6 This section has been adapted from a chapter prepared by Vilhelm Klareskov for a forthcoming UNDESA publication on Innovations in Governance and Public Administration in the Mediterranean Region.
7 For further information on this case, see: http://www.innovations.harvard.edu/
9 DPADM is developing adaptations of the Citizens’ Report Cards in cooperation with a number of developing countries’ audit institutions. It is also designing programmes to build capacity of developing countries’ audit institutions to engage civil society in auditing the performance related to service delivery. Technical cooperation activities have been launched to build capacities to empower local authorities to better address local needs, improved use of budgetary resources allocated to the poor, data analysis of regional and district disparities, and empowering local stakeholders to enhance their participation in the preparation, evaluation and revision of the Poverty Reduction Strategy Papers (PRSPs).
10 For further information, see http://www.unpan.org/dpepa_worldpap俣ort.asp
11 “Broadband refers to telecommunications in which band of frequencies is available to transmit information. As a result more information can be transmitted in a given amount of time” (UN World Public Sector Report 2003, page 4).
12 The government’s portal address is: http://open-government.mn
13 The mentioned study on Mexican Awards for Public Service confirms the above.
14 See Joseph Galimberti in Chapter VII.
15 For more information on this specific case, see: https://www.arashi.com/pipermail/ccpg/2004q1/001294.html
16 For more information on the GII, visit: http://www.innovationkorea.gi
17 See the UN-HABITAT best practices web-site at: http://www.bestpractices.org

Chapter II

Chapter III
1 A more complete version of this proposal may be examined in Barzelay and Cortázar (2004). An earlier version of this methodological proposal is found in Barzelay, Gaetani, Cortázar and Cejudo (2002).
2 This definition is directly inspired by Bardach’s concepts of management practices in general (1998), p. 36.
3 Kingdon (1995) reflects on the way social situations that are deemed unsatisfactory are elevated to the category of public problems that warrant action through public policy. By contrast, Barzelay (1998) analyses the problems faced within a public organization that are related to unsatisfactory performance of the organization’s functions.
4 See Mayntz (2003) regarding the centrality of the task of causal reconstruction to understanding the social mechanisms that, among other things, can explain management practices.
5 A study on a practice that did not yield good results may prove interesting in order to understand the conditions that yielded this result, thus avoiding similar outcomes. For that reason, one must learn not only from successful experiences or practices, but also from situations that resulted in failure (Oyen, 2002, p. 26).
6 This definition is consistent with Metcalfe and Richards’s definition of management as “taking responsibility for the performance of a system” (1993, p. 37).
7 It is important to bear in mind that the same group of events may be narrated according to different plots or, in other words, different plots can explain the same experience. The choice of one plot or another has to do with which can better explain the process being studied, as well as the theoretical concerns guiding the research.
8 Although the text may suggest a sequence among the six types of interaction presented in Figure III.4, it is clear that the mutual influences and interactions do not follow a linear time sequence.
9 Overall, while the external factor has been influential in assuring transfer of the two governance institutions considered in this chapter in terms of diffusion, their influence in ensuring the institutions’ effective functioning has been very limited. This is due partly to factors within individual countries beyond the control of the external actors (some of them are addressed later) and partly to contradictions and inconsistencies in the governance agenda of the majority of the external actors. Regarding the latter point, when there is conflict between promoting good governance and the pursuit of commercial interests (for example, competitions over procurements), external actors most often put the tenets of good governance on the back burner.

Chapter V
2 The discussion of the Ombudsman institution in this paper draws on Adamolekun and Osunkunle (1982).
The problem of corruption in the private sector is also widespread across all continents but is excluded from consideration in this chapter, which is focused on the public sector.

As of 1 July 1997, Hong Kong became the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (SAR) of China.

It is important to stress that given the complex nature of the problem of corruption and its presence in all modern states, tackling it through a dedicated agency is only one option; the reliance on existing justice systems in Italy and France to tackle the problem from the early 1990s to the present is another option. Many developing and transition countries combine the ICAC-inspired dedicated institution with reliance on the justice system.

The communiqués of the conferences are featured on Transparency International’s website (www.ti.org)

In the Nigerian case, there is one ombudsman, called Public Complaints Commissioner, at the central government level and one each at the level of the component 36 states of the federation.


In a more recent study Ayeni (1994) focuses on new operational issues.

Chapter VI

1. Translation by the author (original in Portuguese).
2. Fundo de Manutenção e Desenvolvimento do Ensino Fundamental e de Valorização do Magistério (in Portuguese).

Chapter VII


Chapter VIII

1. There are three: Asociación de Municipios de México (AMMAC), the Asociación de Autoridades Locales de México (AALMAC) and the Federación Nacional de Municipios de México (FEAMM). These associations are integrated into the Mexican Municipality National Conference (CONAMM), which constitutes itself as negotiator with state governments and the federal government. See Paz Cuevas (2005).
2. With the addition of 451 programs presented at the Award in the 2005 competition, the total number is 2,211.

Chapter X

1. The other key instrument is the use of urban indicators.
2. Documented best practices are the intellectual property of the submitting parties within the public domain.
3. Submissions from least developed and developing countries benefit from feedback on their submissions. Submissions that do not qualify are provided with explanations.
4. Including UNDPs database on best practices in biodiversity and ICLEIs database on local initiatives.
5. The validation and selection process typically eliminates approximately 30% of submissions.
6. The criteria are presented in the form of a checklist designed specifically for assessing the relevance and pertinence of a law or policy to the Millennium Development Goals.
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